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TO HON. JAMES S. BOTSFORD,
OUR LECTURER

AND FRIEND,

THIS THE FOURTH VOLUME OF
THE PANDEX
IS RESPECTFULLY

-·:1 -

DEDICATED.

Hon. J ames Shennan
Lecturer

011

Equity

Mr. James Sherman Botsford has been
of t.he faculty of the Kansas
City School of Law since 1905 in the capacity of lecturer on Equity Jurtsprudeuce.
Mr. Botsford was born JUne 10, 1844,
near Waukesha, Wisconsin. His parents
were from Oneida county, New York. He
comes from a hardy and long-lived race.
His grandmother lived to be ninety-tive
years of age, and his mother was eightyseven rears of age at her death in 1907.
He was educated in the common and
high schools of Wisconsin and of Illinois.
He was only seven years old at the time
of the deat.h of his father, and at fourteen
years of age he left home and began to
rely wholly on his own efforts and industry.
At tbe beginning of the Civil war he
Jeft school and enlisted in the army as a
member of the Fifth 'Wisconsin Infantry
Volunteers.
He served in the Army of
the Potomac under McClelland, Burnsides, Hooker, Meade and Grant until
the battle of the Wilderness, in which he
was severely wounded in the right shculdel'. After lying in an army hospital for
several weeks he was honorably discharged on account of his wounds. This
was in September, L864.
He then returned
to his studies
at
school. Later he studied law and was admitted to the bar by the Supreme Court
of Illinois in 1866.
a member
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Botsford

Jurisprudence.
He moved to Sedalia, Missouri, in the
same year, and began the practice of law.
In 1870, he was city attomev of Sedalia,
and in 1871 was appointed by President
Grant United States District Attorney
for the Western
District of Missouri,
which office he held until 1877, residing
in the meantime at Jefferson City, Missouri.
During his term of office as United
States District Attorney, he prosecuted
the whiskey ring for frauds against the
internal revenue laws of the United
States, and obtained the first convictions
that were ever secured in those famous
trials.
In 1879 he removed to Kansas City and
entered the general practice of the law
in partnership with the late M. T. C. wuIiams. In 1895 he became the eentor
member of the firm of Botsford, Deatherage & Young-now Botsford, Deatherage,
Young & Creason.
MI'. Botsford has been engaged in many
important Jaw suits, and has had an extensive and wide experience as a practitioner. He is considered by the legal profession of this city as one of the best read
lawyers at the Kansas City bar, and one
whose legal lore is based upon a well
grounded knowledge of the elementary
principles of the law, aided and strengthened by a full knowledge of the modern
decisions and prtuciples necessary
to
meet modern conditions.

F or-mer

Judge

of ~\1iSSOlt ri Su pr eme Call rt and fall rider of
the Kansas City School of Law.
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School History
T has been said that the history of a nation is written in the
biography of its great men, and a school is a province which
has its men upon W110111 hangs its fate and turns in the balance its success or failure.
I have always considered
it one of the most fortunate
circumstances
for the Kansas City School of Law that Judge
Francis M. Black was associated with us so long and so intimately.
After a long service upon the Supreme bench of Missouri, he returned
to his private practice only a short time before we organized
the law school.
and it was but natural to turn to him to serve as our president.
Judge Black's fame as a lawyer and jurist did us a vast amount of
good, but better even than this was his association
with the faculty and the
boys in the class r00111.· He fairly hammered the law into his students, and,
never let up until they thoroughly
understood
the subject under discussion.
There are many interesting
the regular work, and I remember
after we started the school.

diversions
which break the monotony
of
of the Judge relating an experience soon

While lecturing upon the subject of Sales, the Judge asked a student.
"What is a chose in actiour"
The lawyer in embryo looked somewhat dazed,
so the Judge said:
"Suppose
that a passenger
was standing
on the platform of a car, and the conductor
pushed him off-what
would that be?"
The student's face lighted up, but still somewhat dubious, he inquired, "Was
the car standing still or moving?"
The Judge, always giving encouragement,
said: "Let us suppose that the car was moving."
"Well, then," said the student entirely satisfied, "if the car was in motion, then he would have a chose

in action."
Judge Black was one of the original organizers
of the school in 1895.
and was from that time president, and a regular lecturer until the time of his
death in 1902.
Han. O. H. Dean was the successor of Judge Black, he being elected
in June, 1902, which position he still holds. and a more worthy successor to
Judge Black COL:]dnot be found.
Mr. Sanford B. Ladd joined the school shortly after
and his splendid work bas done much to build up the school.
Many of our most prominent
been identified with the school.

jurists
-6-

and lawyers

its organization.

have lectured

in and

Besides those already named there are

110W,

or have been as regular lec-

turers. Han. R. J. Ingraham, Hon, Wm. P. Borland, Han. J. S. Botsford,
Judge William P. Hall. Mr. John W. Snyder, Mr. M. A Fyke, Senator A. L.
Cooper, Judge John G. Park, Judge E. L. Scarritt, Mr. John B. Pew, Mr.
E. A Neel. Mr. J. H. Harkless, Mr. Elmer N. Powell, \1r. C. O. Tichenor,
Judge John F. Phillips, Han. J. V. C. Karnes. Mr. Frank N. Morrill, Dr.
D. B. Holmes, Judge E. H. Stiles, Mr. R. E. Ball. Mr. Henry Wollman, Mr.
Frank Hagerman. Mr. L. C. Boyle, Judge Shepard Barclay and Mr. E. D.
Ellison.
\i\Te point with pride to this list of lecturers and instructors,

and we feel

that it is no wonder that the Kansas City School of Law has flourished with
such an array of talent.

Mr. Wm. P. Borland was chosen dean of the school at its inception and
remained in this position until his duties as congressman called him to \Vashington.
It was with the regret of all, and of none more tlan the writer. that
he had to give up his official position with the school. IvI1", Borland will, however, continue to be one of the regular lecturers.
At the time of Mr. Borland's resignation, the writer was elected to
succeed him as dean. Mr. John VV. Snyder, who was with us from the start,
and who bas delivered more lectures than anyone
else in the school was
elected secretary, and Mr. Elmer N. Powell, who was one of the original
organizers, was elected treasurer.
Mr. Ben E. Todd, who graduated in the
class of 1908, has been selected to act as registrar.

I wish that I had the space and time to write a full account of the
graduates of the school.
Four hundred and ninety-one have received our
diplomas and have gone forth to battle with the world, and many of them
have already become famous.
\IVe find the most of tl-elll engagecl in the practice of their chosen professions, some of them have already held judicial positions, others are members of Congress, or State legislatures,
or municipal
bodies, while others have taken up some position 111 the business \\:01'1(1. I

know of none of them that has made a failure.
E. D. ELLISON.

-7-

Hon. Oliver H. Dean.
Lecturer

on Corporations.

Mr. Dean was born in Pennsylvania.
He

received

public

his

schools,

law course

early

education

afterwards

in

the

taking

in the University

the

of Michi-

gan, from which he was graduated.
coming

to Kansas

partnership

continued

with

City he entered
Judge

into

Holmes,

until Mr. Dean left to enter the

has

been

connected

with

firms, but always in connection
Warner;

a

which

firm of Tichenor, Warner & Dean.
Dean

On

at

tJr€S8Ut

Mr.
other

with Mr.

it is Warner,

Dean,
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McLeod & 'I'tmmonde.
He has always
been very much interested in public affairs,
fice.

although
he has never held an ofMr. Dean represented
the city when

the water works was acquired.
He was
one of the organizers of this school and
was vice-president
until
accepted
the presidency,
continues
to hold.

1902,
which

when
office

he
he

The students
have learned
to appreciate his legal knowledge,
and the eminent position he has attained
at the Missouri Bar he most justly deserves.

B.

SANFORD

LADD.

Lecturer on Real p.roperty.
Mr. Ladd

was

born

at

Milford,

Michi-

gan, September 11, 1844.
The

village

of the village

school

and

preacher

the

instruction

in

Latin

and

Greek afforded to the boy his early edu-

cation, and at the age of sixteen he was
sent to the high school at Ann Arbor,
where

he

college,

completed

and

his

in due

preparation

time

entered

for

the

classical
department
of the University
of Michigan, and graduated, with the degree of A. R, in the class of 1865. During the presidency
of Mr. Cleveland,
Mr.

Ladd was United
Russia.
He was admitted
gan,

but

immediately

States

Minister

to

to the bar of Michicame

to

Kansas

City and was admitted to the bar of Missouri by Judge Tutt

in December, 1867,

III April, 1869, he entered into partnership with John C. Gage, under the firm
name of Gage & Ladd.
In 1881 M1'.
Charles E. Small became a mem bel' of
the firm, which still continues.
He was married, July 12, 1870, at Ann
Arbor, Michigan, to Miss Clara L. Fuller.
He has been the candidate of his party
for Supreme Judge of the state. He is
now the special counsel for the state in
the Railroad Rate Cases. He has for
years been counsel of the Kansas City
Board of Education.
He has been president of the Kansas City Bar Association, the Missouri State Bar Association.
and was the first president of the University Club of Kansas City.
From this review of Mr. Ladd's career
may be gathered when and how he has
acquired the ripe scholarship in law
and in other departments of learning. It
is enough to say of them that coupled
with his zealous interest in his work he
has won and held the high esteem, admiration and love of his successive
classes of students.
-10-

JOllS

Lecturer

\i\'INSLOW

SNYDER.

on Evidence, Agency
Other Subjects.

aiui

John Winslow Snyder was born at
Troy, New York, February 10, 1855. He
received his degree of Master of Arts in
1877, and the degree of Bachelor of Laws
in 1879 at Richmond College, Va. At the
commencement exercises he was awarded a medal as being the best debater, and
another medal as being the best writer.
In 1876 at the time of the Centennial
Exposition at Philadelphia, he was elected the first president of the National
Amateur Press Association and subsequently presided at Long Branch, Chicago and at the St. Louis Exposition,
over tbe amateur meetings.
In 1883 he was chosen at Chicago, essayist of his college traterntty, Beta 'I'heta Pi. He has contributed many articles
to protesstonal newspapers,
magazines,
legal periodicals and at bar meetings.
Mr. Snyder is recognized by all as a
prince of after dinner speakers, and as an
impromptu speaker at these festive occasions I have never heard uis equal.
A portion of his work in his chosen
profession may be found in his briefs;
among others the Hunt case, on the question of appellate practice;
the Halsey
case, as to the rights of an agent; the Fay.
case, involving the question of the stat.
ute of frauds; the Powell case, as to the
construction of wills; and the test case
to determine the power of Kansas City
to frame a new charter.
He has delivered to the students of this
school over eleven hundred lectures.
1 regard Mr. Snyder as a born teacher.
He is enthusiastic in the work himself
and enthuses his students.
His friends have been urgtng him to
write a work on International Law, and
also upon the subject of Federal Jurisprudence.
John Wtuslow Snyder has a most winning personality and is a man whom we
all love.
--11-
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P.

DOLU,.\ND.

Bl aclrstonc
Subjects.

and

Other

Mr. Borland, born October 14, 1867, at
Leavenworth,
Kansas,
has resided
ill
Kansas City, Mo., since
1880. He attended the public schools of Kansas City
and in 1892 was graduated from the law
department
of the University of Mlchigan with degree of Bachelor
of Laws.
He opened a law office in Kansas City
and has been in active practice
ever
since. In 1895 he was one of the founders
of. the Kansas City School of Law; he
was ejected Dean and has been re-elected
each year since. Tn 190-1- he was married
(0 Ona
Wfnan te, daughter
of "'.V. H. winan ts of Kansas City, and bas one son. In
1907 he was a member of the "Munlclpal
Lobby" at Jefferson City and secured the
passage of reform legislation
for the
cities.
Mr. Borland drafted and secured
the passage of the Public Utilities Bill.
In 1907 he published a legal text book
on Law
of Wtlls and Administration
which is used In the Ia w schools of Missouri.
In April, 1908, he was elected a
member of the Board of Freeholders
to
draft a new charter for Kansas Clty. Tile
chapter so drafted was adopted by the
people August 4, 1908. In August, 1908,
Mr. Borland was nominated by direct primary over three competitors
for representative in Congress on the Democra ttc
ticket.
He was elected in Xovernber by
4,400
plurality.

r
-12-

Euw.vnn D. Er.r.iso x.
Constitntioncl

Lcio and Other

Sub-

jects.
Mr. Ellison was born December
5, 1869,
in Kansas
City, Mo.
He commenced
his schooling
in the
public schools
of Kansas
City, and after
completing
that
work, entered
the Central high school, from which be graduated in 1888. While there he was a charter member
of the Platenian Society, and
since has been president
of the alumni
association.
He entered
Princeton
University
in the fall of 1888 and was graduated in 1892.
Immediately
after gt-aduating from Princeton,
he entered
as a student in the law office of C. O. Tichenor,
where
he studied
until he was admitted
to the bar in 1893, beginning
the actual
practice
of the law with J. C. Rieger, and
in 1894 he fanned
a partnership,
the firm
name
of which
was Ellison
& Turpin,
which
finn
continued
until
the
year
1907.
In 1.895 he, in connection
with several
others,
organized
the Kansas
City School
of Law, at the beginning
of. which he was
secretary,
and shortly
after that, and until the present
year, held the position
of
secretary
and treasurer.
In addition
to
these duties, he has lectured
on the subjects
of "Commercial
Paper,"
"Criminal
Law,"
"Common
Law Pleading,"
"Statutory Rights
and Remedies,"
and "Constt
tutlonal Law."
In February,
1909, on account
of Mr.
Borland's
resignation
from the positions
of secretary
and treasurer
he was elected to the position
of dean.
He is a member
of the University
Club,
the Princeton
Club and the Missouri
Republican
Club.
In 1894 he was married
to "Mary WindSal" Stone
of Providence,
Rhode
Island,
and has one child. Elizabeth,
ten years
old.

-13-

ROBeRT

Lccturer

01/

J.

INGRAHAM.

111/1J1icipalCorporations.

Mr. Ingraham was born at Coshocton,
Ohio, ill 1864. He graduated at the high
school at that 'place at an early age and
taught scbocl and studied law for several

years, when he came to Kansas City and
entered the law office of C. O. Tichenor,
where he remained until 1888, when he
entered into a law partnership with the
late Judge Will. B. Teasdale and ex-Congressman W. S. Cowherd, under the firm
name of 'I'eaeedale, Ingraham and Cowherd.

•

After

was elevated

the late

Judge Teasedale

to the bench, the firm was

changed to Cowherd & Ingraham,

partnership

which

still remains.

Mr. fngraham never sought public or-

[ice, but the old theory "That the office
should seek the man" has been carried
out exceedingly well in his case.
He has filled the following positions
without solicitation on his part, viz.:
City Counselor of Westport: Mayor of
westport:
City Counselor
of Kansas
City; Counselor for the 'Utilities Commission under Mayor Crittenden:
President of the Bar Association.
As City Counselor of Kansas City, he
engaged in some of the greatest legal
battles that ever have arisen in tfils
community and he obtained a number of
signal victories for Kansas City.
He stands at the top of the legal profession and the way that he obtained
this enviable position was by hard wor-k.
In fact, his chief recreation is, after mastering one law proposition, to start in on
another; and with all of his legal lore.
he still has time to assist some less fortunate young lawyer, and to keep fresh
in the hearts of his friends those ties of
friendship that he formed when a struggling young attorney.

t

MA1"l'HEW

A.

FYKE,

Lecturer on Insurance,

t

Mr. F'yke was born May 27, 1848, on a
farm in Marion county, Illinois; attended public schools until sixteen and then
for a year attended high school in Salem,
Illlnoie. He then began teaching in country schools and studying law. He was
admitted to the bar by the Supreme
Court of Illinois in 1869. In 1871 he located in Clinton, Missouri, where he practiced law until January, 1884, when he
removed to Kansas City, since which
time be bas resided in Kansas
City.
Since removing to Kansas City he has
given special attention to insurance litigation, and has had much experience in
that kind of litigation.

-I!'i---

•
FRANK

K ASH

l\10RRILL.

Registrar and Lecturer on-the Lazo of
Bankru-ptcy and Sales, Bailnients,
a,lld
C0l11111011 Carriers.
Mr. Morrill was born Nov. 10, 1875, at
Hiawatha, Kansas, being the third child

of Edmund N. Morrflt and Caroline J.
Morrill. His father was a native of the
state of Maine, and came to Kansas in
1857 at the age of twenty-three years. He
mother was a native of Massachusetts
and first came to Kansas in 1869 immediately after her marriage to his father.
Mr. Morr-ill attended the ward school
of Hiawatha, Kansas, and later went five
years to the Hiawatha Academy, located
in the same town. He graduated from
the classical course of this Academy in
1893.
The fall of the same year he entered
the College of Liberal Arts of Harvard
University, and in 1897 was graduated
from the same institution, receiving the
degree of Bachelor of Arts cum laude.
The next three years Mr. Morrill attended Harvard Law School, graduating
in 1900, when he received the degree of
Bachelor of Arts cum laude.
In the fall of the same year he was admitted to practice law before the Suffolk
County Bar of Massachusetts.
He uractlced law five years in Boston, Massachusetts.
In the fall of 1905 Mr. Morrill moved
west to Kansas City, Missouri.
In collaboration with Judge Leonard A.
Jones of Boston, Mass., Mr. Morrill wrote
the article
on Chattel
Mortgages
in
"Cyc." and the legal treatise of Jones on
Landlord and Tenant.
He also prepared
the last edition of Jones on Corporate
Bonds and Mortgages and Jones on Chattel Mortgages.

-16-

JOHN

Lecturer

B. Pew,
01/

Torts.

John Brooks Pew is a native Missourf an. He was born on a farm Ileal' Laredo in Grundy county, a little more than

thirty years ago. After attending public
and private schools near his home and at
Chillicothe,

Mtssourt, he entered William

Jewell College at Liberty, Missouri, from
which institution he was graduated in
June, 1899. While at college he was active in every phase of. college life. in the
fall of 1899 he entered the Kansas City
School of Law on a scholarship won in
competition with other members of his
senior class at college.
At the Law
School he was president
of the senior
class and was active in all the enterprises of the school. He was graduated
in June, 1901, and was admitted to m-acItce in Missouri during the same month.
In the fall of 1901 he entered the law department of Yale University, from which
he was graduated in June, 1902. At Yale
he was captain of the law school debating team, which won the championship
of the University, and was on the YaleHarvard debate. He returned to Kansas
City from Yale and began to practice,
forming a partnership with his roommate
at Yale under the firm name of Goodwin
& Pew, which relation was maintained
till January, 1907, when the firm of Borland, Goodwin & Pew was formed, which
firm was dissolved by the withdrawal of
Mr. Goodwin in January, 1909, and his
present firm of Borland, Pew & Pr-octor
was formed.

-17-

ARMWELI,

Lecturer

LOCKWOOD COOPl!R.

on Conunon

Law

Pleadings.
Mr. Armwell Lockwood Cooper, lecturer
on Code and Common Law Pleading in
the Kansas City School of Law for the
past four years, was born at Willow
Grove, Delaware, November 15, 1870. Tn
early boyhood, Mr. Cooper attended the
country school of Willow Grove. Later
he was a pupil in the publto schools of
Dover, and subsequently went to the Wilmington Conference Academy.
In 1889 he came to Kansas City, where
he read law with Judge Walter A. Powell as preceptor until his admission to the
bar in 1895.
He began practice alone, but SOOI1 became a member of the firm of Wollman.
Solomon & Cooper, which relation was
continued until 1905, when he resumed
the practice of law alone.
Mr. Cooper is well known as a democratic leader in Kansas City. He has al
ways taken an active part in politics, and
has frequently addressed the public from
Democratic platforms. In the fall of] 90,
he was elected to represent the Seventh
district in the state senate.
Therefore,
he is now one of the lawmakers of the
state of Missouri.
In law and in politics he has attained
notable distinction.
White undoubtedlv
he is not without that honorable ambition
which is so powerful and useful as an
incentive to activity in public affairs, he
regards t.he pursuits of. private life as being in themselves abundantly worthy of
his best efforts.
To the student body of the school his
work has been an inspiration.
His pleasing manner in conducting his 'class, his
clear statement of the important subject
of pleading cannot fail to leave its impress upon the minds of the students who
have been so f.ortunate as to take this
branch of legn.l science under Mr. Cooper's direction.
-18-

JOT-IN

Lecturer

G.

PARK.

on Code Pleading.

Mr. Park was born on a farm in Jefferson county, Iowa, October 29, 1869. He
was educated in the common schools of
his section and was graduated from the
high school in Burlington, Iowa, in June,
1886. Immediately thereafter his family
removed to Kansas City, where he bas
since continuously resided.
In October, 1891, he matriculated
in
the Law Department of the University
of Michigan, from whence he was graduated in June, 1893. In October, 1893, he
entered the office of Trimble & Braley
in Kansas City, as assistant.
In August,
1899, he became a partner in the practice
of law of Frank F. Rozzelle and Frank P.
Walsh.
This relation continued until
1901, when he opened his own office in
the New York Life Building.
At the Republican county convention
on September 25, 1904, he was nominated
for the office of judge of the Circuit
Court. At the general election in that
year, Mr. Park was elected, together with
the rest of the Republican ticket.
January 2, 1905, Mr. Park took 'charge,
as judge, of Division No.1 of the Circuit
Court of this county. The docket was
badly congested, and it had been several
years since that, or any other division.
had "gotten through its jury docket," but
by working long hours and giving constant attention to the work. that result
was accomplished by him at the April
term, 1906. He was instrumental in inaugurating the present General Docket
plan, by which the court is now operated,
and was the first assignment judge.

-19-

ELl.ISO?\, A. :\EELJ

Lecturer on Domestic Relation,
Mr. Nee! was born in Shelbyville,
on October 6, 1876. In 1888 he came
his parents
to Kansas
City.

Ky.,
with

In Kentucky young Neal's early educalion was in the hands of a talented
Eng.
lish woman, an old friend of the family,
who lived in the Keel household.
The
pleasant relations thus brought about be-

tween teacher

and pupil served to foster

a Jove for study, which in later years
proved advantageous
to aile embarking
in
the study of the law.
In Kansas
City he attended
the ward
schools, and before he had reached the
age to be admitted to high school, he attended a private
school, for the purpose
'of more qnickly preparing himself to en-

ter college.
During
the years
the subject
of this
sketch
attended
Weetmluster Oollege, at
Fulton, Missouri,
and there took a great
interest
in oratory
and debate,
in which
he creditably
acquitted
himself,
both in
his own college and in the intercollegiate

contests.
Graduating from
Westminster,
he returned
to Kansas
City and entered
the
office of Mr. Frank
Hagerman
and Hugh
C. Ward to study law, attending
the Kansas City School of Law in the evenings
during the year ]898 and '99.
A fter graduating
from that institution
a partnership
was formed under the firm
name of Nee! and Moore, with Herbert
C.
Moore, a member
of the class of '99.
Subsequently
MI". Moore withdrew
and
the present
firm of Ward,
Hadley
and
Neel was formed.
In November,
1905, Mr. Keel was married to Miss Serena
Smith.
A capacity
for hard work and painstaking care has won for Mr. Keel an enviable
ulace at the bar of Mlssoun.

-20-

\VlI',r,.\IW

Lecturer

P.

HALL.

on Extraordinory

Remedies.

Willard P. Hall was bcru at St. Joseph,
Mtssourt, September 19, 1851. His father was the late Willard P. Hall, of New
England descent. and his mother' was
Anne E. Richardson, of Virginia descent.
He received his education in the public
schools at St .. Joseph, Mlssourl. and Yale
College. He read law in his father:s o irice and was admitted to the bar in the
fall of 1872. He was elected cily attorney
of St. Joseph in the spring of 1876, I)]'OSecuuug attorney of Buchanan county in
the fall of 1878, and was appointed by
Gov. Crittenden a member of the Kansas
CiLYCourt. of Appeals in 1884, taking his
seat upon that bench in January, 1885.
His term of office exptrecl December 31,
1888. With the exception of the four
years upon said bench, be has practice-I
Iaw nt St. Joseph and Kansas City uninterruptedly
since his admission to the
btl 1'.

-21-

JAY M. LEE.
Lecturer

011

the Law

of Crimes.

Mr. Lee is a member of the faculty of
the Kansas City School of Law. He lectures on Criminal
Law
and
Mr. Lee is a Kansan by birth,

Procedure.
being born

near Manhattan, Kansas, some thirty odd
years ago.
He has lived in Kansas City about eighteen

years.

He received

his legal

educa-

tion in the Kansas City School of Law,
from which institution he was graduated
in the class of 1898. Subsequently he attended

the Harvard

Law

He began to practice

School.

law at the Kan-

sas City bar a decade ago, and has made
a notable success ill his chosen work.
Mr. Lee has won the confidence of the

public by the four years of efficient service which be rendered them in the capacity of assistant prosecuting attorney for
Jackson county, Missouri.

--~~-,-

Greeting
([ The session of '908-1909
has been the greatest in
the history of the Kansas City School of Law; and.
if this, the fourth volume of THE PANDEX, records
some of the events of the year. and thus becomes a
fitting souvenir of the session, it will have aCC0111plished in part that which we desire.

([ If this year-book is interesting tu you ; if, in future years it brings back the pleasant memories of
the nights you have spent trying to conquer the law:
if it conjures up the familiar faces of your classmates, then, and only then, will the hopes and expectations of the editors have been realized.
If you
find within these pages something amusing, perhaps
even clever or witty, do not think that it has inadvertantly crept therein. Not so. "Twas with "malice
aforethought.
I'
([ 'vYe take this opportunity
to extend our thanks
to those members of the school who have so kindly
assisted us. Especially. do we wish to acknowledge
our obligations
to iVIr. Keebaugh and to Mr. Ruby
Garrett, who have, with their sketches, so ably contributed to our needs.
([ To the succeeding editors we can wish no better
fortune than that they may receive, both from the
. faculty and from their classmates,
the same hearty
support that has been accorded us.
([ We now leave this book in your
yours.
Do with it as you will.

hands.

It

THE EDITOr,

IS

Organization
The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated in r89j.
laws of the State of Missouri, and the original incorporators were:
JUDCE
MR.

FRANCIS
OLIVER

M.
H.

BLACK.

MR. JAMES

DEAK,

MR.

B. LADD,
JUDCE EDWARD L. SCARRI'j"l',
JUDGE EDWARD H. STICES,
MR. R. J. INGRAHAM.
MR.

SANrORD

MR.
MR.

under the

H .. HARKLESS,

JOfIN

W.

SNYDER,

EDWAHD

D.

ELUSON.

EC}o[ER

:\f.

POWELL.

MH.

WM.

P.

BOHLAND.

The present officers of the corporation are as follows :
HOJ(.

OUVER

H.

DEAN,

MR.

NIR.

D.

IV.

SNYDER.

ELMER

POWELL.

Treasurer,

V icc-Presiil ell I.
MI<. EDWARD

JOHN

Secretary.

Prcsid cn t.
HON. SANj'ORD B. LADD.
Vice-President.
Ho». H.. ]. INGRAHAM,

Mn.

FRANK

ELUSON.

N.

1/[OHRILT.,

Registrar.

Dean.

Special Lecturers'
:VIR.

c.
COil

HOK.

Lecturer

0/1

O.

TICHI,NOI<.

stit utious.

JOHN

F.

PHILLIPS.

United States District flldge.
lurisprudence antl Practice of the Federal Courts.
JUDGE

EDWARD

L.

Constitutional

SCARRI'l"r.

Ltno.

R. E. BALL,
Equity Pleading,

HON.

JUDGE

Trade

SHEPARD

BARCC:'Y,

Marks and Unfair Competition,
W. C. :v1ARSHAI.L.
Municipal Taxation.

JUDO:

JUDGE

J.

B. GANT'I',

Megna Charta.
HON.

J. V. C. KARNES,
Bankru-ptcv.
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Faculty
HON. OUVER H. DEAN,
President

and Lecturer

on the Law of Corporations.

B.

MR. SANFOlW

Lcct urrr

Lecturer

all

Reat Propcrtv,

011

.IAMF,S

I-IOl" .

Lecturer

LADD.

S. BOTSFORD,

Equity J urispriuience.

Oil

lioN.
R. J. IKGRAIIAM.
the La'L~'of Mrniicipc! Corporations

P.
Evrmontinarv

HON.

Lcct urcr

II'n.LARD

011

To.votion.

anti

I-IALL,

Remedies.

G. PARK,
Code Plcadillg atul Practice.

HON. JOHN

Lecturer

011

A:

:YIR.

Lecturer

011

Conunon

L. COOPER,

Laui and Equity

:VIR. 1\f. A.
Lecturer
:'IIR.

Lecturer

011

Agency,

W. SNYDeR,

Partnership,

Erid cncc

:VIR. \VILLIAM

Lecturer

on Contract,

FVKE,

Lnsurancc.

011

Jon"

Pleading,

Gild

Kent's

Connncntarics.

P. BORLAND,

TVills aud

Blochstone's

Connnentaries.

D. ELLISON.
Law, Connncrcial Paper, Bills

~VIR.EDWARD

Dean and Lecturer

011

Constitutional

and Statutory
MR.

Rights
JOHN

Lecturer

B.

011

OIL

:'lIn.

Lecturer

on BOlllaurtcy

\,T.

Relations.

~\lIORRILL,

and Sales, Boil ment s anti Connnon
:'IIJR.

Lecturer

PEW,

Torts.

Domestic

FRANK

J,w

Notes,

.-\. !\ ESL.

:YIR. ELLISOK

Lecturer

tuu]

aud Remedies.

:YI. LEE,

all Criniiuot LOll' and Procedure.
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Carriers.

Senior Class History
\V1'I. C.
History

las been defined

CHAMB1~RCIN.

to be but a chronicle

man, but when the word is modified
song of peace.

Void of tlat supersensitiveness

soul, its members
their
going

talents

and glory

is fast going

aggressive

minds

was "present."

we started

with three

fit to leave us was not our
when answering

need or avail.
of leap year.

criminally

The Junior
of raising

,g-radually ceased
to realize

it up for good.

far enough

of the three.

staggering

the instructor

with stupid

and some left for other schools.
that they will perspire

Our
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of

yille also

a fraud,

with-

not to get caught."
the doc-

for recognition.

VVe

Vle began

questions.

were who gave

As for the latter,

class meetings,
personal

sections

excuse,

and a few there

with the 1(, C. S. L.

first one, was clotted with inspiring
enjoyed.

fingers

more copiously

to Do-

Vve were cured of the

our

of our undertaking,

saw

notice

Crimes

when he announced

and snapping

ravenously

to take judicial

and seventeenth

our hands

tions than we who remained
banquets.

two of them

the road from

were not crossed

and Burns

but our Sis Hopkins

to the King's

liable, that is, "just

year was the hardest

the magnitude

to doughnuts

That

just how far one can go in committing

his fingers

sign of the

seems to have been without

the fourth

resorted

co-

to this principle,

was "heah"

refused

we traveled

to repeat

and seldom

from Langknecht,

This must be true:
trine.
habit

year,

and learned

of Frauds,

lady members.

positively

and

In the last analysis,

VVe all loved them,

Portia

in getting

is not the least hopeful

quiz in their presence.

the Freshman

mestic Relations,

011t becoming

fault.

The remaining

During
the Statute

their ego and devoting
together

long ago. in the first year, when Conkey

Long,

emotions.

Hanging

and a tacit adherance

for three years.

to

a title of a

that is a sure sign of a small

out of style.

is the basic law of all progress,

by forty
times.

learned

of all.

inhumanity

it becomes

have vied with each other in burying

to tl:e good

it alone in dividing

operation

of man's

by "class of '09,"

it is dollars

at the state bar examinaThe second

year,

ably conducted,

relations

deepened

like the
and with

from

mere

acquaintance into firm friendship, and our vocal harmony made our united
"He Haw" a startling and sonorous success. Our misunderstandings
with
the Senior class grew less frequent, which is to say that the Seniors could not
forever fail to understand our meaning and intentions. when so forcibly impressed upon them. The year ended with a love feast at the Sexton, where
Garrett and Guffin bid us farewell. and much have they been missed.
The last year's work has been but an enlargement of the first two years'
study. It has taken us into the higher branches of equity and real property.
and given us a glimpse of the great fields of corporation, partnership and C011stitutional law. And fondly do we hope and fervently do we pray, that our
justice court apprenticeship will not be long, lest we forget it all.
The personnel of the class has changed considerably in the three years.
Of those who have left, but few have returned, and of these none have been
more welcome than Miss Helen Rodgers, who has again demonstrated that "a
woman, with a woman's wit, can open Blackstone in six places and then floor
a Lord Chancellor" ; yea, even a Snyder.
It is more than proper, it is obligatory by every sense of gratitude, to
express our appreciation of the three years' efforts of our instructors.
To use
a homely phrase, if we cia not know the law it is our fault and 110t theirs.
Patiently, conscientiously, thoroughly, have they unfolded the mysteries of the
sheepskin, and amazed us by their mastery of them. Gratitude has been said
to be the fairest flower that sheds its perfume o'er the heart; and barren indeed
of this incense will be the heart of him who leaves this school and for one
instant of his professional career forgets his obligation to those who have so
materially helped him lay its foundation.
In conclusion, though it may be improper to include a prophecy in a
history it is but due the membership of this class to predict that not a few of
them will be the men for whom the bands play in the future parades of life.
And it will be with feelings of pride, and a generous envy, that the rest of us
stand upon the curb, and between cherootic gasps, exclaim as each passes by,
jlYes. I know him well. VVewent to school together."
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•
YELL.
Gee Haw.' School of Lsno.
Hee Haw! School at Law.
Damnum Absque Injuria.

Kansas City School

at

Law.

OFFICERS.
W. H. L. 'VATTS,
2 PETER

NEEF,

Vice·Presid~nt.

Secretary.

3 W. C. CHAMBERLIN,
4 J. V. BURNS,

President.

Treasurer.

5 R. R. PARK, Sergeant-at-Arms.

--;w-
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Hm,EN

CRt\WFOHD

Associate
dex," '09.

ROGERS.

Literary

Rogers & --~,

L. L. B.
Editor.

•

"Pan-

Attorneys at law.

SOllie tualtz; SOIiIC drour, some fathom the obvss
Of metaph')'sl:(~',' others arc content
l/Vith IIIIISic)· the most moderate
shine as '(~Iits,

IYhile others have a genius f'llrn'd
for fils,
But she chose the stud'}' of the law
And iuast cred it.

I

,
"

_. ~::.J.

L. L. B.
President class" Freshman year.
Pandex Committee, Junior year.

SAMUEL ARTHUR DEW.

Once more fellows, let's sing Heidelberg.
He knew what>s what, aud that's as
high
As metaph'ysic wit can fly-

Jail N E. Berrs,
Mew may construe things «[ter their

I'

fashion)
Clean [rom the purpose of the things
themselves.

,

•
FRANK BENJAMIN

MORGAN.

L. L. B.

It's Morgan, but it ain't J. P .. but
the son of a Senator, Sah!
No man e'er felt the halter draw,
With good opinion of the law.
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\iVATSON

FR.\NK

GAMES.

L. L. B.

Chairman
Executive
Senior year.

Committee,

Vie wish to make the following
port. etc.

re-

A lawyer's dealisigs must be fair;
H onesty shines with great advantage there.

JOIIN

RALPH

FORD.

Executive

L. L. B.

Committee,

Junior

year.

It is all right for you fellows that
haven't any domestic responsibilities.

Love's history, as Life's is ended not
By marriage.

EDWARD

Hr':NHY

BVEN/l'E.

L. L. B.

"Wake me after Betts is quizzed."
Si~t- hours in sleep, in law's grave
study six,
Fatty hours spent in prayer, the rest
on nature fix.
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"

CHARLES

BROWN.

Member

L. L. B.

Committee

011

Resolutions.

"Hollingsworth and I like it on the
front row fine."
But knvyers are too wise a nation
T' expose their trade to disontation.

JOSEPH

HENRY

Member

BRADY.

Debate

L. L.

B.

Committee.

Wears glasses and carries his hat at
a judicial angle.
Learning by study must be 'WOH;
'Twas ne'er entailed from son to SOli.

NEALLY

J.

Hark!

WHl.TF..

L. L.

B.

I hear a noise like a quiz.

Tired nature's suieet restorer, bal1wv
sleep!
.
He, like the world, his ready visit
pays
Where fortune smiles-the wretched he forsakes.
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C..-\I

EDWARD

JOJIN

Executive

FJ.£l\HNG.

Committee.

L. L. B.
Junior

Don't make so mallY discords.
those minors.
Amongst

the sons of

III ell.

year.
Hit

hotu few

are kllo'wn

(;(/110dare be just to merit not their
07.C!/l.

C.\RL BELt

l\·fE:ANS.

He was a scholar

L. L. B.
and a gentleman.

[-lEi

St udent, and [riend of truth, of soul
sincere,
111 action faithful,
oiui ill honor
clear;
/If/Ito brolee 110 proniise, served JlO
pri7.Jat c end,
f;f/ho gain'd HO title, and who lost 110
[riend,

AR'j

CELSUS

A. P.

FALCONER.

Better "cram"

L. L. B.

for the finals, fellows

Whateuer sceptic could inquire [or,
For ever)' wit')' he has a 'wherefore.
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..

CARL

H.

L. L. B.

L.\NGKNECH'r.

Literary Editor "Pandex," '09.
Sergeant-at-:Ar111s Junior year.
Ask the Judge.
To the class 'oo,
By heco'n I cannot flatter; J do defy
The tongue of soothers,' bur a brorer place
III Iny heart's love, hath 110 uwn tlutn
yourself;
No» task me to In)' word; appro';,'l'
• II/C. [ellotns.

HERMAN

Ax'rm.r.

OLSTON.

Rock Chalk-Jay

L. L. B.

Hawk-I(.

U.

Tiano has touched it in his [light,
A1Id changed thr cubnrn tmir
white.

AR'l'HUR

C. BLOCK.

Class Reporter,

to

L. L. B.
Junior

year.

The firm all run for something
"[ didn't.

but

While lawyers have more
sober
sense,
Than t' argue at their own expense.
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Ro
JAMES

VINCEN'I'

BURNS.

L. L. B.

Vice- President,
Freshman
Treasurer, Senior year.

year;

"Fellow" there is still $3.99 in the
'pot.' What will you have?
To all facts there are laws.

Fa]
WILLIAM

HF.NRY

L. WATTS.

Vice-President

L. L. B.

Senior class.

W -a-t-t-! ! ! ! s ! ! 1

Here!!!

Whence is thy learning? Hath thy
toil
OJ er books consumed the midnight
oil.p

PERLEY

EDGAl{ NULTON.

The school-the

L. L. B.
class--and the

Panclex.
Local Editor, "Pandex,"
True

CH.

'09.

'Wit is nature
to advantage
dress'd,
What oft 'was thought, but ne'er so
well express'tl,
Something
whose t-ntth, conuinc'd
at sight, we find,
That gives us back the image of our
mind.
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Roy

CRnUI.

Member

L. L. B.
Executive

Committee.

"I don't think the stand is well taken, and etc."
Let the la'leIkeep aile shape) till custoni make it
Their perch. and not their terror,

\IVJLLIAl'v1
Serg.-at-Arms,

FORReST

Oh, durn

L. L. B.
Freshman year.

TUCKER.

that Freshman

song.

Study is like the heaven's
sun,

gloria ns

That will not be deep search'd with
sauc:y looks;
Small have continual
won,
Save base anthoritj!
books.

CHARLF.S

plodders
[rom

L. L. B.
Manager Pandex,

eve1'

other's

VAVHA.

Business

I'll answer
him by law;
budge an inch.
"Boost

'09.

I'll

not

the Pandes:"
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GARN 1~'1"1'Fu'rvovu.

FL{I~DElnCK

Secretary
class.

Freshman

I have the first
batum."

two

and

L. L. B.
Junior

years

"Ver-

These lines and dots are locks and
keys,
In narrow space to treasure though!
Whose precious hoards, whene' er
you please,
Are thus to light [r oin darkness
brong!i), U'(rballllll.)

Rouenr REEVJ~ PARK. L. L. B.
Sergeant-at-Arms,
Senior class year.
Executive Committee, Senior year.
I'll take a change of venue to Boston
He was a scholar, and a ripe and
good one,'
Exceeding
'wise, fa'ir spoken, and
persuading;
Loft)I, and SOU1') to them who loved
him not,'
But to those men who sotigh; hini,
sweet as sammer.

\[A1'THI:;\V

LAWR1~NCI': Dl{lSc..'OL,

President
Everything

Class, Junior

L. L. B.

year.

is ready for the Smoker.

In law, what plea so fainted and cor-

,-upt,

But being seasoned with a gracions
voice,
Obscures the show of evil?
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FRANK ALJ.lSON

BS'I'TIs.

L. L.

B.

"Done the Salome dance at the class
'feed'."
A little lettrning is a dangerol/s
thin g;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian
spring.

CL-J.ARLES VVILBUR

VAUGHN.

L. L. B.

Who took me for a dentist?
They

OLLV];:R

ai'ways talk who never

PE:RRY

HOLLiNGSWORTH.

thi'llk.

L.L. B.

I'll be Judge of the Moot Court of
Appeals.
action sill/ply just, in co nscienc..:('
clear,
By guilt 11'11 tainted, Hndisturb'd b')'
('II

fear.
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EARL

G.

EBERLE.

L. L. B.

Let's have the "feed" at the K. C.
Athletic

Club.

That man must daily wiser grow,
Whose

search

is bent

himself

to

IUlOW.

PE;TER JACOB NEFF.

Secretary

L. L. B.

class, Senior year.

We will now hear the minutes
the last meeting.

of

Time, place and action, may with
poins be wroug~ltJ
BHt

genius must be born,

and never

can be torowgkt.

CLINTON

NAUY.

I, er-I
right?

L. L.

think so!

B.

Yes, sir!

Am I

Seven hours to law, to soothing
stwm ber seven,
Ten to the world allot, and all to
liecuen,
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JOHN

B.

GAGE.

L. L. B.

Dual capacity.
in one year.
Silence

Junior

and

is the perfectest

Senior

herald

of

JOY;

I were bwt little happy, if leonid
say how mucb.

THOMAS FRANCIS BRESNEHAN.

Member
"Never

Executive

L. L. B.

Committee.

have been to the Century!"

There is a killd of character in thy
life,
That to the observer doth thy history
Fully ''''fold.

PERRY WILBER

SEA1'ON,

L. L. B.

Vice-President
class, Junior
year;
Executi ve Committee,
Freshman
year.
What did you get seats in the front
row for? Look at my head.
Let my hand-«
This hand, lie iu yOUf own-ln.y own
true friend,
Hand in hand with )101t.
Does it bea1tty refine, as its pulses
grow calm"
Or as Sorrow has crossed the lifeline in the paInt?
-43-

G'oORCE

ELf,IO'r'r

L. L. B.

CURTIS,

Editor in Chief, "Pandex,'
Gentlemen!
fine progress.

The

Pandex

'og.
reports

111astering the lawless science of 01£1'
lawThat codeless myriad of precedent)
That tsnl derness of single instances,
Tl11'0ngh which G· few, by wit of fortunc led,
,1[0')' beat a pathway 01£t to wealth
and [tnne.

TOBY FISHl\fAN.

T-er--got
store.

L. :L. B.
the flower at the flower

AYJ but give me worship and quietness,
f like it better than a dongerons
honor.

JOlIN

L. L. B.

ALONZO HUTCHINGS.

Executive

Committee,

Meet me face
white store.

Junior

to face

year.

at the big

111arriage is a 'matter of more worth
T han to be dealt in by attorneyship.
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GUY

R.

L. L. B.

DAVIS.

I think Domestic
portant subject.
Leave

Relations

is an im-

of

flit's k ecw encounter
wits:

0/11'

And fall somewhat into a slotaer
method.

\iVILBUR

FACUS HALL.

Treasurer

Junior

L. L. B.
year .

Art Editor "Pandex,"

'09.

Art isn't on the bum any more.
His

pencil was striking, resistless
and grand;
His mallners 'were gentle, cOInpl')li'llg
and bland;
Still born to un prove us 'I,n every

port,
His

pencil 0'/11' [oces-s-his
our heart,

1~L1HnDCJ': BROADDUS.

Member

Resolution

manners

L. L. B.
Committee.

"Just so I make gooc11ike 111Y'dad'."
We nin st not inok e a scarecro'w
the las»,
Setting
it 1fp to fear the birds
pre}'.

of
of
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W,LLIAM

CLAYTON

CHAMBERLAIN.

L.

L. B,
President class, Senior year.

Gentlemen, please come to order.
We oft liaue heard him say how he
odnur'ti
111en of alty profession.

W'LSON

MARCEUUS

MARQUIS.

L. L. B.

I like to hear him call us Gentlemen.
You have as good students should
do, studied for the Pltblic good.

EDWIN

WEED SMALL,

L. L. B.

Me for the front row.
In peace, there's nothing so becomes
a man,
As modest stillness, and hH1nility.
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Senior Olass Roll
BRADY, JOSEPH

HE:-lBY,

GAMES,

Kansas City, Kas.
BRESNEHAN,

THOMAS

FRANCIS,

Kansas

City, Mo.

EDWAll])

BUHXS.

HU'I'CHINOS,

BLOCK.

MARQ.UIS, VlILSON

Kansas

Mo.

C.,

MORGAN,

BIlOWN,

NALLY,

WILLJA"i\f

CHARLES

CRI?lli\I, Roy ""V.,
Kansas
City,
CUllTIS.

CLAYTON,

City,
City,

Kansas

City,

Durscor.r.,

Kansas
Kansas

Kansas
FOliO.

Kansas
SMITH.

City,

Nelvin,
FCT\'OYE.

CHESTER

GAGr:.

JOH?"

Kansas

City,

CLTNTO~,

Fonuesr-

WIU>IAlIf,

City,

Mo.

Mo.
CIIAIlLES

Hillsdale,

JOH:".

VlrLBUR,

Va.

Mo.
"AVilA,

CHARLES,

Geneva, Neb.
GARNET,

\VATTS,

WILLr

Kansas

Mo.
\VII

B.,

City,

Mo.

City, Mo.

Kansas

FIlF:OF,;R1CK

Kansas

Mo.

WEED,

City,

Kansas
TUCI{ER,

R ..vt.t-rr.
Olda.

JOHN

WILBUR,

City,

S:iU.<\ LL, EDWJ~

Kas.

EDWARD

Mo.

LAWRENCE,

VAUGHAN,
FLF:~lTl\G,

CRAWFORD,

City,

PERHY

SEATON,

Mo.

TOBY,

City,

Mo.

UH,

Om.sus A. P.,

Kansas

Mo.

City,

RODGERS, HEf>EN

Kansas City, Mo.
Atwood,

AXTELf"

City,

ROBERT REEVE,

PARK,

EnERLE, EAR!., G.,

FISIli\fAN,

EDGAR,

HERl\!AN

Kansas

Kae.

FALCO:'lER.

Mo.
Mo.

Kansas

Mo.

MAT'l'III':\\'

Antigo,

Livonia,

Mo.

Mo.

JACOB,

PERLEY

OI.STON,

DI~w. SAl\lUEL AHTII

City,

PETER

Boonville,

Mo.

DoWIS, GUY R,

Kansas

CLIKTO:-<,

NULTON,

1\'10.

GEORGE EUAOTT,

Kansas

NEEF,

Mo.
DAVIlJ,

Independence,

BENJAMIN,

Mo.

Jefferson

Mo.

Mt. Washington,
CAPELLE,

FRANK

Joplin,

CHARLES,

CUAMBERLATX,

Mo.

CARL BELL.
Kansas
City, Kas.

Kansas City, Mo.

City,

MARCEl,LUS,

City,

MEANS,

Bnoaunus, ELURII)CE,
Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas

Mo.

CAltL HENRY,
Ind.

Lafayette,

VINCEKT,

ARTHUH

City,

LAi'\(;KNECllT,

Mo.

City,

PERRY,

ALO:-<ZO,

JOHN

Kansas

HE;NBY,

JAMES

Kansas

OLlVEB

Bolivar, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
Warrensburg,

Mo,

HOLLlNGSWORTIT,

BETTS, JOHN EDWARD.

BUE:<ITE,

FALLIS,

St. Joseph,

ALLISON,

FHAXK

WATSON,

Kas.

WILBUR

HALL,

Owasso, Okla.
BETTIS,

FRANK

Lawrence,

!TE.
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HENRY

Mo.

NEAU.EY

Kansas

Mo.

AM

City,
City,

J.,
Mo.

LA

WSO:'l,

\
The Seniors
When rank things grow run]:
And paper wads whiz,
And the Freshmen fin""
In the grind of the quiz,
vVho expound great principles,
T hey never knet«,
Cetiiug their grades as they
Always do,
Plac/dry riding their ponies
Throngh?
The Seniors,

in the outer halls,
And somettiing obtuse
On OUT vision falls,
Who bellows a class yell
With: classical roar,
And exploit their knototedge
Of le golieed loreAnd 1tse the hose o' er
Om' trausoni door?

The Seniors.
When tones like thunder
Or 'Worse even than that}
Arc rotting from under
A nwniber eight hat,
f;flho

1'S

it

a telling

When the cn d has drawn near
And brains have gr07.~·Jltired,
And [ar in the rear
The ponies a.re mired,
l;flhen the time is at ltand
To d,'op all the sham,
And 1/othing is doing but
Cram, Cram,
Who is it that flulIhs in
The state bar cxani.]
T he Seniors!

how

Liidges should rule,
And giv'ing choice hints
On running the school,
W1'th uiisdom galore, playing
/;f7hen something breaks loose
The fool?
The Seniors.

~By n Freshman.

.•

-4!J-

/

/

Examination
(With

apologies to John J. Ingalls.)

M

ASTER
0/ Shulent Destinies mit I:
Grades, tlunks, and honors on '{lty

footsteps toait;
Classrooms and halls I haunt. I penetrate
Brai,n cells tlnused, remote, and passing by
Freshman and Prep and Senior, soon or late
[ knock unwelcome at their me1nory-gate.
TI loafing, wake! If cra'lnming, cease oetore
The clock strikes eight~· that is the nour 0/

fate,
And they who know a lot reach every state
Student's desire, and conquer every foe

I bring; but those who doubt or hesitate,
Oondernned to flunking.
misery, and woe.
Seek ponies vain and uselessly implore~'
1 disappear till time to come once more,"
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YELL.
Rackc-ctuctca-bocm.t
Racka-chicka-boom!
Racka-ctcicka: Rockc-chscka
Boom t Boorn!
Boom!
Icip-ra-reet
Rip-1"'a-rah!
Kansas City School of Law.

OFFlOERS-FrRST

wrsm,

2 T. J,

4 GEORGE
5 JOHN

TERM.

President.

BRASHER,

Vice-President.

B. GAGE, Pandex

Representative,

4 GEORGE L. BRASHER.

OFFICERS-SECOND
1 L, C, MARTZ,

:{ J. E. TAYLOR,

President.
Vice-President.
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Junior Class History
JOHN B. GAGE,'10.
When the hosts of the Law School assembled on the night of September 10: 1908, in their castle in the New Ridge building and proceeded with the
assistance of our honored Dean and his fellow members of the faculty to
usher in the new school year, then, in truth, did the class of '910 drink deeply
of that Fountain of Perpetual Youth, for which Ponce de Leon once sought
in vain. Filled wtih renewed energy and with the honor of their past achievements to aid them; amid the shouts and din of the opening night, and with
perfect confidence and faith in their ability to perform the duties about to
devolve upon them, the Freshmen of the past became the Juniors of the present.
The timid, trembling creatures that were to fill the places vacated stood on the
outskirts, first on one foot and then on the other, doubtless realizing their
inability to fill the shoes which the valiant class of '910 had kindly left for
their benefit. All went merrily until Mr. Todd, of the late-lamented class of
1908, with a few sweet, sad words, presented the school with a picture of the
departed ones, and in telling of their demise extolled their many virtues. After
a number of other eloquent addresses, and with the further statement by. Mr.
Morrill that his course in Bankruptcy would find us bankrupt of ideas-a
remark taken then as a witticism but later found to be literally true-the
ceremonies ended and the class of '910 became full-fledged Juniors.
The old statement, reputed to be the result of Shakespeare's wisdom,
that "as the boy, so will be the man." finds perfect illustration in the history
of this class. Great as they were as Freshmen and many as were the praises of
their instructors, as Juniors they have added laurel to laurel and have successively proved themselves in Equity, Evidence, Agency, Bankruptcy and Insurance to be the worthiest of old Blackstone's that ever entered the portals of the
Kansas City School of Law. However, it might be here permissible to relate
that it took about all the ingenuity we possessed to successfully negotiate with
John W. in Evidence. And often was that old adage, so aptly applied to our
country. that "in union there is strength" brought home to us with renewed
force. Particularly was that spirit of unity and mutual helpfulness brought to
the highest degree of perfection in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of the 1'00111.
Time passed quickly by until once more we met with the other classes
to celebrate with a banquet the birthday of the father of our country. On this
occasion the Junior class was \'ery ably represented by Mr. George \~T. Miller
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and Mr. Edwin A. Harris. In every feature save one the banquet was a great
success. The program committee failed to take into consideration in setting
the hour for the banquet that as yet the Freshmen are extremely youthful, and
that not long since fond mothers have instilled into their minds the necessity
of retiring early if they are to become great men. As the hour grew late
Morpheus began to enfold them in his drowsy clasp and sad to say tuey
forgot their mothers' other admonition-that
children should be seen and not
heard-and
proceeded to tell of their sleepy condition. This announcement
was passed over as best it might be and at the conclusion of the toasts the
school as a whole was informed of the retirement of Mr. Borland as Dean and
the selection of Mr. Ellison as his successor. Much as we may rejoice in Mr.
Borland's election to Congress, and as highly as V-ieesteem Mr. Ellison, it
cannot but be regretted that circumstances will divert in the future part of that
attention and care which Mr. Borland has devoted to the Law School in its
past history.
The class officers for the first half of the year were Thomas J. Wise,
presideut: George K. Brasher, vice-president; George VV. Miller, secretary;
and V-i. B. Jennings, treasurer.
At the commencement of the second term
the following officers were elected: Lloyd C. S. Martz, president ; James E.
Taylor, vice-president: Claude L. Peterson, secretary; and William E. Morton, treasurer.
During the fall term Mr. Morrill established a series of Moot
Court class, which excited a great deal of interest among the members of the
class. Particularly interesting was the celebrated case of Woesterneyer vs.
Bindbeutel, which has since its decision become leading authority on the question of liability for the dissemination of snuff.
The school year closes with that bond of union which binds the members of this class together, strengthened by another year's association.
Some
new names have been added to the class roll and there have been few desertions. The present indications give great promise of a most successful Senior
vear.

Junior Class Roll
AYLWAIW,

JOSEPH

Kansas

ROBEHT

BERRY,

BINDBEUTEL,

JOHN

Bl'TLER,

CARTER,

PETERS,

City, Mo.

QUINLAN,

Fm:oERICK,

NATHAN

NATHANIEL

..

ASHBY,

Engleside, Kas.
PEl'EHSON, CLAUDE L.,
Kansas City, Kas.

ADOLPHUS.

enABLES

Kansas

B.,

Kansas City, Mo.
PEACOCK, B. W.,
Kansas City, Kas.

Mt. Washington, Mo.
CAN'I'RELL,
FRANK
E.,
Kansas City, Mo.
CAROTHERS,

ARTHUR,

City, Mo.

NAJ_LE, JAMES

Mo.

VICKRY,

ROME

CHARLES

Kansas

BUFORD,

City,

Ju.,

City, Mo.

McNEESE,

City, Mo.

Kansas

ALEXANDER,

Kansas

GEORGE KlRTU~Y,

BRYANT,

GOLSON,

LAFAYETTE

McINTOSH,

TJlUR)(AN,

City, Mo.

Kansas

DE WlLDE,

Osceola, Mo.

Mo.

GEOHGE

Kansas

McFALL,

EMMETT,

Independence,

BHASIJEH,

MCCOLLUM,OSCAR
lola, Kas.

FHANeIS,

City, Mo.

C.,

WILLIAU

Kansas City, Mo.
DARROW, Ll~i\fUEL DE 'V"IT'l',
Kansas City, Kas.

Kansas City, Mo.
RAWDON, MYRTLE EDWIN,
Kansas City, Mo.

DONNEJ ..LY, HAHBY

LEE.

ROSENBAUM,

Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
SEXTOi'l,RICHARD JOSEPH,
Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas
DHENNAN,

City,

\VILL1AM,

Kansas

City,

Kas.

S-r.IALL, EDWIN

EDSON, ALOKZO Ross.

New Hampton,

Kansas

1'\'10.

G,\GE, JOHN B.,

Kansas
HARRIS,

Emporia,
HOLLH'GSWORTI-I.

Bolivar,
HOLLOWAY,

SUTHERLAND,

Kansas

City, Mo.

EDWIN

A.,
Ras.

Mo.

PEnIlY.

.

JE.:\:'i1INGS, WALDO BROWN,

Mo.

TROWBIlIDGE,

Kansas

.lOCI-rEUS,WILLIAM,
Spearville, Kas.
Fredericksburg,
LATSHAW,

RALPH

Kansas
MARKS,
:'fAR'l'Z,

Okla.

JR.,

HARRY

BLYTH,

.

CUARLES SUl\UIER,
City, Mo.
wn.r.r.cv,
City, Kas.

:.\10RTON,W1LLIAl\[ EUMER,
Kansas City, Mo.

MAR'.rIN,

City, Kas.
CLYDE

LESLI8,

City, Mo.
'VARD, WILLTAl\I KOST,
Kansas City, Mo.
G80RQE

Kansas

GEORGE

Kansas

EMERSON,

Kansas

WEST,

LLOYD

Kansas
MILLER,

Tex.

City, Mo.

ALBERT

Vinita,

VROOl\IAN,
WJ<:SLEY.

STEEL,

EDWARD,

Kansas City, Kas.
S'rEPHENS, ROBERT TrrOl\IAS,
Cowgill, Mo.
Marshall, Ark.
TAYLOR, JAMES EDWARD,
Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

AUGUST

WEEI),

STEPHE:'o1S0N, CHARLES

ALONZO,

Independence,

HARRY,

City, Mo.
JESSE DICKENS.
City, Mo.
.

GUY

S'rANLEY,

Or.tveu

CLARK

KLTNGELHO~'ER,

JULES

WESTFALL,

Roy EWING,

Kansas
WISE,

City, Mo.

TnO:\IAS

Kansas
VVuES']'EMEYER.

Kansas

HAL!!:,

City, Mo.

JEFFEHSON,

City, Mo.
BER:"IlIARDT

City, Mo.

YAT_E, KE:"I:"I"E1'TI C.,

Kansas
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City, Mo.

WILLIAM,

STUDENTS'

NAMES.

1 C. A. McNEESE.

8 C. A. HOLLOWAY.

2 R. V. BUTLER.

9 A. R. EDSON.

3 E. A. HARRIS.

10 \TIl. E. MORTON.

4 H. L. DOKNELLY.

11 C. L. VROOMAN.

5 L. C. MARTZ.

12 O. De W. McCOLLUM.

6 J. B. BRYANT.

13 L. G. McFALL.

7 J. F. AYLWARD.

1.4 M. E. ROWDON .

•
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STUDENTS'

NAMES.

1. R. J. SEXTON.

7 Vll. JOCHEIVlS.

2 R. W. BERRY.

8 J. H. ROSENBOUM.

3 G. K. BRASHER.

9 G. H. WEST.

4 G. Vll. MILLER.

10 R. T. STEVENS.

5 W. B. JENNINGS.

11 G. E. WESTFALL.

6 K. C. YALE.

12 T. G. ·WISE.
13 J. E. TAYLOR .

."

.j

Freshman
ADAMS,

GAY,

EDGAR EARL.

Kansas
ANDERSON,

I-!AGGER'I'Y, BURT 'V1LLIAM,

Kansas

Ill.

BANCROI'T, THOMAS

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
C. H.
Kansas City, Mo.
'VILLIA.i\'(

HARTMAN,

IRA

RAY VILAS,

Kansas City. Kas.
Hovrcv,

HARVEY,

HARRY

Kansas

Kansas City, Mo.
BURNS,

City, Mo.
M. E.,

HARTilIAX,

JAMES,

BUGBEE,
BURK,

Axrcs,

Kansas City. Kas.

City, Mo.
FRANK J.,

Kirkland.

Olass Roll

HU-:\lE,

BURTON,

PHILLIP,

City, Mo.

ROSCOE CONKLING,

Kansas City, Mo.

Minneapolis. Kas.
CARRICK, W. C.
Kansas City, Mo.

HU'1".rER8R, MARK.

COUGHLIN,

HARRISON,

EDWARD

Kansas City, Mo.

VINCEi'I'l'.

COOLEY,

GUY

HARVEY,

CHAPPEL,

JOHKSON,

PERRY,
FRANKLIN.

EDWARD

LEVENTHAL,

LESLIE,

LANG,

TEMPLE,

Peekskill,
EnWAHDS,

N. Y.
WILLIAM.

ARTHUR

Chillicothe, Mo.
ENJ.ow,

SHAW
THOMAS

JOTIN WILLIA

Kansas City, Mo.
FRAZIER,

SAMUEL

WILSON,

Kansas City. Mo.
Gr ..ICK. JAY W.,

Braymer,
GIEGNIST,

Mo.

JRAN,

Kansas City, Mo.
GOLDBLATT,

JOSEPH.

Kansas City, Mo.
GOLD1\IAN, EARL J ..
Kansas City, Mo.

McDoXALD,

STEEL, JR .•

EOWA1W HENRY,

Kansas City, Mo.
MCGINNIS,

RAY EAHI"

Kansas City, Mo.
Independpnce, Mo.
MCWILLIAMS,

SWEENEY,

Wn,LIA:M

HARMON.

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
FRAKCISCUS,

RALPIT

MCQUAY, HARRY FRANKLIN,

SILAS,

Kansas City, Mo.
ERWIN,

CONGER,

Kansas City, Mo.

N. Y.

ALUER'l' WrLLIAM, JIt.,

Dunntv,

JAMES

LATSHAW,

SINCLA..lR,

DUDLEY

Peekskill,

MAXWELL,

Kansas City, Ras.

Kansas City, Mo.
DURRlN,

Tex.

MORRIS

Kansas City, Mo.

IlL

CARTER

MORTON.

AUGUST 'WESLEY,

Fredericksburg,

Concordia, Ras.
Chicago,

rIABRISON

City, Mo.

J{LfNCELHOFEll,

DECKER, JAMES EUGEl"E.

DAVIS,

City, Mo.

Kansas

Bethel, Kas.

DREIER, VVILUA)I

E:lIIIL WAT..TER,

KrRKPATlUCK,

LERoY,

HERBERT

JOIlNSOl'i,

Kansas

Kansas City, Mo.
DRAKE,

City, Mo.

NOVA JEWELL,

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
CADWELL,

BERRY,

JULJI~l\c HARRIS,

Kansas

Kansas City, Mo.
COl\[BS, JOHN

JAMES

Rolla, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

1\'[.

McLAUGHU".

EDWARD

HUGII,

Kansas City, Kas.
MAL'J'BY,

GEORGE LEAPSON,

Kansas City, Kas.
MATTHEWS, MERLE E.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MURPHY,

JAMES RA YUOND.

Kansas City, Mo.
MURPHY,

COllNELIUS.

JR.,

Kansas City. Mo.
MYERS.

HOR.A,CE MICHAEL.

Kansas City, Mo.
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MOORE, BARCLAY

DAVIS,

Kansas City, Mo.
NELSON,

RALPH

RICHARD

MICllAI~L,

Moberly, Mo.
O'DONNELL,

JOHN

BUUTI!:;,

Kansas City, Mo.
PETERSON,

ROBERT,

Kansas City, Mo.
PARADOWSKY", FRANK,

Kansas City, Kas.
PATTON,

GEORGE FREDERlC,

Kansas City, Mo.
PIERSON,

CLYDE ALEXIS,

Attica, Kas.
PASLEY,

MONTE

HAHRIS,

Kansas City, Mo.
PAYNE,

RALPH

GUSTAVUS,

Oswego, Kas.
REDMOND,

JA1\IES THOMAS,

Kansas City, Mo.
REED, LESLIE

SCOTT.

Rosedale, Kas.

JA;\lEo;S

MOUNT,

Kansas City, Mo.
RICHARDSO:\"

W.,

Cassoday, Kas.
NOONAN,

REED,

BAYARD CUAln,

Kansas City, Mo.
.J n., ROBERSON, CHARLES AUlIUH,
Poplar Bluffs, Mo.
ROBERTSON. RICHARI)SOi\',
JR.
Kansas City, Mo.
ROGEHS,
CI..A Y C.,

Liberty, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
EDWARD,

Kansas City, Mo.
SHAW, Fm::DElUCK

CHAIlU:S.

ROHERT J.,

Kansas City, Mo.
SYLVES'J'I::H, CLYVE,

Kansas Citv, Mo.
'l'JiICE,

JOII:\'

FHAi'il;IS,

Independence, Mo.
Oscxu

TUOMAS,
THORP,

\VILLIAM,

Leavenworth, Kas.
\'VALT':>JER, F. C.
Kansas City, Mo.
VlAIW, WlLLLA.:M KOST,

Kansas City, Mo.
WEINTIlOUB.

SII\IILU ..L, EHNEST

VV~'LLl';ll,\VILLIA

GRAHAH,

SMITIr,

SAMUEL

FIlJ~[)r::TlIC[{.

Kansas City, Mo.
ST,\:\'LEY,
GuY" Enwxu».
Kansas City, Kas.

R.,

WlLLIA'I\[

Kan sas Cit.y, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
Sncox. JOII N M.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Liberty, Mo.

'VILLlA,\!,

Huntsville, Mo.

TOUPEY,

SA WCETT, F. D.
STEEL,

SUT.llEHLA.~D,

Bi~NJAMIN,

Kansas City, Mo.
U HIT!!:,

Kansas City, Mo.
WOLI", "VALTEfI. LoUJs,
Kansas City, Mo.
\VIUGHT.

GEORGE TUHNER,

Kansas City, Kas.

P'R£3HNlfN

SONG·YELL.

We are, we

ev-e,
'J'he Freshmen

we are, we an:
of the school.

lYe are, we are, we are, we are
The Freshmen at the school.
What the hell do we care,

Let the Seniors rule,

For we ere, we are, we ure
The Frestvmen: of the school.

OFFICERS.
1 RICHARD

ROBERTSON,

2 RICHARD

M. NOONAN,

3 E. W. JOHNSON,

Presldeur.
Pandex

Vice-President.
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ReV.

STUDENTS' NAMES.
1 R. S. LATSHAW, Jr.

7 H. L. DRAKE.

2 M. M. LEVENTHAL.

8 O. W. THOMAS.

3 S. F. SMITH.

9 J. C. LANG.

4 BARCLAY MOORE.

10 N. J. JOHNSON.

5 L. S. REED.

11 G. F. PATTON.

6 C. L. PETERSON.

12 RICHARD M. NOONAN.
13 J. W. GLICK.
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STUDENTS'

NAMES.

1 R. G. PAYNE.

7 E. W. JOHNSOK.

2 R. W. NELSON.

8 AMOS GRAY.

3 W. K. WARD.

9 M. E. MATTHEWS.

4 N. F. CARTER.

10 B. WE1NTROUB.

5 S. W. FRAZIER.

11 G. C. COOLEY.

6 J. B. BURNS.

12 M. H. PASLEY.
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STUDENTS'
1 RICHARD

NAMES.
7 B. C. RICHARDSON.

ROBERTSON.

2 J. W.

FRANClSCUS.

3 EARL

GOLDMAN.

8 C. H. BUG BEE.
9 H. M. KIRKPATRICK.
10 W. L. DREIER.

4 O. W. THOMAS.
5 B. W. WOESTERMEYER.

11 J. H. HARVEY.

Jr.

12 J. E. DECKER.

6 B. W. HAGGERTY.
13 -"',T. L. ·WOOLF.
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STUDENTS'

NAMES.

1 C. C. ROGERS.

7 JOSEPH

2 G. L. MALTBY.

8 J. M. REED.

3 C. MURPHY, Jr.

GOLDBLATT.

9 J. B. O'DONNELL.

4 H. M. MYERS.

10 C. T. DAVIS.

5 R. E. McGINNISS.

11 W. H. BURK.

6 J. M. SHOOK.

12 H. F. McQUAY.
13 EJ. G. SIMRALL.

_J_______________

WILLIAM R. TORPEY.
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In Memoriam
THE FIRST SOUL AMONG US, FRESHMEN,

AS YET PUT FREE.

THE

AND SILENT

FIRST

TO GO TO THAT

BUT WE DO KNOW,

UNKNOWN

HE IS NO LONGER A "PRISONER

SHORE.
OF HOPE'"

NO LONGER A PRISONER OF THE CORPOREAL;
"FOR DEATH

GAVE HIM THE

WINGS TO MOUNT

--75-

ABOVE THE

SPHERES."

The Freshman
WILLIAM

K.

Spirit

WARD.

T the opening meeting of the Kansas City School of Law, September 28, Ig08, a body of young men assembled to form the
Freshman class for the ensuing term. The membership was
unusually large, and the class early developed an energetic
interest and enthusiasm in the school and its work. It was
apparent that there existed a class spirit of the type that
does things, that believes in success, that creates an interest
in the studies and a regard for the instructors.
Shortly after the organization, the election of the class officers came all,
and this spirit was manifest in the warmth and vigor with which the
friends of the opposing candidates pressed their claims; and in the methods
used to advance their respective influence.
Each side presented a set of
candidates, able and popular with the membership, consequently the election
resulted in providing the class organization with officers who are capable,
vigilant and punctual.
The program committee always has its programs arranged several
meetings in advance, and this spirit is infectious with the remainder of the
class. When something is afoot there are no "cold feet" to be found.
At the Annual Banquet, given by the School at the Sexton Hotel, February 20, this year, the Freshman class took an active part and contributed
much to the success of the occasion. Their attendance more than equalled that
of both the other classes and they brought out the class spirit in abundance.
The class yells were numerous, witty and keen, and the support given their
speakers was united and impressive.
The regular class meetings a1ways furnish something racy and interesting and the "Freshman Spirit" has become synonymous with activity and
progress.
That this spirit will continue to endure through the three years'
course, there appears 110 reason to doubt. The first year is near its close; the
class has lost some of its most promising members; there have been changes;
yet the enthusiasm has suffered no diminution. A class spirit has a value and
a lasting effect. The energy and interest which are necessary for the proper
success in the studies are often born of it. The problem of education is not
to teach how to make the bow of Ulysses, but to create men of strength. re-76-

source and power who can bend the bow. Education seeks to make the character vigorous, and this spirit in the classes is a powerful ally.
Each class makes up a separate family with its interests and its pride. The
class generally meets as a company of strangers to each other, to the school and
to its customs. They are united by the mutual sympathy it engenders, cemented
by the good natured antagonism of the upper classrnen and more firmly fixed
by the necessity of defense. Its members soon become interested observers of
each other's powers and progress; like is attached to like; and the foundations
of friendships are laid, some of which endure through all the changes of
earthly life. It is a friendship akin to such as the soldier knows, cemented in
the long march or by the midnight watch-fires.
The associates and associations may do as much as text book and
teacher for the student. The right kind will always inspire him to believe in
himself, bring out his executive qualities, make him like to do things; thus,
he will be of far greater value to himself and to the world than the one who
does not know the inspiration of this force and spirit. The student who is
properly surrounded is more willing and determined to extend himself to the
limits of fitness and power. He is strengthened to continue the endeavor even
if the results of the first months are not so promising as was anticipated.
It
brings out his best moods and inclinations; and, talents which may have continued dormant or unrecognized by their possessor, are given life and action.
HFull many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark, un fathomed caves of ocean bear."
We are told that in nine out of ten cases failure is born of unfaith.
Class spirit is a combination of comradeship, interest, confidence and vigor.
There will come, alike unto all, the days of trial and reverse, the rude world
will buffet our hopes and our ambitions; but though the clouds may obscure
the light in the horizon and disappointments await us, in the breast of each
shall be burning still this faith of these earlier days, urging us to battle yet and
to press on to greater achievment.
And in the gray twilight of life, in the
peace and calm that follows the storm, may come dreams of scenes and faces
that touch a tender heart string, and are made welcome and hallowed by the
associations and class spirit of long ago, and will he
"Among the treasured pictures
That hang on memory's wal1."
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A NATURAL MISTAKE
HE

T

F1'cshman

lay asleep, asleep,

Under the greenwood tree oh,
1'he fields were green and the tree was

green,
And green was the young Fresnee oti,
l'ke lambkins gamboled on the meca.
And the little

calves nibbled

their

succulent

teed,
But the Freshman

he gave no heed, no heed,

Under the grenwood

tree oh.

Hi ko me for the greenwood tree,

Hi no me tor the y01tn(J Erestiee.
For

the field

was green

and the tree

was

green
And g?'een was that
The Freshman

young Freshee

lay asleep, asleep,

Under the greenwood
And

the

011,.

lambkins

tree ok,

they

nibbled

80

close

around.
But

they saw not the young

For the Freshman

Frestiee

ok,

was green as the arasss

that grew,
So they ate him up and enjoyed him, too,
For he tasted like lettuce sprinkled

Uruier the ereenaoooa

with dew.

tree oh.
-WALLACf;
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The Justinian
JOHN

W.

Code

SNYDER.

~~~~ij~~
GES before

the foundation of the City of Rome, rational systems of jurisprudence existed. Wherever there is civilization, there must be human la...vs.
Divergencies between the laws of respective ages or
nations are not occasioned by chance. The Jurisprudence
of a people is so certainly evolved from its needs, pursuits,
freedom, enlightenment, environment, and religion, that if
we fully comprehend its laws, we might decipher the history and the starus of
that people. Reversing the order of deduction, we would find that the historical development of the two 1110St conspicuous empires of the world, explains
and expounds the refinement of the Civil Law, and the sturdiness of the Common Law.
'the first deliverances of the law found in authenticated history, are so
obscured by being hopelessly interwoven with the precepts of philosophy,
science, morals, and religion, that we are accustomed to herald their subsequent
appearance in their proper field of pure enactments as genuine discovenes.
The great German professor of philosophy, Latze, eloquently said: "Different
periods of history may be pointed out, in which one after the other, religion,
art, science, law and social problems have become for the first time so distinctly present to the consciousness of mankind that they seem to have been
then first discovered or invented, to the advantage of future ages; but even
in the very beginning of civilization there could not have been altogether
absent anyone of those activities of the human soul, which later became more
clearly differentiated one fr0111another, taking separate paths to various ends."
In the height of the civilization of Babylon we first find the Commercial
Law freed from every debasement that might pervert its mission of human
service. Its laws of commerce could not fall below its life of commerce.
Caravans and ships carried through its n-arts the riches of India to all the countries of the Mediterranean.
To successfully accomplish this, laws were needed
as certainly as the means of transportation.
Consequently we find the truth
to be exactly as we would have reasoned, that as to its commercial code, Babylon excelled predecessors, contemporaries, and the people of many succeeding
centuries. Its written laws have largely disappeared, but a mass of legal contracts have been preserved to establish its perfection of the laws of trade. These
manifold agreements were recorded upon tablets of moist clay. were subscribed
to by witnesses, and attested by notaries. When these tablets were baked the

II
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most permanent records in legal history were completed. By means of these
tablets it is made clear that every need of a highly commercial people was met
by a series of legal enactments and forms concerning interest, mortgages, banking, sales, marine loans, partnership, leases, easements, and, in short, contracts
generally, for every business transaction.
The laws of Babylon were so vastly
superior to those of its Persian conquerors that, in large measure, these laws
were adopted by the succeeding empire, and so introduced among a great portion of the Asiatic world. The pen is mightier than the sword.
In civilization, Egypt was Babylon's greatest rival. But the Egyptians
were more purely an agricultural people, and their isolation from other nations
was not favorable to a cosmopolitan character, and an extensive commercial
career. Yet their advancement in jurisprudence was completely equivalent to
their progress in culture. Over four thousand years ago they had written laws.
forms of pleading, judges and a Supreme court.
These few inquiries into the laws of Babylon and Egypt have been ventured, not simply because they furnish a faithful preface to the subject before
us, but that they may invite attention to the fascinations of the study of comparative jurisprudence.
Efforts to acquire learning in this direction must
not only reward the true lawyer, who aspires to become a master of his profession, rather than to serve it as its mere janitor, but likewise impress every
student of art, culture, philosophy and history with the fact that the mysteries
of antiquity cannot be unlocked with any other key.
The influence of the Greeks upon Roman Law can be subsequently
mention to greater advantage, leaving only for present and briefest mention
the laws of India and Israel. The Hindu law affected only in a very distant
and general \vay the laws of its oldest contemporaries, but this was more due
to its isolated situation than because it lacked the legal learning worth importation. Its civil code, divided into eighteen chapters, covered many of our
most important branches of modern jurisprudence; including the ownership
of movables and immovables, bailments, contracts, sales and partnership.
The
laws of Israel were not elaborated beyond the needs of a purely agricultural
people, for during the days of their independence as a nation their means of
livelihood were exactly contrasted with their present ones. Their laws gained
their chief importance fr0111the faithfulness with which they have been fully
recorded, and their influence upon the religious world. They exerted no appreciable force upon developing that masterpiece of a111egal codes. thej'ustinian
Code, the Carpus Luris Civilis.
Rome was founded 753 B. C., and remained under kingly rule until 510
B. C. Much of Rome's history during these days is uncertain, constructed
from legends and traditions.
Vet in these early years the spirit of its future
was fully developed. and its policies of government, conquest, colonization and
laws clearlv projected.
The only fragments of the first ages of the Roman
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law now existing were preserved by being inserted in the Pandects of Justinian.
But the laws of these early days did not principally consist of the enactments
of a centralized power, but of such customs as were venerated and enforced by
the heads or fathers of the patrician families. It was "home rule" then, in
the most literal acceptation of such a term. The greatest dictatorial power,
even extending to the infliction of capital punishment, was vested in the pater
[aniilias. Until we fully comprehend this great fundamental belief in a family
entity and government, we must utterly fail to understand the common characteristics of ancient jurisprudence.
Patrician Rome was a federation of families ;these families were formed
into gentes or clans, which, in turn, were formed into thirty curies, and these
were divided into three tribes. The plebians until 578 B. C. were not factors
in the government, and only protected, as far as their rights were protected, by
the grace of the kings.
In these earlier days of Roman history, potential as they were of a
systematic code of laws, the private rights of even the patricians were more
under the protection of well defined customs and religious observances, than of
formulated legislation.
Such, indeed, has been the history of every age and
nation. What might be generically classified as the common law of a people
antedates its statutory law. Codes that spring full fledged from the brains of
philosophers and theorists, rather than from the practices and experiences of
the ages and the multitudes, are short-lived.
As we shall clearly learn, the
Justinian Code was not a creation, but a compilation; though designed for the
future. it was bottomed upon the past.
But early Roman law was not only not the creature of legislative action,
but not entirely the child of such customs as were of strictly Roman origin.
We have seen that the fundamental doctrine of the patria potcstas, supportmg,
as it did, so great a portion of what is now termed the law of domestic relations,
and likewise fixing the laws of succession and wills, was largely the universal
belief of the entire Aryan family. Likewise their primitive laws of commerce
were so narrowed in their scope, especially in regard to bilateral contracts, and
the enforcement of obligations were so often made dependent upon the fear of
family, social, political and religious disgrace. rather than upon judicial proceedings, that their subsequent contractual law was no little obligated to the
richness of Babylonian and Egyptian jurisprudence. introduced by Phoenician
fleets, first to the ports of Carthage, and then to Rome.
But whilst even the earliest of Roman law givers possessed a breadth
of understanding that did not prevent them absorbing a;,cl assimilating such
foreign customs and laws as they felt were essential to their growth in jurisprudence. they were as virile and self-confident in maintaining and extending
their own conceptions of what should constitute law, as they were in other
fields of progress and organization.
In legal reforms they proceeded in their
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own way. Thus in brief illustration, they advanced, and for a longer time than
other nations, maintained the doctrine of the almost unlicensed power of the
father of the household; and, in a sense, correlated to this the right of one
member of the family to avenge the death of another; indeed it was not simply
considered a right, but a duty, that the manes of the deceased might rest in
peace.
The greatest and most needed of reforms, in early Roman law, was
accomplished by the enactment of the Twelve Tables. This codification of
what might be termed the C0111111011 law of Rome, with additions, into statutory
law, was due to the persistent demands and agitation of the plebian classes.
They justly complained that their condition had been imperiled rather than
improved, by the expulsion of the kings. Certain of these kings, especially
Severus, looking upon the plebians somewhat as the partician patron regarded
his clients. had protected their interests. But now the patrician classes not only
fully claimed the administration of the laws, but those laws being an unwritten
and heterogneous mass, and enforced by magistrates annually chosen, the
plebians were prevented from knowing, as regards the law of private rights,
property rights, and judicial proceedings. "where they were at." Consequently
the compilation of the Twelve Tables could no longer be delayed. They were
completed and published by the Decemviri, or ten Commissioners, 451 and
452 B. C. It has been a matter of some discussion, where the material for
their construction was found, but it is certain that in large measure they were
evolved from the laws and usages under the reigns of the seven kings of Rome.
It is probable that a few enactments of foreign law givers were incorporated.
It has been asserted that before the compilation of the Twelve Tables that a
deputation visited Greece to become familiar with the laws of Athens and
Sparta, but this is confirmed by conjecture rather than proof. It is certain
that the Code of the most justly immortal of creative law makers, Solon, might
have been wisely consulted. Thereby the prejudices of caste, and the stifling
enthralldom of the patria potesias, would have been more greatly limited
than they were. Plutarch justly says of Solon, that he first made a man's
property truly his own.
The fragments of the Twelve Tables, though the ninth and eleventh
are totally missing, were preserved by Cicero, Ulpian and other lawyers, and
through their writings have found 'their way into the Pandects of Justinian.
The first three tables are devoted to judicial proceedings; the fourth provides
that "if a father shall thrice sell his son the son shall be free from the paternal
authority"; v..-hich granted some latitude to parental power; the fifth article
concerns the laws of inheritance, providing that "if a man die intestate, having
no natural heirs, his property shall pass to the nearest" kin on the father's side,
and if there be none such, the members of his gens (called the gentiles), shall
succeed. This was generally prevented among the patrician families, espe-83-

cially in the earlier days of Rome, by the almost universal habit of the ancestor
a son, if there be by nature none to succeed him. He dare not die
childless, for fear that his soul, lacking prayers, fasts and offerings for its readopting

pose, would not rest in peace.

It is humbly

suggested

that, at least at the

present day. it is often the existence of surviving children that must keep the
shades of their ancestors in a turmoil of chagrim and disquietude. The sixth
table treats of ownership and possession, recognizing the distinction between

the two, and incidentally including the law of fixtures, by providing

that "a

beam built into a house, or into a vine trellis, shall not be removed."

The

seventh table contains the law of real estate; the eighth treats of torts; the
ninth of the sacred law. Here is found a curious provision that establishes the
antiquity of dentistry, declaring that whilst the mourners of the dead shall not
add gold to the funeral pyre, the "gold used in joining the teeth may be burned
or buried with the dead without incurring any penalty." The twelfth table
provides that "if either party shall have won a suit concerning property by
foul means," the magistrate shall assess the damages at twice the profits reaped
by the wrong-doer.
These tables long continued as the fundamentals of Roman law, and
were never formally repealed. But criticisms, commentaries, deductions and
practical extensions, were, in time, built upon them. Indeed, work of this kind

seemed peculiarly adapted to the genius of Roman jurists and lawyers.

Their

ingenuity met changed conditions and novel cases, with new forms of procedure, and even with such deliverances of legal principles of their own creation, that, without the aid or authority of even legislative enactments, they
materially enlarged what was originally designed to be not simply a code of
statutory law, but was to remain inviolate as the constitution of the people.
This process of ingrafting professional opinions into the law of the lanel once
begun, flourished through many succeeding centuries, and the writings of the
civilians, including jurists, advocates, and professors of the law, became in a

large measure, the substructure

of the Justinian Code.

For a century after the publication of the Twelve Tables, the patricians
succeeded in retaining the greater portion of their power to administer the

laws by keeping the forms of procedure a sealed book to the plebians, until these
forms, according to which actions were strictly prosecuted, were published by
Flavius. But during the period of the Republic the most important changes
in the law were effected by the Praetors.
During these immortal years of
Roman history, the arms of Rome had added enormously to its territory, and
the number of its subjects.
The law was consequently and constantly extended
to meet new demands. especially in the commercial life. What might now be

termed principles of equity were largely created by the Praetors to meet what
was too strict or inadequate in the mere letter of the law.
The office of
Praetor was first established in 367 B. C.
Tn a sense he was a third consul,
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an:::!whilst the other two were granted niilitary authority, he had the power
to issue edicts "which had much the force of law." Furthermore, the interpretation be gave to the civil law as it existed, added greatly to bis opportunities
to so increase the body of the law as to demand tbe need of ultimate codification. It must be furtber noted, tbat tbe legislative enactments of the Couiitia
Centuriata, who represented the will of the whole Roman people, patricians and
plebians alike, and the legal decrees of the senate, were adding to the enormous
mass of rules and regulations that must be regarded as the law of the land.
During the last century of tbe Roman republic there came into increased
prominence that class of writers and professors of the law already noted;
among them and always to be remembered, were the two Catos, father and
son, and Mucius Scaevola, the instructor of Cicero.
But the golden age of
scientific jurisprudence was not attained until the days of the Roman Empire.
It is true tbat from the reign of Augustus the liberties of the people were
gradually and insiduously undermined until servitude became their allotment;
but general conditions and imperial favor more greatly advanced the opportunities for distinction and power of the truly great civilians of the law, than
was possible during tbe Republic's days of political factions and strife, when
craft and demagoguery were oftentimes the main essentials of success. But
under surroundings that more closely approached the retirement of the cloister
than the tumult of the forum, the great lawyers of the Empire were privileged
to examine on scientific principles, and arrange and evolve with intellectual
accumen, whatever of concern to jurisprudence that had gOlle before them,
be the same the laws and customs under the kings, or the Twelve Tables, or the
statutory law of the Republic, or the praetot itni edicts. Presently tbeir genius
was called into further exercise, that sufficiently kept them practical in matters
of jurisprudence. Not only were tbey often called upon to advise tbe Emperor.
or to govern provinces, or to sit as judges, but also to render what was known
as response prudentiuni, or, as here may be translated, opinions of law. Before
the reign of Augustus. these responses were given viva voce, and at first, by the
most excellent of advisers.
Justinian became sole emperor, April I, 527, A. D. He was neither a
great Iran nor a great emperor, as such terms are commonly used. Yet by
some destiny he was led to do for every age and all mankind a service that such
in-mortals as Cicero Julius Caesar and Lord Bacon bad dreamed of doing for
their fellow men. Circumstances arrl counter ambitions prevented the former
two from their avowed purpose to coc1ify the civil law. and the latter, from
rendering a like service to the common law, They failed to follow their
grt>atest inspiration. wlere tl-e lunbler Justinian gloriously succeeded. The
pages of history furnish alike encouragements and warnings to every man.
But, in commenting upon whatever might seem marvelous in Justinian's
unique place in history, we must not underrate his real abilities. He had OCCll-85-

pied many positions of importance before he became Emperor, and krrew the
utter confusion into which the laws of his day had fallen. To know how one
can best serve all others, is not altogether unlike an inspiration. Furthermore,
the energy with which he acted, and the wisdom he displayed in selecting his
workmen, cannot be over credited. In less than a year after ascending the
throne, he announced in a constitution addressed to the Senate, his purpose
of codifying the leges of the Empire; and named as commissioners John, exquaestor of the sacred palace, who was to act as president of the Commission;
Tribonius, who shortly did so act; Theophilus, professor of law at Constantinople; and seven others. This work, which was to comprise the imperial
statutes, worthy of preservation from Hadrian to Justinian, was wisely outlined by these words of the Emperor to his Commissioners: "Vlie permit them,
suppressing preambles, repetitions and contradictory or disused clauses, to collect and classify the laws under proper titles, adding, cutting down, modifying
and compressing, if need be, several constitutions into a single enactment, so
as to secure more clearness, and yet preserve in each title the chronologcal
order, so that their order may be noted by position in the Code as well as by
the date."
This Code, contained in twelve volumes, was completed in fourteen
months, and went into effect April 16, 529 A. D. But it is the second edition.
published November 16, 534, which is now extant. It contains about 4,700
enactments; to each one of these laws is attached the name of the emperor who
declared them. often as mere imperial rescripts, or opinions to private litigant . .;;
but by the Code they were raised to the dignity of general laws.
But by a constitution of J ustinian addressed to Tribonian, December
IS, 1530, the emperor projected a far more difficult and ambitious work. By
this imperial edict there was assigned to Tribouian, and to a large number o-r
approved assistants, "selected front the professors of the law at the schools
and from the advocates of the court of the praetorian prefect," the immense
labor of compiling and classifying those fifty volumes of the writings of the
great civilians, which have since been immortalized in the history of jurisprudence as the Digest or Pandects of Justinian.
The jurists of the early empire were divided into two schools, the
respective followers of the teachings of two professors of the law, Labco and
Capito. The former was more conservative in one sense, but of decided originality, and famed for his strong grasp of legal principles, and his clearness
of expression.
He was the first to mark the distinction between actions in
rein and actions ht persorunu,
I-Ie founded the school of the Proculians,
named after his most famous pupil. Capito was more radical in his attacks
upon the formalism of the law; he founded, in only a faint sense, the school
of the Sabines. but it was named after Sabinus, his most distinguished scholar.
J111ianuswas the most famous jurist in the first half of the second century, and
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he is quoted 456 times in the Pandects.
Another civilian of his day, P0111ponius, lives only in the Pandects, being there quoted 578 times. It was almost
a century later before the grandest era of Roman jurisprudence was reached.
Q. Cervidius Screvola, who contributed 306 of the most important extracts to the Pandects, had for his pupils the Emperor Septimius Severns, and
Papinian.
Papinian, though a native of Syria, chiefly pursued his studies at
Rome under Screvola. He became prretorian prefect in 204 A. D. Cujas says
of him that he was "the greatest lawyer that ever has been or ever will be; he
occupies the same single pre-eminence among jurisconsults that Homer does
among poets." Muirhead, in scarcely less extravagant praise, has declared of
him, as much as can be said of any jurist, that "he has no equal in the precision with which he states a case, eliminating all irrelevancies of fact, yet
finding relevancies of humanity that would have escaped the vision of most;
and without parade, and as it were by instinct, applying the rule of law as if it
lay on the surface and was patent to the world. No man was ever more worthy
of the privilege of responding cv-auctoritate priucipis ; and no 111anever displayed a higher sense at once of the power it conferred and the responsibility
it conferred."
But the manner of his death speaks more eloquently than words
ever can of his love for justice, and his firmness in upholding the law. Because
he opposed the murder of Geta he was put to death in the very presence of
that imperial monster, Caracalla. No greater martyr to the cause of righteousness, pure and undefiled, has been chronicled in history. In the court of law
over which Papinian presided, sat likewise those great jurists, Ulpian and
Paulus.
To the writings of the former, the Pandects of Justinian are 111debted for 2,464 extracts, or almost one-third of its contents; and Paulus
ranked next in the amount thereto contributed.
In thus tracing the principal sources of the Digest or Pandects of ] ustinian, I have hoped to indicate the chief characteristics of this entire abridgement of whatever was considered most worthy of preservation in the Roman
jurisprudence of the preceding thirteen centuries. This very fact that here is
contained a review" and repository of the progress of human law during such
a vast cycle of time, explains, as nothing else can, the perfection and immortality of the work. Thibonian and his sixteen colleagues were feasting upon
the riches of what Coke would have called the "finernen t and refinement" of
countless of the greatest sages of the law known in history. But the very
abundance of the material thus supplied might have caused tile failure of
Justinian's dream of establishing immutable laws. if the glorious enterprise had
been left to less competent hands.
As it is, the work of Tribonian has not escaped severe criticism. It has
been claimed that if these compilers had taken advantage of the allotment of
ten years for their labors, as assigned them by Justinian, instead of completing
the work within three years. it would have insured a more scientific arranO"C-

"
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ment. This is true, but the need of immediately rescuing the laws of the
empire from absolute confusion, and the danger of the coming of an unfriendly
ruler, always to be dreaded in those perilous days, might have governed their
action. It has further been asserted that Tribonian was too prone to strike
out passages found in the writings of preceding civilians, and insert sentences
of his OW11, but this he was explicitly commissioned to do, and, doubtless, it
was often made necessary. It is certain he has shown no jealuusy of the fame
of those men who had made most brilliant the golden era of Roman jurisprudence. This extraordinary man, in his attainments and characteristics, was
not altogether unlike Lord Bacon.
But it was the further ambition of Justinian to provide a work for the
beginners of the study of the law. In his edict, providing for the Digest, he
declares: "Everything will be ruled by these two Codes, the code of the constitutions, (the twelve volumes of the Imperial Edicts) and that to be drawn
up of the revised laws, (the subsequently published fifty volumes of the
Digest) ; and by a third also, if there should be promulgated by us another
work, in the shape of Institutes; in order that the learners, having been
grounded in the simpler matters, might the more easily proceed to the knowledge of more abstruse learning."
The work of preparing the Institutes was
entrusted to Tribonian, who called to his aid Theophilus, a teacher in the law
school at Constantinople, and Doratheus, a teacher in the law school at Berytus.
These Institutes were grounded upon the writings of Gaius, a Roman jurist,
who lived some four centuries before, in the reign of that pure and philosophical
emperor, Marcus Aurelius. Though the number of excerpts from Gains, found
in the Digest, numbered 535, the original manuscript of his Institutes was lost
during the dark ages. He belonged to· the school of Sabinians. In Verona a
parchment was found, nine-tenths of which was deciphered in r8r6 by Niebuhr.
This was a most difficult labor, as the great work of Gaius had been carefully
erased to utilize the parchment to receive certain epistles of Saint Jerome. His
work was the first kind designed, under the name of Institutes, as an elementary study of the Roman law. This work was divided into four books; as was
the Institutes of Justinian, and of Coke, and the Commentaries of Blackstone
and Kent.
The Code, the Digest and the Institutes of Justinian, supplemented by
52 new imperial constitutions. calJed Novels, constitute the Civil Law as distinguished from the Canon La xv. Such of these Novels as were intended for
the East were first wr-itten in Greek, but in 554 were published, by order of
[nstinian. in the Latin tongue. These four compilations furnished the basis
~f study of the Civil Law, as it was originally taught in the ancient law schools,
and during the middle ages. at Bologna. and, subsequently, throughout civilized Europe. Its historv has iulfilled the saying of D' f\g'lIesseall, that "The
T
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grand destinies of Rome are not yet accomplished; she reigns throughout
world by her reason, after having ceased to reign by her authority."

the

It might be made a matter of curious, if idle, speculation, to consider
if either the Civil Law or the Common Law will, ultimately, so triumph over
the other, as to rule the destinies of all mankind. It would indicate, however.
more implicit faith in the future, to prophesy that whatever is most worthy in
either system wil! never succumb to the inferior doctrines of the other. To
illustrate, it seems clear that never will be forgotten that rationalism of the Civil
Law which in personal injury suits, apportioned certain damages to even that
unfortunate victim who was guilty of contributory negligence, as against one
thrice more deeply in fault; but it is yet more certain that the vigorous love of
liberty, inculcated by the Common Law, will never so far submit to the doctrine
of the absolute power of a ruler as to teach its followers not to avenge, even
by Revolution, if necessary, the murder of a Papinian.
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A CAMPUS
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SCENE.

HIS FATHER'S SON.
y boy! My own, own boy! 0 thrilling
thougitt.
'j'liat y01t are 1'eany 1nine! I know

M

1 should
Not mention it: Not breathe it even to
The winds that 'lOt'up both you and me
In one embrace, aIt yes! it overwhelms
Me, 'useless-worse than insignificant,
To think 1ny little wagon shoulcl be hitcJwcZ
To stwh a star. Let rne but 'l'/t'urniur it,
Lest those weak hooks that hold nw in its
wake
Sh01l1d part

and let

1ne tall-back-back,

into
Obli1.:ion, whence 1 so briefly
came.
Why! when I take a little backward look
Into the past and see what holy things
My earth-worn
hands have touched it pal-

sies rne.
Why! once 1 nursed ancl cmTied uou in these
Poor mortal arms. 1 led yOll by the hand
And told y01l things-Ah!
gnicled, ta·nght

you-yes,
But think Of it!

.Ancl you were even then
The same that had within
his rni{Jhly sOt'l
The spark that sante great clay tv,oulel surely
burst

lnto-a
lawyer-Little
did 1 know
That I was nursing greatness such as this,
Or, sore abasheel I 1night have hicl me fm'
Away.
Why, once I e'en presu'lIted to think
That you would S0111,e
day owe a filial debt
For nights arui days of care rd given you.
FM(J'ive me .. and I'll ne'er again presmne
'1'0 think at all, for surely there's no thought
That ever squirmed its way into the 'W01"W
That has not long ago become all yours.
And as for debts, I cover up my head
Tn sheer humility:
The debts eve mine
To you, that I have ever been so blessed.
And O! I marvel when I but reflect
On many a little thing you've let rne do.

That last five hundred that I sent to you.
AlL! Lost remembert
No, the t1W1tght's too
s?1~all
To make impression on thy massive brain.
No doubt some obstruse syliogis1n was then
Just strugGling thrOtlgh by which you'd proce
That black was ustiite; or that the north
was south.
0, SOrlte da,y you may reach that pinnacle
Whence you rnay frown and scowl, look wise
and stroke
Your ctcbcster brow and see in some
Long, wonly, costly brief, the small wonl
"it"
Used where the copyist meant plainly "that",
And you can stroke your b1'ow again an(l say
"Remoruted:" "Error."
Truly greatness thou
Can grow no areater. Ye to whom it comes.
From. lords to burgL11's all the sons of men
Look on in wonder, gape and envy you.

New Version of the 23rd Psalm
For the use of certain Governors, Members of the U. S. Senate and House of
Representatives.
Standard Oil is my shepherd; I shall not want. It maketh me to lie
about everything under the sun; it leadeth me beside the still waters of official
rascality.
1.

It restoreth my toga.
honor for its money's sake.
2.

It leadeth me in the paths of perfidy and dis-

3. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of political
death, I will fear no defeat; for Standard Oil is with me; its Sibley and its
Archbold they comfort me.
4. Sibley prepareth my speeches before me in the secret chamber of
the Capitol; he anointeth my head with Standard Oil; my purse runneth over.

.s.

Surely wealth and power shall follow me all the days of my life
and I will serve in the House or Senate many terms-if
I don't get found out.
-MCCALL.
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Hop's Temperament
~~~~~nIVING

in Kansas City when it was incorporated under the
laws of the State as a city of second class, there was a boy
who was considered easy. If the gang went fi shing he was
allowed to go along to dig the fish worms and catch grasshoppers for them as fast as the sun fish could cop them off
the hooks. If they went to the SWi111l11in' hole they would
tie his clothes into knots, and while he was trying to unravel
them they would yell, "Chawed beef and roasted mutton."
His right name was William Randolph Hopper, but he was so good
natured he was styled "Hop."
Sometimes he would go out to the vacant lot
111

where the kids were playing

ball, and they would have him chase the long flys

and fouls. Someone had to do it and he was the mush-besides,
he would
rather do it than have the bull-headed boys take their gloves and bats home if
they could not occupy the mound or nest on the choice infield positions. Anything suited Willie, just so the game was kept going.
When vacation time was not on, "Hop" attended the district school.
He was an apt pupil and secretly won the admiration of his teacher. His
mother always kept Potted Plants in the winter,
and in the summer time would maintain a Flower
Garden in the yard.
Willie would often Appropriate a Bunch of Fuchsias, "or some of the other
species of flowers that happened to be in bloom,"
and Parade off to school with his Floral Tribute,
Stowed away in his Mit. Next would come the
Presentation Address-delivered
with such Skill,
that it would put a member of the Upper House of
the City Council on the Amateur List in presenting
a Medal to a Hero Fireman who had been Brave
at a recent conflagration.
The teacher would show
her Appreciation
by stroking the little chap's
Flaxen Hair carefully back on his Wax Like forehead. He would appear to her as an Ideal type of
boyhood. and why not-could
one of such Tender
Years have any Design other than Respect and Admiration for his teacher, in prompting him to Pre-

Sometimes he would go out to the vacant lot where the kids were playing
ball.
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sent the Bouquet? At any rate, as far as Willie's grades were concerned for that day-"school
was out."
Willie was popular with the pupils in the school. If Grace
Jones gave a Taffy Pull, or, Mamie Smith had a marshmallow
Toasting Party, he was there from the "Drop of the flat," and
would :\1ingle like a Politician at the Annual Picnic of the Old Settlers at Lone Jack. His Attentions were not directed to anyone
girl, but he Distributed and Bestowed his Attentions in Uniform
Packages.
Friday nights he usually took one of the Girls to some
sort of entertainment, given in the neighborhood.
Sometimes it
"Our Oount1·y·'
would be held in the hall over the Corner Store, given by the Audiwas his subject.
torium Benefit Association to raise funds for the recent Earthquake
Suffragees, or, an Organ Recital at the Chapel of the Church to raise funds
for the Foreign Missionary Society. I-Ie ran chores for the Druggist on the
corner, who was always asked to buy a Pair of tickets and he in turn Presented them to Willie.
Sundays Willie's mother would dress him up in a nice white shirt; tie
a Sash Like tie around his neck, that would make a bow about the size of a
palm leaf fan and Trot him off to Sunday School where he would recite his
lesson from the Quarterly. After Sunday school he would Duck up in the Gallery in time for the Organ Prelude; after the Responsive Reading he would
Pass Away until after the benediction, when he would Get Busy and meet all
the girls.
Willie's grade school days are now at an end. At the graduating exercises the Gentle Youth were present in Grand Array. Two little girls done
up in Packages of white, with blue sashes found their way across the Ivorys
in a Mad Race to beat the other through; one finished about six notes to the
Good. Then a Slender Youth told about the Boston Tea Party and the Red
Coats at Boston Common. He shifted from one foot to the other like a barefoot boy on an Asphalt pavement, in the month of July, with the thermometer registering 104 degrees in the shade. Then a fat little girl with a Mineral
Red complexion gave the Class Prophecy; her subject was, "Twenty Years
Hence." She said: Willie was going to be a Justice of the Peace. Willie's
turn on the program came next; "Our Country" was his subject. Willie was
a Shark in history and he was a constant reader of Geography. He had attended a few political meetings with his father and had heard a Senator speak.
He said: "The American people feel and believe that they have now come to
be the dominant factor in the affairs of the human race. That this feeling
was not the mere vain glory of national enthusiasm, but that realities justified
it." I-Ie came in strong on America's comparative national location. He had
all the other countries backed off the Globe. He tucked Great Britain away
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He ecore a jersey.

I

into any of the several states.
Continuing he emphasized the
fact that we were imperial in size and that we were imperially bounded also. "On the east and west," he said, "are
the world's greatest oceans; on the south, the world's greatest
gulf; on the north, are the world's greatest lakes; through the
center runs the world's greatest ri vers ; in the west are the
world's greatest mountains, and lying sleeping beneath their
surface are the richest treasures for the mining."
I-Ie came in
Strong on the finish, saying:
"That the Deep Waterways
would connect the Great Lakes with the Gulf of Mexico, and
that our own Kansas City would be On the Throne of industrial
affairs."

It took the Principal
several minutes
to collect enough breath to
make his \/Ve-have-with-us-this-afternoon
Introductions, whereupon the member
of the Board of Education
came forward and after a long search in the lower
extremities
of his long frock coat tail, pulled out a yard and a half of Legal
Cap with no little hesitancy.
Willie's speech had him put to the bad for about
Seven of the Total Count.
Then he took a Brace and Tried to Square himself
before reading his Prepared
Speech.
So he said:
"Little folks, I have been
in a sort of a semi-consciousness
during the progress of this afternoon's program. You have been Handing over a Bunch of Spell Bindings that are Too
Many for m), Narrow Horizon.
I have Gone Some in my time, but when it
comes to Dishing Out the Intellectual Sauce, I feel like an Also Ran. It makes
the Board feel proud of its work to know it has provided the means of permitting you to acquire so much knowledge.
I am sorry I did not get to Dip
my Noodle into the I(nowleclge Game as you have. I have always been sore
because I did not know Coherence in Sentences from Figurative
Diction."
He said something about the lateness of the hour; invited them to come up
and get their Sheepskins, then retired to his seat.
The following year Willie entered High School.
He was well prepared to enroll. having chosen a good schedule.
During the summer he had
traveled some. having been told that traveling Broadened one. I-Ie had been
on an excursion to Chanute, Kansas, given by the Constructional Iron Workers' Union. also to Lake Contrary on an excursion given by the Foundry
Workers'
Union No. 192. Willie Landed popular in the school the very first
thing.
He was elected President
of the Ace Sigh Society that usually gave
Friday night Proms.
He wore a striped jersey and would have his clothes
fitted A-la-Collegian
by the Clothier who fitted Juveniles from the Youth who
wore Knickerbockers,
up to the Peg Top Rah-Rah Brigade in the Senior year.
Some afternoons he would go down to the Big Dry Goods store on
Petticoat Lane, just to get in the Rush.
He enjoyed entering the Silk Depart-95-

ment and to pass through the long aisles by the Girls with the Taffy Colored
hair who worked in the Linens.
He would end up in the Tea Room or the
Parlor where he was sure to meet someone he knew. Usually it was a Mode!

that looked Like the Pattern in the last number of the Ladies' Home Journal.
Willie had developed into a Star Chinner and his acquaintance was wide.
His folks entertained some fears as to what would be the probable
outcome; both the mother and the father feared he might lose his Love for
learning and end up by being a Dancing Professor.
However, Willie had the
Faculty of Distinguishing
between the Essentials and Non-essentials
of school
life: he could bring such things as dress, pleasure, recreation and all outside
and incidental activities into their proper and subordinate relation to his work
and study.
He knew that Recreation was an essential part of life. Willie

was there with the Philosophical Mind. He was grasping the opportunity of
Self Culture.
He wanted the General Culture and Breadth of View that
comes

from the widest possible Experience
and Training.
Humanity was a strange thing and to know and understand

He knew that
it one had to be

Kin to everyone; so he took humanity by the hand and Romped along with
Life's Events.
Willie's acquaintance was not confined to any particular set of people;
everyone seemed to answer a Question of life to him. If he had a few pleasant
words with the man who mowed the Iawn ; from that time on he had won a
warm spot in the old man's heart. The janitor at the school knew him by his
first name after meeting him twice.
Willie would talk to him about some

subject that Pleased the Old Scout-such as, the height of the Flag Pole on the
dome of the High School Building. Mary, the cook, had a Useful Place in the
world according to his Dope Sheet. It was Idle to Rap the Patrons of the
World to him; he derived a service from everyone.
His Affection toward
others created a sort of Vantage tbt nothing else would supply. If the man
who mowed the lawn was supposed to be Assisted by Willie on Saturday; the
p.;
Prince Chap could be found o':er on the Pas eo ~llaking
,
First Down 111 a foot ball Scrimmage, or Planting the
Pigskin Squarely between the posts and he would be
Marked Present at the Lawn Mowing Contest by the
Good Old Man who did the work. When the Class
Numerals floated high in the Breeze from the flag staff
on the school, Willie could prove an Alibi bv the janitor.

r

Mary. the Cook. was Poor on making Equal Tri-angles
when cutting the pie in the Hopper family according to

the way Willie had been taught geometry. He would be
about :10 degrees of the 360 to the Good over the rest of
"..,.
He would choose one that happened to look like she was
ready tor the matinee.

the family when Mary came romping
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in with the Pie.

At the High School Willie's Popularity increased and his time for Non
Essentials

was easily consumed.

He remembered,

however.

what he had read

about Life's Sober Responsibilities and that we should Store our minds with
'Useful Knowledge and Chop on all the Frivols and Fopperies, also. his father
had talked to him in Low Tones,

giving

him a Hunch

011

his Usefulness

and

telling him to Brace Up.

Nothing indicated that Willie had a Monopoly on the Scholarship
Honors, 1101' was he Accused of being a Dig. or, was he Despised
as being a Pet of the instructors. His Score Card showed that he
had a Substantial Average and he got along Nicely with the
instructors.

He always managed to find time to study and the Glittering Temptations

of life did not Influence

Necessary Application

his mind fr0111 the

to Research.

By the time Willie was a
Senior he could do the 100 in Ten Flat, and was a Mernher of
the Glee Club. He kept himself Neat and Nifty; it was a Positive
Delight to see how Nicely his coat Fitted him in the back. He
still had the Faculty of Getting Acquainted with any girl that
Lit near the High School
Sometimes after the close of the Last Hom he would
Choose one that happened to look like she was ready for the
matinee, and go for a Stroll through the Shopping District. They
would Peek into the show windows

and read the signs about a

Rare Opportunity

to buy Chiffon Broadcloths and Chiffon Velvets; a Limited number direct from Paris. Willie would wonder
if the goods or the prices were imported;

if the latter he was for

Irnmediate tariff revision.
In June the Commencement

exercises

were held at the

Big Theater.

is Often callecl
upon to make a
'witty speech before
the Bar Association.

He

Willie was not Presented with the Johns Hopkins
Jewell Prize for writing' the best Essay on the American Cornmonwealth.
The boy who wore glasses and said "Whom" got
that. He was there silent, content, happy; he heard all about
Ambition, Lofty Ideals and Uses of Great Men. After the Reception he took the girl home from the hotel where it was held,
then he proceeded to his own home and sat up late in the night
thinking about Carving Out a Career for himself.

He wanted to pursue some Scientific Course but did not like the idea of
going away from home to attend school and Enter among Strange

People.

Kansas City had grown to be quite a city and was the Metropolis of
the great Southwest.

:E-IeLoved to notice how it had grown since he used to
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play ball on the old ball lot. The Old Swirumiu' Hole was 110\\' on the edge
of the city limits,
A big sky scraper replaced the Old Shack where Z, Z. Randazzo used to conduct the fruit stand.
The Old Ball Lot was now a part of the
recent Boulevard
Extension,
with Great Stone Mansions on either side. The
city was Modern ill every respect; having Crossing Hogans to keep one from
being struck by an Auto and Park Policemen
to \Varn you not to study
Botany in the Parks.
All these things ..:\ppealed strongly to \Vil1ie's Imagination of what Kansas City might be ill the future.
The Union Depot would
surely be built soon because they had been talking about it for some time in
the City Council. and the Zoo would be a Reality by the following year,
He
liked the Kansas City people, too, because they were so Kind and Contributed
to Fresh Air Funds for the pnrpose of sending the Kids from the Korth End
to the country in the sumrner ; where they could see a cow and learn that
grass grew in other places than the Court House Yard.
Yv'lren Xmas time
came around he was proud of the Mayor's Xmas tree. provided for the Kids
to make them happy.
These Kind People contributed
the money for the tree
and callee! it the Mayor's Xmas tree because he had been so kind and made
the Street Car Company heat the cars in the winter months.
In September \Villiam went down to the ~ew York Life Building and
took the elevator for the ninth floor and entered the office of the Secretary and
Treasure}' of the Kansas City School of Law, who told him all about the
school, so \\'illiam
enrolled.
He bad decided to read law until he was Black
in the face.
I-Ie had a catalogue of all the Big Institutions
in the Country,
and he had decided that when it came to Advantages
in acquiring
a Legal
Education
he would rather Pace Heats with Blackstone
and Cooley in the
Kansas City School of Law than any of them.
The numerous
Courts and
Libraries
offered an Atmosphere
of law that had \Vestminster
Hall on the
Branch Office plan. He knew there wasn't a Cause of Action that had a term
or was known to Text \ Vriters from J ustinian down to Borland; fr0111 Selling
Theater Tickets on Sunday to Buying a11 the oil in the State of l\J:issouri-that
could not fincl Venue in one of the several courts of the City.
One could see
Procedure
in the nature of a Sentence to 20 clays in the work house for Vagrancy down to John D. Rockefellers
Institution
being fined $999,000.00 with
an Ouster Clause attached thereto.
\Villiam liked
Good Looking "Prof'
the last lecture when
them gentlemen)
told
fession.
William was
a Gas Stove radiates

the study of law hom the first lecture. when the Stern
told the Freshies about "Laws in General." down to
the "Prof"
whom the boys all liked (because IJe calleel
them about Legal Ethics or. How to Behave in the ProSome Pumpkins with his classmates.
FIe Radiated like
heat while the Utilities Commission
was investigating
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the Gas Pressure.
FIe held e\"ery Class Position from Critic to being Chairman of the Committee to find a Suitable Place to Hold the ~\11nual Class Feed.
I-Ie was not troubled with Sore Eyes from studying late at nights, but he was
always good for a Recitation when Called Upon. He Doffed his Minstrel
Looking Clothes quite often to cia his Usual Society Stunts out where they
pronounced it Vogner and where they usually had a Pint of Visiting Cards in
a German Silver Vessel in the front hallway. He delighted to read next day
in the Society Column about: "The Beauti ful Hostess wore a Striking Creation ill a Pale Mauve Satinette."
That "the Place Cards were prettily Hand
Painted pink roses." and that "the orchestra was seated behind a thicket of
Smilax and Palms."
\Villie did not Move Away from himself, however, and Cut any of his
acquaintances.
He could call all the daughter of the Passenger Agent, or the
Horse Dealer and be perfectly at home. He was not only a Representative in
life, but a Participant.
I-Ie got his Translation of Humanity through Humanity, and the reason he knew about all the people is that he was of them; he
seemed to have come out of nature, and the Quality that came from the best
he had met, became a part of him. FIe remembered what the Instructor of the
Law of Corporations had said about Corporations having no souls; William
believed that the business that has 110 soul soon ceases to exist; and the success
of a Corporation turns on the kind of Souls who are employed by it; their
Courtesy. Kindness. Honesty and Efficiency are its tangible Soul Assets. It
was his idea that these things were Necessary for Service, and the thought of
a corporation being an Artificial Person could only be such to show the Legal
Acceptation of the term .
.-\t the commencement exercises of the Kansas City School of Law
"\Villia11lwas 110tpresented with a Summa CU11lLaude. The young man with
the Baggy Trousers and who wore glasses got that-also,
the prize for the
best grade in Equity Jurisprudence.
\Villialll sat near the Able Jurist from
the Supreme Court. \\"110 made the Principal Address.
I-Ie was happy and
content with his degree Legarn Baccalaureus, which the Majority of the class
received. He was liked by the faculty, and as for the Boys. they always had
answered "Present" for him if he Happened to Cut Class.
Sitting behind a Large Mahogany Desk in a Private Office on the
Eleventh floor of one of the new Modern Office Buildings in this city, sits a
young 111an attending to the duties that befall a young lawyer. You enter the
Main Office and seated near the door is a quiet, polite young lady, who asks
vou : "\ Vho do you wish to see?" If it is Mr. Hopper, you are not asked.
"Who shall I tell him wishes to see him ?"-but if you are next. you may have
an Audience with him. No one seems to call who hasn't Business of Importance to Transact and they come because all tl-e people he had ever met were
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Impressed that he was a man who could be Approached, and that he was a Safe
and Sane man to trust their transactions

with.

His clients are numerous.
Mr. Hopper sits in his Private Office and
takes notes as his Clients proceed to state their business. Usually he is too
busy to Look Up the Law himself, so he presses a button and the Young Man
with the Baggy Trousers and Who "Vore Glasses that graduated in his Class
presents himself. Mr. Hopper would have him Look Up the Law from his
notes and the Monument of Legal Knowledge would Bury his face in a
Volume of the Supreme Court Reports. Mr. Hopper appreciated the fact that
this Y Ollllg Man had devoted his time as Good Students should in Mastering
the Science of Law. Herein is displayed Mr. Hopper's faculty for choosing
Useful people who are of Service to one in life-so he made this Young Man
a Silent Partner of the firm.

Mr. Hopper stands high as a Representative
Citizen.
I-Ie is often
Called Upon to make a Witty Speech before the Bar Association.
He is a
member of the Several Clubs of the city, and contributes to the Zoological Society fund and Other Institutions that Further the interests of the city. He.
takes his lunch in the Grill where the fellows take off their coats while eating
and call each other by their First Names.
Willie has made his choice of Life's Companion.
The young lady
with the Sedate Disposition whom the "Vise Ones predicted would reach the
Home Stretch without being asked, was his Choice. Some Predicted that William would surely place his School Pin next to the Girl's heart, who he enjoyed
seeing jump up in the air ancl Land 011 a Tennis Ball, and start out to make
his fortune in the new state of Oklahoma.
No enthusiastic ambitions of this
kind ever entered his mind.

This is the story of William Randolph Hopper.

It is too bad that there

is not a law making it a Felony for a person to write a Poor story; if that were

so perhaps the Penitentiary would be crowded to the Guards. It might have
pleased better if William had Broken about six of the Ten Commandments,
then through the Influence of a girl, reformed, got married, and lived happy
thereafter, etc. It is doubtful if he ever Violated any of the laws of the Divine Code unless construed

too strictly.

His Implied Education

of Human

Life and Affairs; his Happy Disposition and Power to Compromise in a Pinch
were manifested

from his Early Life, when he Saved the Ball Game, when the

Bnll Headed Boys threatened to quit the game if they did not get to play the
Choice Positions.
He may produce a character
to take up their pens and write his biography.

that may cause Literary Men
The chances are that he will

produce such a life, but he is a Living Example and as he Presented his Floral
Tribute

in the lifetime

of his teachers

it is only Fitting
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and Proper

that he

should receive a Lifetime Tribute. It can hardly be predicted how successful
he will be; perhaps he will be a Senator some day and help make Good Laws,
and he may be President of the United States, in either he would give a good
account of himself. His power to Compromise in a Pinch would be a Good
Asset as President, because, that aids Diplomacy; International Conferences
for the settlement of Disputes between nations would be a reality and Willie
would have the Powers of the world Joining Hands in a game of Drop the
Handkerchief.
CARL

H.

LANGKNECHT.

'l'tie student lIwy 101;e the pleasure IIf books,
.411([,the gambler his wimdllg
game,
The nreomier tits haullts by t ne 81lOcly urooks,
A11d the stotesnicn his }w.nl earl/eel fU1neBut Us the law ecnooi 1"OW tor mine
When I seek (~ jolly gOO([ time.
Let things get (t storming.
An(l I'll give yon j'ai1' warning
tn never go home 'till mOTu'iug,
POI'
11.'S tne law school. 1'OW for 1nil1C.

THE

OLD

STO:-.1E

BRTDGE
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0":-.1 THE

CAMPUS.

LOST OPPORTUl\ITY

HE

day is slowly gomg now,
The night as slow a,ppears,
Another day is g011eto join
The [ast 1'ecedil1g nears.

T

Within the house the gathering
Has penetra.ted all,
The dying emoere of the fire
Draw pictures on the wall.

gloom,

'J'he fitj~ll flashes frol1~ the fire
Dfght up an old man's face,
As he sits besuie the chilltney,
And gazes into SIJaCe,
Upon his fUI'l'owe(l brow is seen
'I'be grave's thin blossoms, white,
His eyes reflect but dimly now,
'I'tie fitful, (lull -ea light,
His da.y i,s slowly going now.
His night as slow appean.
Soon wi.ll another mortal join
The eves of fanner uears.
'l'he figu1'es on the dork enea wall
Now vanish in the gloom:
Now, with each fUful glare of li(Jht
They seem, to fill the room.
Among the figw'es on the wall
A 10rm, he knows oopears.
'Tis bitt the ghost Of one he knew
Back in his younger nears.
alone
he knew? Yes, knew tuu well,
But only knew by sight.
'Twas aoiae-i OpPOTtunity.
'Who once lw(l seemed so bright.
She beciconea hhn to listen, and,
With voice so like a sigh,
"lVhy (lid yon never ,grasp me
When 1 was always nigh?"

"

•

"To yon, a youth 80 yo'ung and strong,
I showed a 11101tntain Mgh.
'Twas crowned 'with palaces of gold.

To reocti them, you must try."
"Bur, no; instea(l yo'lt t1'ied to think
A 1nean8 whe1+ewith to fly.
AmZ meanwhile others, past you climbed
And mouaiteii to the sky."
"And now yOlt sit ana think in vain
OJ wasted

youthfta

luna-s

YOtt shottla have spent in clilltbing

On upwards to those towers."
"No easy task to climb so high.
Each one m-ust r'isk a jall.

I stood and aided where I could,
The path was tree to all."

* * *
'1'he dying embers ceased to ourn ;
O'utside there was no light.
The f'igures arowpea ltpon the wall,
Now vanished out of sight.
The old rnan slept, and ns he slept,

He seemed again to see
Alas! teo fa?" away jar him,
Bright Opportunity,
0, youth, with beauty, st1'ength a1~dmind,
Take wanting jr01n the old.
The path will close to you some day.
'l'ke rest need not be told.
-By
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A. W. ADAMS.

Reminiscences of an Ex-Law-Student
By

"PI'J'CHFORK"

SMI'fH.

believe I would have made the finest farmer in the world,
but early in life I was taught to believe that to pull the
lines over a raw-boned mule and scarify the earth's surface
with a double-shovel plow, the industrious, was not the
acme of honor. To plant a seed and help it grow and
harvest it in the harvest-time sounds pretty in song and
story-placid
as a painted ship on a painted sea; but when
a farmer boy is aroused from his bed at four o'clock in the morning and sent
two or three miles afoot thru the pasture to drive up the calves and the
sores on his feet are burning with the dew, he puts his hand upon his heart
and takes a mighty oath that if he ever gets big enuf to run away from home,
he'll go to the city and be a statesman. The result is that civilization is shy
on good fanners and long on professional pee-wees. The main thing is for
you to find out where you belong. then fall into line.
In Kansas City I know some of the finest carpenters in the world who
are trying to practice medicine. some of the finest civil-engineers who are
trying to be merchant princes. The finest cow-puncher and cattle herder I
have ever met in 111ylife is about to bust a G string trying to practice lavl"-his
office is in the New York Life building. I can take you a few miles out into
the country and show you the finest lawyer that ever prepared a brief or plead
a case-he's trying to be a successful farmer and stands about as much chance
as a California Rea on the back of a "Teddy Bear."
So I think I made a mistake by trying to be a lawyer and, as soon as
I discovered the error of my 'way, I hit the trail for fresh grass and water.
I remember well the night I delivereclmy graduating speech. I stuttered considerably and got 111ypedal extremities tanglec1up with my elocution spout but
finally found the trolly. gave a wild war-hoop and came in on the home stretch
at a 2 :40 gate wi th nothing in sight but the pennant. I thought, when I got
thru talking. that the entire business world was waiting just outside the
door for a good lawyer and I thought I was the desired party. It seemed
to me that my ponderous intellect was the very thing that the average business
man was looking for and the question in my mind was not "Where will I get
business?" but rather "What shall I charge as a retaining fee 'and can I afford
to mix my mighty mental machinery in Justice Court work?" Its alright to
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have a good opinion of yourself but it pays
haudsomelv ~ to bset dcwn 011 terra
~
[irnio once and a while and find out what real life looks like.
I opened an office in the principle Jaw building in the city and from
the moment I put out my sign, my life was one, long hilarious vacation.
I
waited for business but it came not. I was confident that I would be busy the
first two or three weeks signing up retaining contracts with big business men
and large corporations
and put myself ill readiness to receive them. but I was
impressed with the marked manner in which said corporation
magnates and
big business men went across the hall or took the elevator to the next floor
when they wanted legal advice.
One day a long. lean, lank, hungry-looking
fellow shambled into my
office. I heard him coming and took my feet down out of Illy desk. grabbed
pencil and paper and got very busy.
I pretended not to notice him when he
came in-being
altogether
too busy and absorbed
with m/ work.
Finally
he laid his hand on my shoulder and I looked up at him very much surprised.
at the same time enquiring if there was anything I could do for him. ITe was
in trouble-his
wife was suing him for divorce and he wanted to fight the
case. I forget now what plaintiff's grounds for action were. As well as I can
remember defendant
had taken a rusty spade, gone out behind the barn and
dug up his mother-in-law
(much to plaintiffl's humiliation,
etc.)
I agreed
with him that he had a perfect right to dig her up as nothing like phat should
lay around the premises.
I asked him how much money he had with which
to fight the case and he replied that he didn't have a nickle.
Imagine the
pained look I gave him on receiving this information.
I told him I would
take his case but that I had to sign up a lot of new twenty-dollar
bills at the
\Tational Bank of Commerce which would keep me busy for some time.
Inquiring as to where he should go for legal assistance, I told him to jump out
the window and turn to the left.
I then thought
I would enter the field of criminal practice but soon
learned that men with money had but little use for powder and shot in settling
their differences
of opinion.
The drowsy, slothful summer months came on and I found myself
alone in my office with but little to keep me company ill the office save the
loud noise of my Ingersol watch in its vain attempt to keep within sixty minutes of the correct time.
About the only financial transactions
I figured in
was with the agent of the building when he made his monthly visits to my
sanctum and talked me out of the rent.
Finally I decided that the great.
seething. surging, commercial
world could get along fairly well without 111y
prodigious
legal mind. so 1 set myself about a little piece of devilment and
threw up the sponge.

--.10(j~

ST. PETER vs. A LAWYER.
ROFESSIONS

P

will abuse each other;
won't
cal/. the lawyer

The priest

brother ;
While Salkeld still benaves the parson.
And says he cantes to keep the farce all.

Yet

10m

1 readily snppose

They are not truly bitter foes.
But only have their pleasant jokes,
And Immter jnst like other talks.

As ttws, jar so they quiz the Law .
. Once on a time, the attonl,ey Flaw.

A titan to tell yO'll as the tact is.
Of vast chicane, at course, 01 practice.
{But what p'rojession cmt we trace
Where so?ne 'Will not the corps (l'isgraceP
Seduc'd, perhaps, by 1'oguish cl'ient,
Who temats him .. to become 1/1,01"6
pliant),
A notice had to quit the world.
And 11'0111his desk at length 'Was hllrZ'a.
Observe.

1 lJray,

the

lJlai,n

norrciuni.

'Twas in a hot and long vacat'ion,
When time he ha(l but no cssietonce,
ThOttgh g1'ea,t from. COU1'ts of law the distance,
To reecti the court oj truth and rustice
(Where I confess '(lty only t'rust is);
Though here below the I,earned pleader
Shows talents w01·thy of a leader,
Yet his own fame he must support,
Be sometimes witty with the court,
01' tcork the passions of a j'ury
By tende1' strains. or ftdl 01 I1M·Y.
Misleacl them all, tho twelve apostles;
Whi/.e wUh new law the jU(1.gehe iosttes.
Ana molcee them all give up tneir pow"rs
To speeches of at least three hOltrs.
But we have left onr little 'I1wn,
Ana wande1"d Irmn our lJ1WpOS'aplall:
''i',is saia (without
W nal'tt1'e(l leaven),
11 lawyers ever get to heaven.
It sU1"el,yis by slow aeareee
(Perhaps 'Us slow they take their fees)
'I'tie case then. now I'll fairly state:
Flaw reacll'd at last to heaven's high gate:
Qnite spent. he 1'app'(1.
None diet it neater.
'1'716gale was opeJlea by St. Peter.
"
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..
Who looked astonished when he saw,
All black, the little man of law:

But charity was Peter's guide~'
For having Once himself denied
His Master, he would not o'er-pass
The penitent of any class:
Yet haVing never heard there enter'd
A lawyer, sor one that ventur'd
Within the realms at peace and love,
He told him mildly to remove,
And would have clos'd the gate of day,
Had not old Flaw, in suppliant way,
Dem1trring to so hard a fate,
Begg'd but a look, tho, through the gate,
St. Peter, rather oft his guard,
Unwilling to be thought too hard,
Opens ttie gate to let him peep in.
What did the lawyer'

did he peep in'

Or dash at once to take possession?
Oli, no! he knew his own profession:
He took his hat oft with respect,
And wOttld no gentle means neglect,
But finding it was aU in vain
Fer him admittance to obtain,
Thought it were best let come what will
To gain an entry by his skill,
80 while St. Peter stood aside
To let the door be opened wide,
He skimm'rl his hat 1vith all his strength
Within the gates to no small length:
St. Peter star'd: the lawyer asked him,
Only to fetch his sot ; and passed him:
But when he'd reached the jack he'd thrown,
Oh! then wa.:: all the lawyer shown;
He clapped it on, and arms a-kimbo
(As if he'd been the gallant Bembo),
Cry'd out, "What think you of my plan'
EJECT me, Peter. if you can."

-lOX
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The Passing of a President
Every four years the people of the United States place their power
anew in the hands of a Chief Magistrate.
In legal contemplation, as wel1 as
usually in fact there is a new administration, for even in the comparatively few
cases in which a President succeeds himself, he does so by virtue of a new C0111mission fresh from the people.
In the larger number of instances, there is a change in the person filling the office and this necessarily involves a change in the views and policies
as well as the personnel of the executive department. The new President may
belong to a totally different political party than his predecessor; and even
when he belongs to the same party or political group, his policies are stamped
with his individual opinions, capacity and purposes. He is, in fact, the President; the depository of the existing power ancl not the mere executor of a dead
President's will.
Thus, for one hundred and twenty years under our constitution we
have peaceful1y pursued the plan of changing periodically our ruler; a plan
which, at its inception, was regarded by the gravest political thinkers of the
world as visionary and impracticable, if not dangerous. For one hundred and
twenty years the form of our government has remained the same; a long time.
even in the life of a nation. During that period, the form of government of
every civilized nation in the world has been radically altered, so that the United
States is today the oldest unaltered government in the world.
When we established this plan, we were a little nation of three millions.
Today we are a world power of ninety millions and we find the change of
rulers easier today and attended by less friction and danger than in the earlier
days of our republic. Such is the educating power of self government-a
power for good which is often overlooked by those self-appointed spokesmen
of the "business interests," who deplore the inconvenience and uncertainty of
a national election.
They are like those irritable husbands who growl at the wife's spring
house-cleaning, but who, if that sacred ceremony were omited, would be the
first to notice the growing sense of discomfort and disgrace which would ensue, without being able to tel1 the cause.
Elections of not unreasonable frequency not only educate the people
themselves, but keep the popular rights and interests permanent in the minds
of their servants and prevent their fading into the distant perspective, over-109-

shadowed

perhaps

by the nearer

and

clearer

special

interests.

The

people

have a deep-seated sense of this.
A great wave of patriotism passes over the ever-increasing
hosts of the
American
people on each recurring
Inauguration
day; a burst of joy and
gladness and national pride that swells into a mighty anthem of thanksgiving
at the success of free government.

\Vorry:

Interest

Ability:

The explanation

Luck:
"The

paid on trouble

The explanation
"world belongs

before

it is clue.

of your success.
of the other

fellow's

to the 111an who waits."

success.
and forgets

not to work

while he waits.
A man is ennobled
The lawyer
Genius

When

is happiest

consists

three times.-(Elhert

by study

in doing

rather

than by birth.

when confronted
the right

thing

by "trying"
without

circumstances.

being

told more than

Hubbard.)

what you have done in the past looks large

done much to-day.
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to you. you haven't

\VHEREAS,
THE HONORABLE SANE'ORO R LADD HAS PRBSBNTED,
WITH IUS AU'l'OGRAPlI
A COpy OF SHARSWoods "VEGAT, Errrrcs"
TO EACH
J

M]~MBl~R01" 'l'UE SENIOR CLASS

Crrv

OF 1909 OF THE lCANsAS

SCHOOL OF

LAW}

AND
.\ND
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\rHEREAS,

PAIKSTAKING

WE GRllA'l'LY APPRBClA'I'1l THE GlFT 01' NiR, LADlJ
AND CAREFUT-/

IN'l'F.RES1'

IN

OUR BElIALI,'

AND LEGAL

..-\DVANCEMEN'J'.

AND \VHEREAS.
CHERISHED

THEREFORE,
SI~CBRE

SAID BOOKS WILL

AI,WAYS

D£ AMONG

OUR M05'1'

POSSESSIONS)

'l'IIANKS

BE IT R":SOLVllD, THAT WB Exn:ND

AND THAT

A COPY 01;' THIS

rIIM AND A COPY SPREAD UPON

THE

RESOLUTION

RECORDS OF THE

\11<,

LAOD OUR

BE PRESEN'l'ED

CLASS.
elIAS.

BROWN

J

E, BROADDUS,
T, F, BRESNEHAN,

Committee.

Justice
Truth converted
into action.
The cornerstone
of all the virtues.
The atmosphere
of Goel 011 earth,
The eternal principle of the true revelations
of man to man,
The rarest virtue of human life.
The angel with the scales, not blind, but all-seeing.
The real cure for all social wrongs.
The right of each to the detriment
of none.
Consecrated
wisdom sitting in the seat of judgment.
The lamp of truth in the hand of charity,
The conscience of omniscience.
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TO

The Pandex,

531 A. D.-1909 A. D.
s.

A. DEW.

"By the Almighty Jupiter, the laws of this Empire are positively on the
bum," exclaimed Justinian, as he angrily entered his vestibulum, taking long
strides and swishing his toga in true \Iv' alker Whiteside style. "Of all the
balled-up systems of jurisprudence on this crusty old earth, I'll bet a goldplated chariot that ours is the rottenest."
And the stern Emperor kicked his
sandals across the mosaic floor and sat down heavily at his split-log writing
stand. Seemingly, he had just emerged from the crowded Forum, where possibly some Senate controversy had tried his patience with the sadly confused
state of the civil law of the day.
"Horr-ibilu dictu ! He exclaimed. "Fourteen hundred years' accumulation of punk edicts, flimsy constitutions, rank codes and texts, opinions and
commentaries, all contradictory and confusing, handed clown to us like a
busted Chinese puzzle, for us to work out I By the Gods, I'm going to start
something, and do it now."
At this, the Emperor fiercely struck the cow-bell nearby with a piece of
wheel-spoke, which summons caused the instantaneous appearance of a servant,
clad in girdle and ear-rings.
The latter was hastily dispatched for the royal
Scrihe, who promptly responded, bringing with him his quill, ink and parchment. In substance, his Royal I-lighness dictated the following letter:
"To Tribonian, Praetor and Lawyer.
53 [ A. D.
Dear Trib-No
Homan knows better than you how exasperating and
confusing is the present state of our jurisprudence.
For over a thousand years
our laws have been one tangled mass of opinions, commentaries, declarations,
decisions, etc., etc., like one big junk pile, out of which it is hard picking to
find any good ones. yAlehave the lIermogenian Code, the Gregorian Code.
the Theodosian Constitution. various Institutes and innumerable "Iriterpretationes." all scrambled up like popcorn 011 the lids of Hades. NO\·v,I want you
to revise the whole blasted civil law. Select fourteen assistants, and get busy.
Cut out the bad laws and compile and codify the good ones. I'll call your code
the Pandex. declare it the official one. and make it a crime to use any other.

"J US'fINIAN

.JJ

Tribonian acknowledged service of notice and ~egan at once to comply
therewith. He addressed flattering letters to fourteen of the best lawyers and
law professors in the empire, calling them excellentissimi, magnifici, descrtissimi, and the like, and of course secured their services. They at once set
deliberately to work, and within one year they had revised the whole Roman
law. compiling and codifying the same. as charged.
-112-
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Without

realizing the greatness of their work, this committee gave to
their empire and to the world the first great code of laws since the Twelve
Tablets,
The legal jurisprudence
of every civilized country in the world was,
sooner or later, influenced by this wonderful Pandex.
The subsequent history of the Pandex has been one of steady improvement and careful and constant revision.
Every year since its origin it has been
revised by men learned in the law, cliosen by the people for their fitness for the
undertaking.
They have continued to remodel and amend its text, keeping it
abreast of the times, until now we see it. in '909, trusted by the people of the
universe. to the wise administration
of the staff of the Kansas City School of
Law.
May its influence ever be felt at home and abroacl; may civilization
ever be attentive to its wise dictates!

The Recompense

'~~Tr~~rnHE

J.

EDWARD

Bl!'l"l's.

eager student who enters the Kansas City School of Law
has reached a sufficient age so that he has discovered something of his own mental bent and has answered to his own
satisfaction
the question, "\ ViII it pay?"
It is but natural
that the materialistic
viewpoint should occupy the foreground
in the young student's answer to this question and he takes
up the study of law because he has discovered a penchant for
legal themes and because he hopes the pursuance of the course may prove to
be for him the initial step along the legal highway at the farther end of which
he has been told are to be found fields of great usefulness, emoluments, honors,
and distinctions.
That these are praiseworthy
incentives none will deny; that
many a student dreamer of today will be among the partially disappointed
of
tomorrow is but the statement of a fact evidenced on every hand in every business and profession.
To rise far above mediocrity
lies within the combined
abilities and opportunities
of only the few, so that the pinnacles of eminence
shall continue to command the admiration
of the world.
Not every student of
English can be a master of language;
not every business student can be a
Paladin of Finance; not every student of the law can be a Webster, Marshall,
or Story, or reap exceptional pecuniary rewards.
Is there, then, no recompense
save the purely material, no recompense
of which the average man may be
certain requiring no exceptional abilities and depending not on the vicissitudes
of fortune?
Emerson
says, "There is compensation
in all things," and for
every genuine student there is recompense:
recompense
for every self-denial;
recompense for every hour of lucubration;
recompense that will increase as
the years advance
and depends not upon any caprice of fortune.

II,

In lands where potentates
wield scepters of undisputed
authority
the
equipment of the average citizen counts for but little; but in this government
of ours. though the few may be called upon to sit in high places, in the final
decision the policies to be pursued are dictated and decided by the opinion and
vote of the average citizen.
It is no small part of the recompense for legal
study that a man may feel himself better equipped to comprehend and help to
solve the social anrl political problems of his day.
The ever widening mental horizon, the sense of mastery, is a recompense depending not on station, popularity,
pelf, or power; it is the student's
-114-

heritage as surely and naturally as is strength of the hardy oak that with outstretched arms defies a century's storms .
"Rougt,

'i.eraSthe mouut aiu path, and steep, and toug;

AJld when at last I reached the top and sa7.~',
Not as I had vaillly hoped, the end of toil,
But other peaks to climb, and steeper cliffs
To scale, I thought of that fair plai» bel oiu
From ichich, ill suiect content, I t-ieuiet! those pcahs
Ere [tnu] Ambition
tal/sed utc [rom III')' case
And bade 1IIe climb.
Tliat was a happy life.
Aud calm, and [ull of peace. Hath alight been gaincd?
A grander view and clearer air, 'tis true;
But these alone tsronl d uot repay the toil.
The Recompense?
'Tis this-the
sel/se of poiacr
That conies [rom Iwowing I have strcngtli to clitnb'

Some of us. perchance. may live beyond the allotted three-score years
and ten. One by one the associates of our student days shall pass beyond our
ken, our eyes shall grow dim from many tears, our steps falter from the journeyings of many years. while the young and busy world shall go rushing by;
then, in the solitude that the old in years alone may know. with Blackstone.
Kent. or Cooley. we shall enjoy a recompense for which we would not take
the ransom of a king. The days of youth and opportunity shall soon have
passed f orever; riches may take to themselves wings and fly away : one day,
one hour of bitter struggle may strip us of our power; no matter how high we
may float on the buoyant waves of public esteem, sooner or later we shall feel
the bitter keenness of the fickle multitude's inconsistancy.
I-f I am to grow
old and one day mix less in the world of men and see less of the beauties of
earth and sky and sea. if about me are to be drawn the subtle shackles of senility.
let my prison be 111ylibrary, let me commune with those whom first I learned
to know and reverence in student clays, lock me up with the spirits of those
who have striven for liberty under law in the centuries that are past: then
shall declining years have for me no terrors. the gaieties of all the world shall
not be missed, and I shall blot from 111ylexicon forever lonliness, remorse.
despair. In the realm of purely material recompense there is always the
element of chance, always impending clouds of bitter disappointment overshadowing even the most fortunate: hut the recompense of which I speak is certain
and accessible to every student who will pay the price" -:\To bitterness can mar
its swcetness : it is found on the mountain tops of ideality far above the clouds
of materiality where naught can dim the beauty of the sunshine.
Then there is the conception that every advance of student" clays. every
recompense earned here and now is potentially capable of endless progression"
\\"hat merely material recompense in a11 the \york\ can match the realization
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of this conception?
If the world's wisdom be not in error, if it be true that
man is a spark of the Infinite, if it be true that our intellectuality shall know
no oblivion, if the eternities shall answer in the affirmative the anxious query
of the ages, "If a man die, shall he live again?" then may we not hope that
neither time nor death nor principalities nor powers shall rob us of recompense
such as these; but that they shall go with us in ever increasing ratio on through

the Fields of Labor, on over the Hills of Joy, on through the Valley of the
Shadow, on to the dreamed of City of Ultimate Happiness nestling amid the
sun-lit peaks of accomplished noble deeds.

A man may have a good opinion of himself and yet be a poor judge oi
human nature.
The most comforting

thing in the hour of "trial" is an acquittal.

He who knows not, and knows not that he k110\V5 not, is a fool;
shun him.
He who knows not, and knows that he knows not is simple;
teach him.
He who knows, and knows not that he knows is asleep;
wake him.
He who knows, and knows that he knows is wtse ;
follow him.
-(PERSIAN

PROVERB.)

Idleness and pride tax with a heavier hand than kings and parliaments.
There is no failure except in no longer trying.

Opportunity.e-cwhat

most men miss.

Adversity is the acid that tests the gold of resolution.
Never despair-many

a game is won in the ninth inning.

The struggle to keep appearances ttp
Keeps many a good man down.
-116-

A Modern Inquisition
"A Little foolishness now and then
Is relished by the best of freshmen."
VERY student of medieval history is conversant with the
terrors of the Spanish Inquisition, and the methods that
were used to extract from unhappy victims real or imaginary secrets and confessions of faith in heretical doctrines;
but it is our more happy task in these few lines of the
PANDEX
to chronicle the methods of our Freshman class, as
observed by one of their members, to "pester" the other feIlow and at the same time furnish "oodles of joy" to his neighbors-and Pew.
And in this connection, let it be said here and now that while in some
particulars they have followed in the footsteps of former classes, whose traces
have been left in the form of initials and other artistic sculptural productions
on the chairs and walls, this class has, it seems to us, evolved some new forms
of torture which may bear honorable mention at this time, along with the
methods known to previous freshmen. And it is to be hoped that posterity will
be edified by these few lines, and that future classes of the school will be the
better enabled to beguile away the long and tedious hours.
The time-honored institution of paper-wad and chewing-gum ammunition is still with us, bowed down with the weight of eons of honorable service;
but lo! the class has heaped upon its hoary head several new ones, among
which might be mentioned pebbles from off the "roof-garden," chalk, and best
of all. snow-balls in season. This latter method never fails to make some one
"hot" when a nice juicy pellet of soft white strikes the waterline, trickling
down the subject's neck, to the gladsome accompaniment of snickers from the
"Gallery-gods."
And on several occasions have we witnessed, describing a
graceful arc through the dense three-for-five smoke of battle, a compact projectile in length about one inch, which, when picked up superheated with its
long flight through space, proves to be cue-chalk, which some enthusiastic
cannoneer has forgotten to leave behind him in the cue emporium.
But there was another species of amusement which, while it survived.
contributed in no small measure to pass the long evenings by; and strange as it
may seem. the promoters of this contrivance were materially aided by none
other than "Dad." "Dad," it may be remarked for the benefit of the uninitiated
layman, is the pleasant little chap with the sunny smile and white whiskers who
plays the role of "Yens Yensen. Yanitor." on the list of the faculty, and who is
one of the guests of honor at the annual banquet. He at one time possessed
several large gunny-sacks for the accommodation of waste-paper and rags.
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which he, through poor judgment,
left within the reach of the "bunch,"
who
promptly made use of them and their contents.
Tbns it happened that when
one of the boys was trying to pull off a large, juicy "Tenner"
on quiz, his
attention was slightly distracted by the impetus of a four-foot bag of paper.
which almost invariably caught him amidships or on the top of the cranium,
slightly disturbing
his mental equilibrium and that of the quizzer.
In the face
of such foot-ball tactics. the sacks wouldnaturally
"loosen up" a bit, and philanthropically
distribute
themselves evenly upon the floor like autumn leaves
on the car-tracks.
This furnished tile "gods" fresh inspiration;
and, heaping
a half bushel of paper and rags together, sometimes adding small bits of rubber for seasoning and better scenic effect. and depositing the whole under the
chair of an unlucky subject. they produced quite a realistic Joan De Arc effect
which was heightened
by remarks on the part of the man "stung,"
that because of editorial modesty, we \\'i11 allow to lie buried where they fell.

"Lo l

Their canip-iircs bla:::ing 011 a thousantt hills."

The owners of the building, it seemed, had some objection to make to
the use of their historic halls for smoke-houses,
and delegated to )Jr. Ellison
the pleasant task of imparting
to the class the information
that such methods
of passing by the weary hours were not encouraged,
to put it mildly.
Mr.
Ellison heartily agreed with the boys that the estate was unreasonable.
and that
they ought to be hanged in effigy for their efforts to thus disturb the enterprises of public-spirited
members who were trying to make Kansas City. and
particularly
that part of the burg consisting
of a certain room in the )Je\\
Ridge Building, "a better place to live in,"
So another scheme was devised
whereby the fire would be kept off of the floor; and one evening an apparently
endless 1'011of thin tissue paper was started
in the "gallery,"
passed
to
the front of the room, over to the south side, and so on until it had
circled the r00111 some half dozen times.
This
was all \"ery decorative.
hut to add to the effect. flint and steel were applied, and the whole room
was soon encircled
and beautiful
wi th the wonderful
illumination.
'.1'0
complete the entrancing
effect. an old friend
in 'the form of the burning rubber was ca11eel back fr0111 the mists of remote ages. and most of
the members of the class voted that they had had a capital time.
The great
value of the burning rubber, as that of the Joan De .vrc device above referred
to, lies in the scientific placing of the apparatus
in such a position under the
victim's chair as to gi\'e him the full benefit of the fumes: and the class is to be
complimented
on the artistic results along this line which have been attained
so far in their school life. But the effect of the rubber is too local to reach
the whole class, although a particularly
good one \\"i11extend to quite a few in
the course of all evening's
performance.
\Yhat was needed. however. was
something
that would so thoroughly
pervade the atmosphere
as to leave no
place ill the entire room that was 110t saturated with it: and again is the class to
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be complimented
all the achieverucuts
of its artists ill this direction.
One
night when Pe.v was trying to tell them something about the law of torts, one
of the "bunch" let loose a little green-eyed monster from the dark recesses of
a three-ounce vial. which like Pandora's
fabled box, seemed to hold Hall
human ills that flesh is heir to. ,. The class spent a miserable hour and a hal f.
and Pew remarked that some one had committed a tort which might be classified as a nuisance, the remedy for which would be "Pcwnitive" in its nature;
to which the class, between gasps, unanimously
assented with a chorus of
Pews r'
<I

Lack of space precludes our mentioning e\'cry other mode of deviltry
that has been put to good use so far this year; but the subject will be fully
covered by a two-hundred
page volume soon to be issued under the title,
"Devilish Devices for :Making Time Fly in the Class-Room."
The proofs have
been examined by one of the 1110st accomplished
artists in the class, and have
been pronounced
by him to be all that could be desired,
The name of the
author of this little classic of fun ancl frolic is being withheld for reasons
which will be divulged at a later elate; but all prospective
Freshmen and other
students are urged to make preparations
to procure a copy when it makes its
debut, in order that they will be up-to-date in this most fascinating of pastimes,
"For '«(.Ieare, 'we arc, we are, 'H'e arc.
The Frcsluncn of the School."

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
"Nora!"
"Yis, mum."
"Is Bobby in the kitchen?"
":No, 11111111."
"Do you know where he is?"
"No, 111WTI."
"Did he get home from school?"
"Yis, 111U111."
"Have Y011 seen him?"

"No, 11111111."
"How do :Y011 k110w he's home ?"
"'1'11' cnts under the shrove. 111Ulll."

EVIDENCE

The Banquet
iFT,~~~~~~HE

Fourth Annual "Class Feed" was "pulled off" at the
Sexton Hotel, February 20, '9°9.
It has been the custom
of the school to have the annual

banquet

on the birthday

of

the father of our country, so that the Freshmen could hear,
once again. the story of "George and His Hatchet," however,

the annual

meeting

of the Bar Association

had their

"card" set for that elate with Delphan NL Delmas of New
York 'as the "headliner," and we pleased the Faculty by setting the date
aforesaid.
The Committee in charge of said banquet ave to be congratulated 011
their work in making
blaze of glory.

the function

a success,

and everything

came off in a

The fellows began to assemble early in the evening, and the spirit of the
noisy Freshmen reigned supreme from the time they got together in the lobby
of the hotel, until the last speaker had closed; a time when all Freshmen should
have been home with mother.
After the "Preliminary Mingle" in the lobby, we were ushered forth by
the committee in charge to "Banquet Land," while the air was filled with soft
strains from an orchestra which was seated on the balcony behind a bank
of palms.
The "Freshies"

started off on a noisy expedition, singing:

"So what the h-l do we care,
Let the Seniors rule,
For, we are, we are, we are,
The Freshman of the school."
The Seniors responded thusly:
"Vife are the sweet selected few,

The rest of you be d-d,
There's room enough in h-1 for
VVe won't

have heaven

yOll,

crammed."

Then the whole assemblage united, and rebuking sectional hate, entwined their arms in tenderest love; freshman, junior, senior and faculty joined
in singing until one vast chorus mounted the ceilings with :
"Hail, hail, the gang's all here,
So what the h-l do we care now."
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Then the .A frican brigade came forth with great trays. that were laden
with food and the following was the
MENU.
Tomato Boullion en Tasse
Radishes

Olives
Fillet of Red Snapper
Matre D"I-Totel

\Teal Croquettes
Roast 'l'enderloin of Beef

Petit Pais
Mus h rooms
Potato Croquettes
Chicken Salad

Ice Cream
Roquefort Cheese

Cake
\ Vater Crackers

Dern i Tasse
Habana Imperial Cigars
Murad Cigarettes
After the last course had vanished from our plates and all present had
lit up a Habana or a Murad. we were treated with the follO\ying
TOASTS.
\YILLIAM
C. CHA)fBERLAIN.
'09. Toastrnaster.
"Freshmen Forever." Richard Robertson. Jr .. '11.
"Margins." George \\1. Miller. ·JO.
"Our Future Clients," James V. Burns, '09.
"The Student of Law." WilliamK. \\Tard. 'I I.
"The Embryo Lawyer." Edwin A. Harris. 'TO.
"Missouri, the Standard Bearer." Edward J. Fleming. '09.
Address. Han. John H. Atwood.

Too much cannot be said in praise of the excellent addresses made:
each 111anperformed like he was in the habit of making after dinner addresses.
Our worthy President. \Yillia111C. Chamberlain. presided, and his introductory
remarks were in harmony with the occasion.
Richard Robertson, Jr., . I I, was the first speaker to respond, and did
himself proud in his address, telling how life goes 011 with the vast number of
problems to be solved. and in the end we look out oyer the unceasing strides we
have made toward material wealth and progress. but still we remain freshmen
in industrial affairs. made necessary by the ever changing civilization.
George VV.Miller, '10, made some nice distinctions ill "Margins," such
that cannot be made by mathematical deductions.
His illustration of the
untiring youth who solved the fire brick problem. was well received.
James V. Burns. '09. threw some light upon the vital question that is
on the Seniors' minds. namely. "Our Future Clients." \Ve were brought to
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realize that to get the clients involved hard work : there is no shan cut to do it:
no easy \ray to gain them. Hard. persistent. steady application which requires
patience. and then they come.
\Villiam J-'. \Varc1. "r 1. told us about "The Student of Law" in a vcrv
creditable manner. He said: "His task is a constant and wearying one, ill
which there is no time for play. in digging below the surface of the great
volume of work to be mastered.
Study and application are necessary after
the school career has been ended and as long as the profession is followed."
Edwin A. Harris. '10, threw some light on the "Embryo Lawyer:' his
illustration of legal studies contrasting them with plant life. from the seed to
the root. thence back to the seed again, was an illustration that refreshed our
memories on Blackstone's "Laws in General." so well presented in the Introduction to the Commentaries.
Edward J Fleming. '09, removed all doubts in our minds that "-:VIissouri, the Standard Bearer." was the first and foremost commonwealth of the
United States. His words had music in them. "Grand, beautiful. magnificent
Xlissouri. where rolling prairies, fertile valleys, placid lakes. majestic rivers,
enchant the eye and woo the heart. \Vhere flowers of every hue and clime.
freshen in the evening dew: from the green ivy of the Korth to the fragrant
magnolia of the South.
"Majestic, Imperial. 'Old .vlissonri Soil'; beloved land of mingled joy
and grief. let others rebuke thee as they will. thank heaven, in life: in death:
you are good enough for me."
The address of the evening was delivered by LIon. John I-I. .vt.vood
of the Jackson County Bar, To those who were SO fortunate (0 have the opportunity to hear him there will always live a lasting impression in youthful endeavor toward a successful life. \Ve were given a pretty definite idea of what
constitutes a gentleman and the opportunities to cultivate good traits. The
choice. he said. "Rests with each individual. Youth comes but once. Opportunity passes but once. 'VIay you be wise and discreet in the use of your freedom of choice and your wealth-of opportunity."
Messrs. Dean. Borland. Snyder. Ellison, Pew and Lee made short but
creditable remarks. and after all joined in singing "America" the curtain fell
upon this memorable occasion. Happy freshmen, juniors. seniors. faculty and
guests departed for their homes to retire and have pleasant dreams of the
Fourth Annual Banquet Land.

--1~:1-

HCRl~:'sto you, Old Law School.
Here's a toast to you:
May 110 colors fly
As the years pass by
Above the \Vhite and Blue.
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DINNE]{ POEM

A

LAWYER

a

quite famous jar

'/naking

bill,

And who in good living delighted,
To dinner one day with with a hearty aooa
will
wcs by a rich client invited.
But he charged twenty and five dollars for
going to dine,
Which the client he paicl, tho' no ninny,
And in turn charged the lawye1' tor dinner
and wine,
One a five the other a twenty.
But gossips, yOlt know, have a saying in

store,
H e who

mctcnes

a lawyer

has only

one

m01"e.

The lawyer he paid it and took a receipt,
While the client
stored. at him with
wonder,
With the prOd1tcts he gave a magnificent

treat,
But

the

lawyer

soon made

him

knock

unaer.
That

his client
laid,

sold wine,

information

he

Without license; and spite ot his storming,
'1'he client a oooa tJmmping penalty paid,
And the lawyer got half jar informing,
But gossips, y01t know, have a saying -in
store.
He 'Who rnatches a unouer has only one
l1wre,

Here's to Ottr school, dear K, C, Law,
Here's to ow' endeavor,
Here's to the inspi1·ation we recetoea,
Which naught but jate can sever.
Here's to the 7.ong tuners we spent,
On Blackstone, Contracts, Tort ana Kent,
Ana may OU1'knowle(lge never die,
Until our names are 'Writ on high.
-LANGKXECJ-Il',
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H.\:\QUET L\J\D
yon ever Neve in the banqnet tansi.
With a jolly 70.10school crowd,
Where yonI' necs-t 'was free as a fairy
band.
A11d the sonos rang clem" o.nc1 land,,'

D

lD

there that yOll laugh at some ancien;
joke
YO'1t have uecva a thousand times;
And yon pull and pIlfl at a three-cent smoke.
lV7d7e yon dTeam at sunny climes,
'Tis

'Tis ttiere that yOlt talk in a flow'1'Y way
Of a tTivial, foolish thing;
A.nd yon tell of the things you'll do SUln!j
daYJ'

Or yon whistle.

dance and sing.

II

yo'it have not livecl in that banquet land
YOI~ ShOlllcl hasten there today;
For the jolliest
laf1 is kinfJ at the baneZ
AmI oteasure t61'1'L1)6r8
his sway.

'Tis the only lana oj Bohemia,
'Tis the only unui in town,
lVhere the hazy clouds of smoke curl 'l'pwant.
Ana the sparkling
wines tlow down.
For

the Pandex,

with

conwuanenie,
~P. J. NHI'.

EFFORT
Nall life's titful stonny ways.
We have to crowcl the passing day.,;.
As full as we can make thern hold
'With efforts, strong ana brave and bold.
Tt not, then failt'1'c is Ott1' lot,
AnrZ aross comes only, t1'om the 'fining pot.
-lV. H. TJ. W.

I

'I'HE I"JDICT:\IE"JT
Tile foolish youth who steals a kiss
Xlust eke for trial stand.
The charge is petty larceny.
Yet girls all say it's grand.
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As Viewed by the Student
CARL

H.

LANGKN£Cl'l'l'.

'rile student of the law is often asked how he manages to master the
lllany branches of that science.
The many different
courses of instruction
required to be taken before the candidate for a degree can have the same conferred upon him is the reason this question is so often asked.
It may be truly
said, that there is no study which transports
a young and growing mind into
so many channels of intellectual
development
as in this science.
Gradually
its great principles unfold themselves and by close study the student finds
their application.
To keep abreast wi th tile necessary learning of the law is a constant.
wearying one, in its study there is no such thing as rest; he who does not advance therein each day. of necessity recedes.
It is constantly
developing
to
meet the eyer-changing
needs and necessities of an ever changing civilization.
Courts and Legislatures
are ever making
and unmaking
law. amending!
abridging.
distinguishing.
differentiating,
and limiting the same. so that today he who can master thoroughly anyone of its great subdivisions has accomplished that which but few have clone.
The best result produced in law study is method, in digging below the
surface of the law to unearth its principles.
By method is meant scientific
direction in what and how and when to study, a direction which cannot be
obtained, however. outside of the walls of a properly constituted
School of
Law.
All of the student's
labor. during the many years of preparation,
is
directed toward that absolute certainty,
which he approaches
with varying
feelings of fear or confidence. depending much upon temperament.
a kuowledge of deficiencies. or the courage which comes from thorough
preparation,
the result of industry and method in their preparatory
study.
He is bewildered by the number of studies. the demands of his instructors.
the advice of
other students and the general confusion of affairs.'
lIe understands
that the
path to all this has been mapped out by the faculty in the shape of a course of
study, which he is expected to master.
He realizes that he must pass the
ordeal of a Bar Examination.
as to his knowledge and capacity in the law. as
a condition precedent in his admission to the practice thereof. and his entrance
upon his life work.
Bar examinations
are not educators.
however.
they
handle only the supposed-to-be-finished
product of the schools.
With these
things confronting
the student he applies himself diligently
to the task set
hefore him and finally is prepared to go before the Bar Examiners
for the test
as to whether he is competent to be granted a certi ficate for admission to the
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bar.

The good that is accomplished to the State, to the profession, and to the

possible

clients,

in requiring

a fair yet sufficient

standard

of legal knowledge

of those who come before them has a tendency to elevate the regard for the
profession.
Few

members

of the community

are called

upon

to occupy

positions

of trust as the lawyer. anel the student in the study of Legal Ethics is taught
that it is particularly
needful that he understands
and appreciates
his responsibility to the Nation. to the State and Society in general.
I-Ie is taught that
he should have high ideals and live tip to them in a manly and sensible \yay, to
endeavor to be a good citizen. as well as a good lawyer. and that by the combination of talent in his profession and good citizenship he will be able to reap
some of the rewards of properly applied industry and at the same time do his
share towarclmaintaining
the dignity of the honorable profession ofthe law.
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.:-\.stands for Ab initio, which means, From the beginning, good students we've
been.
B stands for Balla notabilia, which means, goods of notable value.
Our Pande" supplies that.
C stands for Cestui que trust, which means, He who benefits by a trust.
\Ve
hope you have been benefitted by the trust imposed by the Pandex Staff,
J) stands
for Dotalitum,
which means, Dower.
i\[em\)ers of the ::\Iarried
Meu's Club will please take notice.
E stands for Ex delicto, which means. fr0111 tort. So beware don't set empty
beer bottles near where ""atts sits.
F stands for Felonice. which means feloniously in the Criminal law. Nothing
like that enters into our minds while presenting
the Panclex.
G stands for Gildam mercatoriurn,
which means. a mercantile
association.
Snyder told us all about that.
H stands for Habeas Corpus, which means, Have the body,
The photographer
had to have a "Tit served on the Pandex committee to get the fellows up
to have their pictures taken.
T stands for Impotentia excua t legum, which means, Impossibility is an excuse
in law. This is the reply made to the photographer's
Habeas Corpus
writ.
J stands for Jure naturae, which means. By the Jaw of nature. This answers
why the class of '09 leads all.
K stands for Ka r'. which means, preeminently.
L stands for Legis non scripta. which means, Unwritten
laws.
Freshmen
inquire who wrote the unwritten
law.
:\[ stands for Ylala in se, which means, Acts
freshmen did something
like this to Eberle.

\\Tong

1J1

~ stands for K111 tort, which means,
cused the Freshmen of that.

done.

No one has ever ac-

o

stands for Ore tenus, which means.
not try to recite with his hands.

"\TO \\'rong

By word of mouth.

P stands for Per testes. which means. By witnesses.
to convince Xlorrell that he l-ad not cut class.

White's

themselves,

Fishman

The

should

means of tryins;

Q stands

This is the
for Quo warranto.
which means. By what warrant.
proceedings
brought by Block against certain J uniors and et al, classes
who tried to vote at the senior election.

R stands for Restitutor.
which means. The restorer.
Often used by the assembly in the back seats when one of their flock is "stung" 011 the quiz.
S stands f01- Scandalum magnatum.
which means. Slander of Great men.
hope that none of us will ever he bothered that wa~-.
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\Ve

T stands for Tres faciunt collegium, which means, Three make a corporation.
Seaton, Dew and Driscoll.
U stands

for Ubi nullum

matrimonium,

ibi nulla a dos, which means.

there is no marriage there is no dower.
family."
V stands

for Virtute

officii, which means,

Ford, "Nothing

Where

like that in my

By virtue of his office.

Chamber-

lain's means of keeping the class together.
\71/ stands for Warrant which means, "To guarantee," but the faculty cloes not
warrant our success at the Bar Exam.
X. Y and Z, both in Law and Mathematics,
means "An unknown quantity,"
and express the student's view of what he has learned at school.

5enior';..ZJrea/lL
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"To-Morrow"
1IR~~;lI(.~~1iiHE1\
I hit the hay last night. the spring of 1913 loomed
up before me. The papers were just announcing the inauguration of the youngest man yet elected to the presidency. William P. Borland. It seemed that "Bill" turned
socialist in the year 1911 "seeing's how" as he put it "tl.e
representatives of the people. the makers of the laws, were
the

1110St

unjust,

discriminate

and

unmovable

body

that

he ever met," I-Ie said that when he asked for "Christ" of the good saint, he
didn't expect to meet a "House of Cotchs" for a victory. In a speech during
his campaign.
he showed the innocent people where the appropriations
c-ere
not used for the betterment of the whole country but were used to advance
the plutocratic holdings. And he further showed that as simple as it might
seem, they. the people. had not reasoned correctly the rights of value in property; that the real increases were caused by the improvements by the government, and as he 110\\" saw how Plutocratic the whole thing was going.
he decided long ago that the final solution of the problem was more "Social
conditions."
Ther'e isn't much more to say about it. "Bill," he with his good
old "Show NJe" style. simply swept the country and with it awakened tlte
people to a gmernment determined by ALL THE PEOPLE: benefiting 1'. LL
TH.E PEOPLE; starving none: enriching all.
Oh ! yes. Taft. before he left the chair. he secured the passage of that bill
for the purchase of a portion of South Africa for the retiring president's hunting trip and has just waved a fond adieu to his "native land." Jas.}\II. Reed became his confidential clerk in the last months of office, consequently "Ji111111Y
was engaged" in that same capacity for the trip. and I think it best to give yOll
1\1r. Taft's own account of Jimmy's sudden dilemma:
"You see it was
this way that I carne to have J. M. in the ranks. He applied personally to me
one day on the street ear for the position I entrusted to hi111. He had such
abounding faith in J. M. that I thought surely he was the man for the place.
Mind you, he was 111Y Confidential
Clerk.
Well, as 111Y hunting
trip was drawing near, I thought to make it interesting.
As you well know,
"Teddy" made somewhat of a "clean up,') I conferred with J. 1\'1. and intimated what I wanted done. He assured me that he was "on" and would go
ahead. A few days after arriving at the "Ex-President's
Hunting Province,"
I called m)' confidential clerk into 111Y tent and laid before him newspaper"
from all parts of the civilized world showing colored pictures of progressive
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scenes as would presently take place on the "Province."
They illustrated
the
great number of animals that ]. :'\11. had purchased,
and had there for can"
venience in cages, the larger ones in traps.
There were pages of print glving
out w'iar \V:'l~ purported to have been gotten from someone in the "President's
Par-v."
rd) family and ]. :M. were the only ones in that party, and he the
only one besides myself familiar with the couuenient plans laid. After looking carefully over the columns. he very sympathetically said to me:
"Mr.
Taft, someone'» tipped it off,"
Just then one of the famous African Lions
got loose. and we all rushed out with our rifles for the chase.
I've never laid
eyes on Jimmy since. but I understand
that he went back to the United States
-steerage-by
the first boat leaving a port 200 miles down the coast."
In
view of the most unprofessional
criticism of theXelson
press. ~rr" Taft postponed the hunting part of his trip and was spending his time ill the European
countries dodging interviewers.
The morning
sheets of the \ \. ashington
papers ha ve announced
the
appointment
of J. lVL Shook, as "Chief Jester" on the Supreme Bench.
Upon
my arrival this morning at the Capitol, I met OUl- 01\1.,friend Calaboose, who
Irom "thought
suggestion"
was appointed
"U, S. Marshall"
and was beginning his duties by rounding up L, S. Reed and his "gang" who had superseeleel "Adam Gael" in the City of Washington.
He also told rne that Maltby'
was leading the anarchistic
band in Chicago.
I finally informed him that I
was still "fr0111 lITis5011ri" and yet incredulous.
I immediately
went to the
Hotel and "Hce-i-l-o there" it was )'/IcGil1nis with one hand all my grip, and
the other 011my shoulder.
He then explained to me his new pursuit.
He was
now proprietor
of the "Capitol Hotel."
Soon I met Samuel Wilson Frazier,
who was trying to convince a committee on text books. that his new text all
"Domestic Relations"
was not too verbose.
However, I overheard one of the
committee
discourage
him in his efforts, saying. "Your text and your explanation of your text could never be reconciled sufficiently for the practice."
But that never closed Samuel up, though it did end the text.
Matthews was
at this time giving out among the representatives
Guy Chappel Cooley's latest
work 011 "Religion and Politics," in which he ably presents the "Marriage
on
Trial" proposition
as a saying of honor. time. and money.
This you kuow
heing the "age of condensation."
:Hira111 Shook is a coadjutor
to the 1110\·ement and I understand
he has been making forceful speeches at the 1l11111eroU~
seminaries in the state.
Just last night he proposed to his audience that two
voluminous registers be placed ill the recorder's office: one for those \y110 want
a trial. and another for those who have tried J)ut failed to find their affinity.
The leading paper states this morning:
"\Ye figure that Hiram's
affinity
demised in infancy. <111(1
out of kindness we \\"i511to advise him to cease his
upholding of the doctrine. for to him it wil1 prove all endless search."
-132-

The last man I met before retiring for the night. was the Han. \Villial1l
Kost \-Vard, who became such a spell-binder that he couldn't help but converse
in spell-binding terms. In his vivid \yay of telling me of his success in the
house, he put me to the floor twice; and when he got started the third time,
I called the house policeman and had him put me to bed, and to tell Mr. \\Tard
when he was less enthusiastic (after the session), that I would be glad to have
him write me a personal letter leaving out the bl oios.
Weary of all I had seen in this idiopathical mad to yesterday, I was
happy to awaken in my office chair. pounding the keys of m)' Remington No.
T I, content to find the whole thing unchanged.
"TmlORRO\\'

f\EnR

COAIts."

"After-Ego"
T is invariably the experience of eyery Freslnnan
in the study
of Law to have dreams of himself. \Vhcn it is first auuounceu

that he is to take up the Study of Law, his relatives are 110t
sparing

in their encouragement

and support,

and his friends

gather round him in great throngs to congratulate

him and

"kinda help boost him along;" and the things that arc said of
him and to him on every side would make men old and experienced in dealings with men blush at the flattery heaped upon him. Therefore it is only the natura] result of complicated conditions that the Freshman
lawyer should have dreams of himself, day dreams mostly. but dreams never-

theless.

.
Of course he has heard of many great men, who never had any better
chance than he, who have risen in the world and among the first things 11('
does it to "go to the books" and there learns that most of them struggled along
in their younger days as Lawyers and then is when he sees his first vision 01
himself, either astride the Supreme Bench, occupying the President's chair
with all the dignity that goes with it, or in some other place of great honor,
dishing out great wads of Legal Truths as necessary demands.
But the dreams of the Freshman are as subject to change as is the color
of a chameleon. He takes up his studies in school and then it is that he experiences his first difficulties, in his dreams. As a student of Criminal Law.
his one ambition lies in being a great Criminal Lawyer.
In «the cases" he
reads where "the Law" has been "ably set forth" by the counsel for the prosecution or defense. as the case may be, and then his mind wanders (that is, he
dreams).
He sees visions of himself pleading his client's cause before the
highest tribunals in the Jand and so ardent and eloquent are his appeals that
not only are the staid old Judges moved to tears, but he takes a turn at the
weeping stunt himself. But after wandering to such heights of glory and
honor, his dream is suddenly interrupted and he is brought a little nearer to
the everyday condition of things. Then he sees himself in the Police Court
trying to bond out some "client" who has been charged with vagrancy or "just
plain drunk" or some similar technicality.
Then he experiences his first
c1iscouragernent. for he soon learns of the utter contempt in which "respectable
lawyers" hold the "snitch" whose practice is confined to Police Courts and
tribunals of similar jurisprudence.
But many and firm are the resolutions to
avoid such practice when all-of-a-sudden an idea flashes through his mind-134-

,

he will get to be prosecutor
after he has practiced awhile and then not a law
laid down in the Statutes nor any C01111110n Law rule still in force will ever
be broken, but this flash only comes after he has reviewed the works of such
eminent men (and lawyers) as Mr. Folk or Mr. Hadley,
But, sh-sh-sh sh sh! don't disturb him.
He has not yet realized the
broad scope of the possibilities wrapped lip in himself.
He is now studying a
lesson in Torts.
For some time past his neighbor's
clog has been the terror of
his life, for the aforesaid clog commits an assault and battery invariably three
nights a week upon the person of one Freshman
Lawyer and spends the rest
of the night in loud and noisesome barking, and the aforesaid Freshman Lawyer has been searching his mind diligently to find a remedy. but now he has
it all figured out that that clog is plainly a nuisance that must be abated at
once ancl he will waste no more time. And he will no longer put up with the
nuisances and trespasses of other neighbors, but he will take the case "to Law"
and "show 'em."
But he has higher visions of himself.
I-Ie sees himself as
counsel for plaintiff in a suit like lVI. C, Raskell vs. Rilliam Randolf Wurst in
which slander and libel is alleged and six hundred
thousand
dollars is the
amount of the damages sustained.
Gee l but that looks gooel, for the fee that
will go with a suit of that caliber will be immense and he could sit back in a
fine office for a whole year if nothing else happened in that time.
Then he
suddenly Jets his mind wander into possibilities,
Suppose Rockefeller
should
slander Carnegie and suit should be brought and he could be counsel for either
side and-there
his mind with a single bound leaps into the infinite.
But
again returning to things as they are, he has known for a long time that some
things were not properly worked in the Metropolitan
Street Ry. system and he
just simply knows that some one is getting hurt often as a result, and he ..,t( ..s
his office literally lined up with "clients" awaiting their turn to get to spc1k
to him regarding
their suit for damages and (still in his Own mind) he is
entirely too busy to speak to one of his former classmates who has just dropper'
by (to borrow a ten),
But the question of wrongs and damages pales into insignificance
as he
advances a step farther and takes up the study of Domestic Relations.
Already
he is seriously contemplating
entering upon new relations and duties as to
himself, "another"
and society in general and this subject is coming in a good
»lace from a personal standpoint,
and then it is essential to a "well rounded"
lawyer.
But he is wandering
(mentally)
as he delves deep into the extent and
possibilities
of the Common Law regarding
husband and wife, and then a
11'~\V thought
springs into his mind-a
new law very. very seldom enforced.
1Jl1t is a good defense when used (sometimes)-the
Unwritten
Law.
Yes,
that's it, the unwritten law. Didn't an eminent jurist in an (in) famous New
"\Tork case assert (and fail to prove it) that the unwritten law is now an estab-

,

I

I
I

I:

'I
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I .....

lished principle of .vmerican Law and has become embodied in the Commor;
Law?
\Vhy, he most certainly did. _\11 the 1<1
\\'yer h;1S to do is to cite the
Xew York case and the result is inevitable.
_\11<-1 then think of tile tame it
brings along with it in such a short time.
He hJ5 just about decided to be a
propounder
of the Unwritten
Law doctrine when he suddenly thinks that tl.ese
cases happen only occasionally
and millionaires
are not always involved in
C""fry case and then he might wind up as an ordinary "divorce lawyer.'
which
of course would be an "awful" fate.
But no", he sees himself in real practice with some "real" money almo-t
ill sight. Breathe quietly now for he is studying Sales and beginning to "see
things" as the dense fog of black and blue smoke curls lazily into rings on all
III clulating plane around
the crOW11of his head. I-Ie is quietly imagining ,1 case
that might happen (and quite often does).
~-\lllong his extensive and farreaching acquaintances
is a certain wholesale merchant
with whom he has
been very friendly for years.
lle now sees himself in his spacious office
busily engaged (of course). when suddenly the door opens and without noice
or ceremony. the aforesaid
merchant has already begun to tel1 his troubles.
without stopping for the formal greetings.
But he listens to the case and then
commences to run down all the citations in the books from A to Z that would
touch on the question. which is one where the client is in doubt whether to
bring suit on the contract or for damages, and then finally, after four hours of
research. he finally arrives at the conclusion that he has a good case all the
contract and communicates
such fact to his client, who in the excitement and
joy of the moment picks up his hat and rushes out the door simply stating that
he knew he had the customer cinched, but to the utter dismay of the friend and
benefactor. he most ungratefully
remarks that he will go out and find a lawyer
and bring suit at once.
Far-fetched
as it may seem, this has, in part. been nlY experience. and
:\lr. Freshman,
:.V[r. Junior, Mr. Senior, and M.r. Lawyer. examine yourself
conscientiosly
and you will find that you have been bothered
more o.J!' less
with the same disease, either in a milder or more pronounced
form.
Anyone
')1' you who can be produced that can prove that he has never been so affected
will be gi\'en a leather medal at the expense of the writer.
F-IIR.-\M

-,:~(j-

DTNGTYBl~NDER.

Freshm.an-Junior

Debate

NE of the most instructive
and enthusiastic
events of the
School year was the joint debate of the Freshman
and
Junior Classes. held in the assembly r00111 of the college all
the evening of ~\pril loth.
The Hon. John VI!. Snyder graced the affair as presiding officer, and the spontaneous
outburst
of applause
that greeted this genial member of the faculty, as he ascended the rostrum.
was demonstrative
of the high esteem and affectionate
regard the student body hold for him. In a few well chosen and commendatory remarks 'vlr. Snyder introduced the Hon. Elbridge J. Broaddus, Presiding
Judge of the Missouri Court of Appeals. Hon. \Villard P. Hall and the Hon.
Jacob Billikop of the Municipal Board of Pardons, as judges of the discussion
of the evening, and announced
the subject of the debate to be as follows:
"Resolved, That the Great Increase in National Expenditures
is Detrimental
to the Public Welfare."
The debating team of the Junior Class, composed of
Messrs. Wm. D. Jochems, Oscar D McCollum and John B. Gage to contend
for the affirmative;
the negative to be supported by the debating team of the
Freshman
Class. composed of Messrs. Herbert L. Drake. Richard M. Noonan
and Ernest G. Simral1.
The debate was opened by Mr. Jochems. who concisely and comprehensively outlined the argument
of the affirmative.
In the course of his discussion 1\11'. Jochems took occasion to severely condemn the policy of the government in establishing
and maintaining
a large military and naval force, and
with keen cold logic supported the declaration that the benefits and advantages
to be derived from adhering
to this policy were insufficient
to justify the
heavy burden of taxation thereby imposed upon the people.
His points were
driven home with telling effect. and his arguments
were well received by the
audience.
Fol1o\\"ing Mr. Jochems, Mr. Drake for the negative took the floor. and
in a direct and forcible argument. delivered in a convincing and eloquent manner. exposed the weakness of the affirmative
contention,
and demonstrated
to the ~atisfaction of a large portion of his audience at least. that the increase
in national expenditures
was not only justified by the results obtained, but
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that to pursue a different policy would be to retard the progress of the American nation and antagonistic to its welfare.
Continuing the affirmative discussion, Iv11'. :McCollum presented a most
startling and persuasive array of statistics in support of his position, and
argued with such skill and showed such dexterity in handling sums of colossal
proportions that the irreverent and obstreperous Freshmen were constrained
to suggest that in fairness to al1 concerned the honorable judges should have
been supplied with adding machines. 1\111'.
McCollum's argument was fraught
with sound, logical reasoning and bespoke careful research and thorough
preparation.
At this point Mr. Noonan took up the negative argument, and directed
a vigorous attack against the line of reasoning pursued by the affirmative, delivering numerous well aimed and effective shafts of irony and ridicule, which
were heartily applauded.
He devoted considerable attention to a masterly
discussion of the importance of building the Panama Canal, and waxed eloquent over the spirit of Americanism that made the completion of this gigantic
undertaking possible, portraying the benefits and the advantages thereby accruing to the United States in a vivid and convincing manner.
Mr. Gage added much strength to the affirmative by his skillful refutation of the preceding speaker's argument, and his able and spirited summing
up of the points brought out by his colleagues was a display of wit, reasoning
and persuasion very rarely shown by a student debator. He held his audience
spell-bound by the power of his oratory, and drew forth great complimentary
applause from both classes.
The closing speech of the direct argument was made by Mr. Simrall
of the Freshman Class, who injected considerable humor into the discussion.
His efforts on this occasion stamp him as one of the strong debators of the
Kansas City School of Law, and he amply justified the confidence his class
reposed in him. His impressive rounding out of the argument of the negative,
his easy, direct style of oratory and excellent delivery were very pleasing to the
audience, who showed their appreciation by unstinted applause.
Messrs. Jochems and Drake closed the debate in rebuttal for their respective teams, and the decision of the judges was awaited with breathless
expectancy. though no one dared to predict what it would be. After a deliberate discussion and review of the arguments pro and can. the judges announced that the contest was too close to permit of a decision in favor of either
team, and that in justice and fairness to both must be called a draw. which
report was heartily approved and concurred in by all present.
Throughout the evening the best spirit prevailed. notwithstanding the
intense rivalry between the two classes. The members of both teams covered
themselves with glory. and were loyally supported by their respectives classes,
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who gave vent to their enthusiasm through the medium of cheers and yells.
Everybody had a delightful and profitable evening, and expressed regret that
events of this kind are so infrequent during the school year.

•

-"

),,, ,
~I,,·
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Musings of a Freshman
on the verge of a shore
dimly lighted,
TVhere had van.ished the ones who
before U8 had gone;
The goal that the veSlJ6rs hacl long held beE

W

etooa

101'6 U8,

AJl1wingly waitillY

like

the grim

quizzes
heard.

urumsioered;

the

lectures

U?I-

ogres, hal,j hiel-

aen.
Lurkecl

bravery and ValOl" when 1I~issile8 were
flying;
Of tires that grew wanlt when seats were
trans/fg urea.
'l'he f!Lil/gs that we diel. amI the jew that we
(Iidnt ~.
The

aml urging us on.

Beyond in the oietance,

Of

tecions ot Blackstone

ana

Kent,
Awaiting
to tett when the yem- sltonla be
ended.
The tate oj the numbers that against the?1/.

were sent.

For the year has {jane by, tcu of song a1/(1
of st01'Y;
The days each their iconaere have told, 0116
by one;
The Frestwien luioe grown in wisdom 01HI
glory.
Ancl 1Ja1·tof the /Jattle is coer and done.

And

now when we meet we tell of the
struggle
Of the ponies we rcae in the heat of the fray
Of the (leeds that' were done by that recr
1wnk of heros
When limbeJ'ger cheese was mala ,in se.

There ere goals that sHll beckon and voices
still calling.
Foes to be conquered and WQ?'kto be done,
And we're standing again on a sliore dimly
lightecl,
Looking alai' to /,ie/ds to be won,

1Vhen clays have enea by and quizzes are
encled,
When class yells are hushed and class Ilags
01'6 jm'lecl,
In lands that are 101', with
courcqe unclauntecl
Our standards
worlcl.

are jlung

to the wincls of the
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Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
OHG.\X1ZED .vr

Pratet-nitv
Purpte

CUICACO,

ILI..,

lSB7.

Colors,

Fraternity

aufl Old Gold.

Flower,

ll.C(~ Carnation.

CHAPTERS.
Benton-Kansas
City School of Law.
Lawson-University
of Missouri.
of Illinois.
Blackstone-Chicago
Kent College of Law. Magruder-University
Campbell-University
of Mtcb lgan.
Marshall-University
of Chicago.

Capen-c-Unlveralty
C'hase-lllinois

of Minnesota.

Western

Fuller-c-Northwestern
Garland-University

Ryan-University
of Wisconsin.
Story-Illinois
College of Law.
Webster-e-Chlcago Law School.
Williams-c-Uutversttv
of Oregon.
-New York University.

University,

University.
of Arkansas.

Hammond-University
of Iowa.
Hay-s-Western Reserve Unlversitv.
Petitions pending from the University of Kansas
ington, D. C.
'rHOMAS

and Georgetown

University,

Wash-

H. BE;\ITON Chapter.

Chartered Jutv 6. 1907.
Belts. J. E .. '09.
Brady, J. H" '09.
Bresnahan,
T. F., '09.
Broaddus, :8., '09.
Burns, J. V., '09.
Davis, G. R., '09.

Dew, S. A., '09.
Driscoll,

M. L., '09.

Fleming, E. J., '09.
Ford, J. R., '09.
Gage, J. B., '09.
Neef, P. J., '09.
Seaton, P. W., '09.
Small, E. W., '09.
Harris, E. A., '10.
Morton, \V. E., '10.
CHAPTER

Alward, J. P.
Ball, E. E.

Dell, G. T.
Broaddus, B.
Burk, H. L.
Clark, F. J.
Crutcher, L. T.
Culbertson, '1'.
Dean, F. J.

Eppes,

Yale, K. C., '10.
Harvey, J. H., '11.
Slmrall, E. G., '11.

Pledges.
Brasher, G. K, '10.
Butler, R. V., '10.
Dreier, W. L., '10.

ALUMNT.

B. S.

Fenner, G. :M.
Guffin, H.
Henderson, C. J.
Hoover, H. C.
Jaudon, V. H.
Jones, C. V.
Langsdale,

C.

Lombard, N.
Woodson, A. P.
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Mccray, H. B.
Ogilvy, R. S.

Oreal', M. L.
Pew, J. B.
Plummer, B. A.
Rankin. J. W.
Simrall,
J. S.
Toll, P. R.
Vieregg, C. E.

"

MARRIED

MEN'S

CLUB.

lVIoTTo-"Everyboc1y
works but father."
COLOHs-Black and Blue.

FACUL'l'Y

~\DnSORY COMM[TTI~E.

John W. Snyder and Frank N. Morrell.
AC'i'nG

Joseph Henry Brady.
William Clayton Chamberlin.
John Ralph Ford.

MEMBERS.

John Ed ward Betts.
Celsus f\. P. Falconer.
John Alonzo Hutchings.
Perry Hollingsworth.
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Junior Societi.es
THE NOISY CLUB.
Colors:
Blue and green.
Emblem:
Chief Noise Guy
First Assistant to the Chief Noise Guy
Second Assistant to the Chief Noise Guy
Advisor to the Chief Noise Guy

Radiator

and chair rung.
.
J. F. Aylward
C. L. Vrooman
R. T. Stevens

Members:

L. C. Marts.

C. A. McNeese.

A. B. Marks.
L. G. McFall.
J. D. Sutherland.

H. L. Donnelly.
N. F. Carter.

THE PROHIBITION
CLUB.
Password:
Carrie N ali on.
Emblem:
Hatchet.
Motto : "Nothing stronger than Kaw river water shall touch my
lips."

President
Vice- President
Secretary

.
.

Treasurer

Janitor.

j

O. P. Hollingsworth
of
Bolivar.

.

...

.

W. L. Dreier
THE

IMBIBERS

CLUB.

(Limited.)

Limited:
Not by price, desire nor the pocket-book, bnt by the capacity of its members.
Head Bungstarter
Rome Vickery Butler
Head Bung
James Edward Taylor
1';orthy Bung Hole
Alonzo R. Edson
Grand Worthy Spigot.
Robert E. Berry

J.

B. Bryant.

VVm. Drennen.

B. W. Peacock.
C. A. Holloway.

Little Brown Jugs:
E. A. Harris.
W. C. Quinlan.
O. D. McCollum.
1-\.

Mr- Intosh.

R. E. Westfall.
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PANDEX STAFF.

1 GED. E. CURTIS, Editor-in-Chief.
2 W. H. L. WATTS, Associate Editor.
3 MISS HELEN ROGERS, Asst. Lit. Editor
4 CHAS. VAVRA, Business Manager.
5 WILBUR HALL, Assistant Editor.
6 CARL HENRY LANGKNECHT, Literary
Editor.
7 P. E. NULTON,

Local Editor.
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T

HE

shacles of night

were taIling

As thro"ngh the streets

there

test,
loudly

passed

A gang emitting classic yells,
And wearing on their coat lapels,
PINK

CARNATiONS.

The h01(1"at nine was nearing fast,
As to the banquet table passed,
The gang we met while on the way,

Whose every action seemed to say,
'WE'RE

FRESHMEN."

At slightest provocation, then,
'l'his gang w01,Zd reese an awful din,
Forsake the good substantial [are,
'1'0 tell the rest assemblea there,
"WHO THEY WERE,"
And as each smiling speake?' spoke,
They cheered him through the haze of smoke,

And strange to say, they made more noise,
Than all the other lawyer boys,
ASSEMBLED
And
Still
This
And

even
they
was
they

THERE.

when the feast was o'er,
cheered and yelled tor more,
the tirst tor them, you see,
were all they claimed to be,
JUS']' FRESHMEN.
-R. E.

When your heels hit hard
And your head feels queer,
And your thoughts rise up
Like the froth on beer;
And your legs are weak,
'md your voice is strong,
And you laugh like ---You're drunkB'osh, you're drunk.

MCGINNIS.

1

at some ----

-AUTHOR

-H6-

fool song,

No'!'

KNOWN.

Wit's

a,11,nnntly

Sometimes
Hast

engine, wi.].(l1.y striJd,ng

a f1'·ieu(l. scnnetcmes the engineer:

thon the knack!
M,k/ing:

lw?npe1' it 110t with

Bnt it tturw want it. lJnY it not 'too (7,60r.
.J1Iall1Jaffecting wit beyoll(7, t7wir power,
Have (Jot to be a demo fool tov an "ow',

Lom:

AND

DrCTEL{.

,\ fiction is a common thing,
It mav be legal or otherwise.
It is a
legal fiction that anyone
can become a lawyer in three years.
This may also
be otherwise.

Roll call is a means the professor has of finding out who has friends
present,
'More people can be shown to be in the 1'00111 by this method than
hy any other.
\Vhen Snyder calls the roll. Park sometimes answers f01- as
many as ten men .

.\ phonograph
\\'0111c1 be very useful in the Law Schoo1.
It could he
used as a means of preserving
some of the questions that are asked the lecturer.
Tt is possible that Block would be able to use a few cylinders to entertain himself with all dull days when be opens up an office.

\\Ie all look forward to the practice of the law-c-though
ities are that it will he rnostlv law and verv little practice,
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the probabil-

•

A limber jaw is a \'ery valuable thing for a lawyer.
-'lays of acquiring one. Bresnahan chews gum.
Take care of your ponies and exams
A word to the wise is enough

There

are many

will take care of themselves.

and many words

won't

fool a Prof.

Law is like a scolding wife, very bad when it follows you.
'rer of "The Married Men's Club will veri fy this.)

(A.DY mem-

Law is like a new fashion; people are bewitched to get into it; it is also
"ike bad weather: most people are glad when they get out of it.
A "Quiz" is a means Dean has of finding

out who went to the fire.

A wise man will listen and answer as the "gang" says.
The way of he that is quizzed
stumbles ..

is as darkness:
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he

kI10\\"5

not at what he

Genesis
In the beginning
tellect and innocent.
ances.

we were created

Freshmen

\\'hen the Faculty saw LIS a great darkness
And they were perplexed.
.vnd the Treasurer
said let there be money

and we were void of incame over
forthcoming,

their

counten-

and it came

forth.
And tile Treasurer
saw the money and saw that it was good and he
separated us from it. ~\ncl our names were inscribed upon the roll. And we
tried to look wise bUL we could not.
~\ncl the I)ean said let there be a gathering
on the second floor of the
Ridge Building that I may separate the Freshmen
from the Seniors.
.vnd
that night a great turmoil existed ill the Ridge Building and we were afraid.
And Borland separated
those that had carved their names upon the
benches from those who had not; and the Seniors called us "Fresh.es."
And
they did revi.e us and hoot at us.
And the evening was the 2-J.th clay of September,
1906 .
.\nd Borland spoke to LIS and said, "Jet the Freshmen
assemble in the
lecture 1'00111, that I may lecture unto you upon Blackstone.
And he lectured
and as he spake some of us wept and some slept. but most of us 1r0111 our
benches listened and lost not a word. for verily we were afraid.
.vnd it was the morning
and the evening after the first lecture in
Blackstone.
And Pew. who was to teach us in Crimes, came suddenly into our
presence and smiled and Seaton was bold and shook hands with him.
And
Pew told us a funny story.
And this was enough for tile third clay.
And we seeing the Juniors carrying
large law books, did take ourselves at once to the book stores and purchased
many volumes.
And Watts
and Park were enriched that day very much.
And we seeing that there were no rulers among us ejected officers, who
should have dominion over us.
And the evening and the morning was the fourth day .
And it came to pass that one night after class we had prepared ham
sandwiches
and socIa pop as a peace offering unto the Seniors.
And while
our congregation
was sitting within the T'abernacle smoking. the Seniors were
wroth with us, and did send out two men to spy upon LIS. And they returned
and gathered
their tribe together.
they and their mighty men of valor. and
wageel war upon us. And our President
said fear them not. there shall not
a mall of them stand before thee .. \ncI they compassed our room and with a
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great shout and a breaking of glass did burst in our door, but we did smite
them with pop bottles and chased them down the hall.
And the sun stooel
still and the moon stayed until we had avenged ourselves upon them.
And it was the evening and the "morning
after."
And the President said go ye forth and preach "The Income Tax" to
the whole world.
And the Apostles hearing him chartered
a train and went
into the "vviklerness'
(Liberty)
to preach to the Jewellites.
And it came
to pass as we departed from the train that the Baptists jeered us and smote
us "with corn and hurled stones at us. But after they had received our 1110ney
and \\'e WE're within their Tabernacle)
Garrett did speak unto them.
And his
voice was like the rushing of many great winds,
And it was the evening of the sixth day.
And on the seventh day we rested and reviewed for we were very
ti red.
.vnd we were contented and happy until Morrell caused a great sleep
to come over \\'hite and from his pocket Block took a street car transfer.
And when that year was ended, we beheld the coming of a greater
one. And we wondered at the few things we yet had to learn.
·T

CHRONICLES

And we being Juniors did look with contempt upon the Freshmen and
did ridicule them.
And Snyder came again to teach us and he taught 115 many things in
Evidence.
And he said think not that I have come to bring a pass to yOll. I
came 110t to bring a pass hut a "flunk."
And he said unto us, "He that payeth
attention and worketh shall be passed but he that worketh not shall be flunked.
And these signs shall follow al1 that work.
In 111)' name shall they pass tile
"Bar Exam. ;J' and they shall speak as great lawyers.
III this year were done many strange and wonderful
things.

~. CH ROJ\ICLES
In the third year of our reign when \\"C had become Seniors and had
waxed exceedingly
wise. some of us became very restless and prepared for
battle.
And Eberle and Olston waged war upon the Freshmen.
And the Faculty said to us go ye and prepare yourselves that yOll may
be a li\'ing sacrifice unto the Bar Examiners.
And many went at once to
seek the tree of knowledge,
And some went forth and put oil in their lamps
and lit them and burned them until midnight.
And it came to pass. that as some of us did live at hoarding houses.
we hungered.
So on the evening of the zoth of February
we betook ourselves to the
Sexton.
And Chamberlain
commanded
the multitude
to sit down at the
tables.
.Vnd heing," lll1llgered we did eat. we and the Fncultv.
.vnd in the
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basket contanl1ng the fragments

there was nothing remaining. And they that
had eaten were about one hundred and fifty men} including the Freshmen
and the Juniors.
THE REVELATION
OF A SENIOR, which a member of the faculty
gave to him to show the other Seniors} things which must shortly come to pass.
Peace be unto him and his class-mates, who hear these words} for the
time is now at hand.
I was in goad spirits one day and heard a great voice like unto a trumpet.
And I turned to see the voice that had spoke to me, and as I turned
I saw a member of the Faculty.
I-Ie had in his hand the Statutes, and out of his mouth came smoke
[rom a cigarette.
And he laid his hand upon me and said get busy for the Bar Exam.
is at hand.
To the members of your class that have worked. write:
I know thy works and how thou hast labored in the Library for thy
Diploma's sake.
Nevertheless I have some things against thee. because thou hast "cut"
my class many nights.
Fear none of these things which thou shalt suffer; behold ye shall all
be cast into Jefferson City that ye may be examined; and ye shall have
tribulation for three days: be thou faithful unto thy studies and ye shall be
given a permit for life.
And a vision appeared unto Joseph (Brady):
After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in the State House.
and fr0111within came sounds as of weeping and wailing and gnashing of
teeth.
And immediately I was within the room, and, behold, there were desks
and at the desks sat the Bar Examiners. and round about the desks were
many seats, and on the seats sat the Seniors clothed in their "Sunday best."
and they had torn all the hair from their heads.
And from the desks there came many questions.
And I saw. and beheld a "pony." and he that had him passed.
For the great day of their wrath had come. and who should be able
to pass?
And after these things I saw the Judges of the Supreme Court holding
the permits in their hands.
And I saw the Clerk ascending with the Great Seal in his hand.
And I heard the number of them that had passed.
And the Clerk said unto me : they shall huns-er 110 more, neither thirst
anv more. for tbe clients which are in the land shall feed them.
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orr/cs

LAW

~RADIJAT£

Mr. Dean's problem in mathematics.
If I lose one-half of my class on account of a fire, how many
lose in case a three-ring circus were to come to town?

would

I

Brady sold his dog.
What for?
Please his wife.
How much did he get?
Nine pups.
Gooel price ; what did she get?
Judgment
by default.
BORf,AN

an administrator
ministrator?
OLS'['ON:

o:

}V[L Olston, during
pendency of litigation over a will and
is appointed
pending litigation,
what do we call the ad-

A lis pendens

administrator.

\\Then the "clog-gone"
world is rotten
And everything
is 011 the bU111,
A two-inch grin
,Ylth a lifted chin
Helps some. my friend. helps some.
-UllkJlO'l~PII

Originalm31l11script

Autlior.

was found 011 the desk one night after class.
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Contract
This agreement

made and entered into this thirteenth
day of August.
an eminently qualified public school teacher,
of Kansas City. Jackson County. Xfisson,i. party of the first part anel The
Board of Directors of The Kansas City School of Law. which occupies "C0111modious lecture halls Oil the second floor of the New Ridge Building" Kansas
City, Jackson County, ::\1issouri. party or the second part:
WITC;TESSETH:
That the said party of the first part agrees to teach
<111of the twenty-nine
subjects taught in said school (or as many of said subjects as the said Board shall desire) for a term of nine months, commencing
011 the 28th clay of September,
1908, for the sum of Thirteen
(13) Dollars
pel- month ; to be paid semi-occasionally
: that said party of the first part
agrees to sweep the floors and dust off the benches in said law school at least
once during the nine months; that he will lecture to all students that take interest enough in said lectures to cause them to assemble for the purpose of
hearing said lectures;
that he agrees to keep as many as possible of said
students awake at all times during said lectures (particularly
one Celsus A. P.
Falconer);
that said party of the first part agrees to call the roll immediately
preceding each lecture, thereby gi\"ing every member of said class, or his proxy,
an opportunity
to answer "present."
Said party of the first part further agrees that in each and every subject lectured upon by him in said School of Law. he will immediately
following said lecture give an oral quiz of from two to two and one-half hours
duration. and that in said quiz he will propound
such questions to each and
every member of said class as in his opinion will make said member's
hair
to rise, his knees to knock together and cause said student to beg for mercy;
said oral quiz to be followed by a written examination
composed of ten questions based upon subjects slightly alluded to in said lectures.
Said party of the first part further agrees, that O\\'ing to the fact that
he is a member of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, that
in no case will any student be gi\"en a pass. who has not been merciful to his
"Pony." and that at no time will he allow more than two to ride said beast.
Said party (If the first part further agrees that at all times he will
do all within his power to protect each and every member of the Freshmen
Class of '08 from the premeditated.
malicious anc1 villianous attacks of the
Seniors of '09.
Tn this connection
he recommends
(although
he does not
hercbv_ asree
to carrv~ into execution)
that as a precautionary
measure. all
b
water hose and two whee! trucks he removed from said \.'e\\" Ridge T1uilc1ing""

T908, by and between A. Flunkor,

-13:::--

And further that the door between said Seniors and Freshmen's aforesaid
lecture halls be closed and properly secured with iron bars and bolts of a suitable size, thereby rr.aking it easier to protect and preserve the lives and beings
of said harmless and unprotected Freshmen.
Said party of the first part further agrees that he will take green, awkward, unsophisticated and "barber-like" freshmen and in the short space of
three years make bright, dignified and "lawyer-like" Seniors out of them (for
example the Seniors of '09) provided, however, that this clause shall not apply
to the Freshman Class of '08, as in his opinion three years would be too short
a period for that a foresaid class.
DOlle by order of the Board of Directors of the Kansas City School
of Law this r jth day of August, 1908.
his
A.
FLUNKER Teacher.
o
J

mark

Attest:

A Moral

Clerk .•

•
I

YE DLOE LAWYER,
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Why They Oame I-Iere
l\IH. I-L\l,L:
To get away fr0111 St. Joe .Yssociations.
l\1H. NALLY:
To force his eloquence all a helpless auuience.
Mn. PAH.KS: To be near vliss Rogers.
':vIR. FAl,CONEH.: A necessary step to matrimony.
MR. BC;I<NS: To lobby for the Electric Light Company.
l\1rss ROGEHS : Because we needed her.
:\11<. FUTVOYI-;: Nobody knows.
Ask him.
Mn. BROADDUS:
Because he wants his father's job.
l\1R DJ';'J"l's: Only way he could get away from home evenings.
Mn. \ V A'I'TS: Personal matter.
Rather touchy on the subject.
Mn. DAVJs:
'1"0 see if he could learn anything.
MR. DJ::w:
To polish off the rough edges of :VI. U.
MR. CHAMBF,RLAIN: Couldn't have been class president if l-e hadn't.
"\IR. HU'l'CHTNS:
To argue with ':-V1r.Snyder.
'MR. DRISCOLl,:
Thought he was called.
Mistaken identity.
f.,IIR. FLmVJlKC:
Because it suits his aesthetic tastes.
"\t[n. SP,ATON: FIe wanted to lose his Payne.
!\JR. SMITH:
Just drifted in.
"\IJU. l\!l-GANs:
To woo :Vl inervae.
(Is single still )
MH. I-IoLLINGSWOWI'H: To defend Art.
(Salome.)
MR. FORD: To enjoy his clever class-mates.
l\1R. FISHMAN:
For culture's sake.
Mu. OLSTON:
Because his mother sends him.
?vIR CUR'I'IS: 'Twas the "Call of Politics."
MR. BANTA:
To be captain of the football team.
FOR SALE-On
account of retiring from business, we desire to dispose
of our entire law library and office equipment,
consisting
of the following
articles, to-wit:
Vol. T, Blackstone's
Commentaries,
slightly used (purchased
in our Freshman year) ; I copy of Tracy the Outlaw, well worn: r copy of The
Boy Bandit;
J copy of The Young
Desperado;
I entire
series of Diamond
Dick, much used; I deal table and cards, left leg missing;
I cuspidor.
To
anyone
purchasing
the entire lot for cash within thirty days. we will include
our good will. Morgan & Vavra, Lawyers.
To VVHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Take notice that the law
Crimm & Fishman have dissolved partnership
by mutual consent.
All
indebted to the firm please call and settle with me: all to whom the
indebted, will please settle with Mr. Crimm.
Toby Fishman, Attorney
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firm of
persons
firm is
at Law.

'I

\\'c are firmly convinced that Mr. Todd is aspiring to higher things.
\ Yby so? Hecause of the absolutely unreliable manner in which he apparently
indifferently
flits alllong the names on the 1'011. If one is whispering
to his
neighbor. let him beware.
Should the eagle eye of "Prof."
Todd fall upon
him while engaged
in this nefarious
conduct. his name would be Dennis.
Yea. verily and even so, as the good "Prof."
would pounce upon him and
yank him up for the next question.
\Voe unto j erusalem.c-c-woe
unto this
poor unfortunate
if he should in the slightest degree fail to fully, completely
and adequately
answer the propounded
question. because under the slightest
pre-text. the "near-Prof."
reasons in his 0\\"11 great legal mind, that he should
he marked c1O\\"1l as a matter of principle,
III view of such zealousness, we
feel. <1S stated above that "ncar-Prof."
Todd is aspiring to higher things.
So.
in conclusion, we turn the other cheek by trusting that Prof. Todd lands his
goa 1-, and we feel-yea
we kno\\"-lle
will. if trying to enforce the "blue laws"
is one of the essentials ill his upward career.
Even now, we can-and
this
seriouslv-e-in [ancv. see him arrayed in "wool-sack cloth" along side of Blackstone and Kent. and Hie other great legal intellects of the centuries.-.\menA-111~e~n.
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How They Achieved Fame
:\1cNEESE,

E,y rendering

his most learned

decision

on the price of jlionos.

BUTLER,

By being sergeant-at-arms

dnri'llg the great Senior

fray.

S'l'EPI-IENSON,

By his slippery

face.

VROOMAN,

By his brilliant

flo", of hot air.

ROSENBAU1f,
B'jl

getting

dotun

011

time olle night.

\Vr-;STFALL,

By gettillg
Iv!oRToN,
By gett-fllg
rIARRIs,

99 011 the Agency Examination,
99 011 the Euidcncc Finals.

B:y his cOll/paigll

successes.

CUPID)

. ElY rctuai ning single.
:.\1cFALL,
By IIis glad rags.
BRASHER,
By his poetl"y. Here is a sanipl e ,
After that Agellcy Evmnb ,
M'V thoughts were sinister,

And thnllgh he were a minister
J1Ily single evprcssiou

would

be dtuub .

'I'rr r; FR1~SHMEN,

E.\! the uerd ant stat c of their blissful

fcga! innocence.

'"J'HE SBNIORS,

Fiy 1I0t IIlolestillg the class of 'ro. They probably
the class of '08 at the sallie lumds.
B\' that illnstrious na ntc of his.

rcntcrnber the fate of

Also those illitials-T(.

C.

DONNELLY,

B\' his kllo,,'ledge

of tlic statntcs

(?).

'VOBS'I'ER1\:(}~YF,R,

B'\' his [nosccutiou ot the "Kn-Ch aa" blouicrs.
,VEST,

By associating

'with Yalc.

•

One of the World's Wonders
There is in the Smithsonian
Institute the petrified body of a youth.
This fig-ure stands erect in a majestic position, the ar1115 falling gracefllll~'
backward and hands clasped at the back, chest out, head up, chin tilted heavenward, and possesses countenance
of youthful beauty and dignity.
It is. the
petrified body of a one-time law student, Langkneckt
by name. It is scli'd that
the Lord, struck my the admirable attitude of the youth when speaking at the
law school. caused him to be turned into stone in oreler that he might preserve
that noble attitude as an example to be emulated by al1 succeeding generations.
Mns,

MACCIE

NluRP.lIY

(Irish

but possessing

an English

education)

:

"Or, :Ylr. Seaton, let's haste to the parson. I've known you but fifteen minutes
and you have prospered already. You are so bald but yet so bold. how can I
refuse you? Love, you are my affinity."
A week later-Seaton

is all bald, but not at all bold.

'l'he medium's body swayed to and fro and her lips twitched almost
convulsively, And then. hark t A squaw would speak. She speaks a message
to one, 'l\i[atthe\v by name-Matthew
Driscoll. "Matthew," she says, "I loved
you in the physical world; your Adonis face and Medusa locks often have I
fondled in tenderness. When I was with you I gave you all-that diamond of
mine that I see you still have. But base deceiver, you slung me by for Tillie
Olston, the waitress of Lindsborg-and
still I love you." Thus came to light
another epoch in the life of romance of the most often married man in the
world,

Matthew

Driscoll,

the present

husband

of Hetty

Green.

Kansas City is centrally located, lying, as it does, on the border line of
the states of Kansas and Missourr, both famous for their refinement, prosperity and culture. The region in which the city lies is a rolling and undulating
prairie, of vast extent and surpassing beauty-of
sloping hillsides, green valleys and grassy dales-of mighty rivers, sparkling springs and limpid streams
-of stately forests and rich mines-in
short, a veritable paradise."-E.1.:tract
from WlIl. P. BOT/and's Maiden speech ,:,. Congress.

S gLF-

PRO'I'ECTION.

"I shall insist on making some speeches on the Pandex,"
Futvoye. "
"Then you are deeply interested?"
"No, but I would rather talk than listen any clay."
--155-

said

J udge

Mn. DEAN: "Mr. Davis, ","hat is the Statute of Mortmain ?"
DAVIS: "It is a statute giving a school district the right to take land
and build a school-house upon it."
]\IIR. DEAN:
"Well. Mr. Davis. what does the word Mortmain mean ?"
DAVIS (after conferring with Seaton):
"\Vhy-er-it
means Dead
Hand."
MR. DI~AN: "Well now. Mr. Davis, what connection does Dead Hand
have with condemning lanel for a school house?"
DAVIS: "I think IVIr. Snyder told us it was a conflict of laws."
N[R. DT.<;AN: "NIr. Laugkneckt, if you were all attorney for a corporation that wished to borrow money, would you advise them they could do so
without a provision in their charter giving them power to bOlTO\\,?"
LAKGKNI2CKT: "It would depend upon what they wanted to cia with
the money. They could borrow money to pay for professional services
alright."

FOR SALE-\iVe beg to announce to the general public that we have at
great expense secured a limited number of copies of the Han. John Edward
Betts' Speech to the Jury in The Noted Johnson Case, which we will be pleased
to mail to any address upon receipt of tell cents per copy. Vile also have several
copies of typewritten lectures on Evidence, Agency, Bankruptcy. etc .. which
we would be pleased to dispose of. Address Park & Watts, dealers in secondhand books and lectures, Fifth and Gilliss Street, Kansas City, Mo.
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The Rise and Fall of a Law Student
.\R

1';i\l r \I ISC l·:NCI~.

Once upon a time there \\ as a law school, <:l\\'ay back there in '09, in 1<.:.
C. \\'el1 do I remember one comely youth, who always and ever bore himself
in a manner fitting to the best cultured and mar.nered of men.
III this youth
might be found all the good qualities which fond mothers would inculcate ill
the bone and marrow of their SOl1S. .vnd this young mall had been taught
thusly and it had not been wasted upon the aforesaid youth.
\Ve thought, as
we had good reason to think, that here was one whom the apples of temptation
could r.ever influence. we felt not one iota would he yield.
'I'his youth was
pleasing to the eye and as we gazed 011 him our faith in the integrity and
uprightness
of men was strengthened.
In exhorting
his son to greater efforts
and higher thoughts,
a loving father would not infrequently
point to this
.\·oung man as an example.
Hllt-(ancl
fain would we here lay aside our pen, but our story is yet
nnfinished ). Sat311, "itting afar off on his throne, saw this Rooelly younR man
leading his simple. upright life, and he resolved in his heart to besmirch his
character.
So he called together
his counsellors
to devise some means by
which he might corrupt him. might start him on the downward
path.
Witl:
consummate
skill they outlined their devilish plan for his undoing, and. putting that plan into action, they stole upon him as a thief in the night to slay
him.
Not "with a great battle ax, or a forty-four,
but with a tempting little
cigarette, did they hope to slay him.
Craftily they watched their chance; it
came one night just before the lecture; they tempted him. and, well-he
must
have temporarily
relaxed his vigilance. for he fell-boa-boo.

To the Lcgal Neios :
Dear Ec1it01"~1 am a senior ill the I,allsas City School of Law.
I have
all kinds of prospects and can easily grow a mustache-in
fact used to wear
one in my Junior year, which. everyone said was very becoming.
I am considered quite handsome.
I would be pleased to correspond
with a pretty
young', educated and wealthy widow: object matrimony.
GUY DAVIS.
Other papers please copy.
~\[H. DB.\N:

ell ti re 1ectu re ?"
~In. \YIITTE:

'\[1'. \\'hite.

did you ever try keeping

awake

through

"Yes. sir: I've tried it. sir. but I just can't clo it. sir.

g..et's so monotonous."

,

~rR.nr.-\~:
~[rc \VllT"J'l~:

\Yell. then. why do you come?"
"Just have to come. I bought
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a season

ticket."

all

It

Ohronology
September 28.-Riot call turned in from the New Ridge building.
September 30-IVe are Seniors.
October ~-Motion
made to adopt the Constitution of the United States; Mr.
Ellison acting as chairman.
October S-lV[r. Dean issues a writ of quo warranto against Joe I-I. Brady for
smoking during his lecture.
October 7-1t is rumored that Celsus is a married mall; he enters a general
denial.
October 9--Eberle raids the Freshmen-loses
his head. also his hat.
October 12-Cha1l1berlin. as candidate for class president, announces that he
has good credit at Dixon's.
October lA-Seniors call a special class meeting to decide on a name for Ford's
baby.
October 16-Quiz in Constitutional Law. Dew perspires freely.
October T9-:YIorrill calls the roll. Nally answers for nine men.
October 21-1Vlarquis asks Ellison if the law providing for the bar examination is legal.
October 23-"\le kill the "fatted calf." Wilson appears.
October 26---Toby eats peanuts.
October 28-first
meeting of Futvoye's quiz class. Futvoye and Crim111respond to roll call.
October 30-Class
takes a "straw vote" for Bryan and Taft. Miss Roger's
vote challenged.
November 2-Dean advises the members of the class to keep out of politics if
they desire to be great lawyers. Burns quits school.
November 4-After
reading the election returns, Burns comes back
November 6-Congressman
Borland addresses the Senior and Freshman
classes; says he expects to meet us in Congress. Freshmen swell up.
November 9-"\Ve find evidence tending to prove that "\Vatts diclnot vote the
Prohibition ticket.
November T r-Bettis
asks Ellison if the Marquis of Queensbury Rules are
consti tutional.
November 13-"\Ve have conclusive evidence that Watts did not vote the Proh ibition ticket.
!\ovember r6-Futvoye
discusses for Mr. Ellison's benefit the case of State of
Pa. vs. The American Bridge Company; cited. he says, in the Kansas
City Star of November 2.
Kovember 18-"\i\That are we C01l1ingto. Tucker asks Bettis for a cigarette.
November 2o--Fleming comes to class with his face cut and bleeding; is learning to shave in a correspondence school.
-161-

� overnber 23-]. R. Ford sends written excuse to f\ rt110Ul"
Packing Company.
for not attending quiz class.
November 2S-Block serves all the jury; has not learned enough law to disqualify him.
November 27-I-Iutchings
tional question.

dissents from the Supreme Court on a Constitu-

November 3o-No quiz. White slumbers without interruption.
December 2-Snowing.
Miss Rodgers brings her new sled.
December 4-Futvoye's quiz class dies hard.
December 7-Good behavior; getting ready for Snyder.
December 9-First
lecture in Partnership.
"Gentlemen! Gentlemen!"
December II-Cowardly
attack on the Seniors by the Freshmen. No lives
lost.
December 14-Pandex Board elected. "Ain't it awful."
December 16-Buente's courtship temporarily postponed-Christmas
drawing
near.
December I8-First lecture on Wills ; Willie at the bat with his tall silk hat.
December 2I-Final
examination in Constitutional law. "Flunko, Flunkare,
Flunkxi, Flunk't Us."
December 23- Judge Snyder grants a continuance until January 4.
January 4-Quiz in Partnership. "\iVe recite like barbers."
January 6-Very cold. Morgan and Betts not at school.
January 8- Warmer. Morgan and Betts at school.
January II-By request, Hall enrolls in the Fine Art School.
January 13-lVIorgan "swaps" his suspenders for Vavra's pipe.
January IS-"Kid"
Brady and "Bud" Davis fight a three round bout. After
much deliberation, Referee Nally declares it a draw.
January IS-Quiz.
Langkneckt answers so that Dean heard him.
January zo-e-Futvoye tries a sample anti-fat tablet, took it "verbatim."
Janpary 22-Broaddus and Seaton attend the Policeman's ball.
January 2s-Nice evening.
January 27-Futvoye convalescent.
January 29-Debate.
Large crowd in attendance. (Counting the judges.)
January 3o-Senior class dinner. \T\Te tell stories. Means leaves early.
February r-c-Most of the class in Corporations leave early and attend Rothschild's fire; not to get a damage suit but a damaged suit.
February 3-Several of the boys wear new suits.
February s-Bresnehan forgets his gum; on this account leaves early.
February 8-Dean quizzes those who went to the fire.
February Io-Olston falls down stairs. Siesmograph records shock in Washington
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February 12-Judge Buente goes in the real estate business. (This ad is free.)
February I j-Nothing
happened.
February 17-Games discusses the "rate cases."
February rc-c-Snyder thinks Salome should be blindfolded. Gage dissents.
February 2o-Tbe banquet.
February 22-Holiday.
February 24-Startling
events happen ill rapid succession. (See below.)
February 26--Congresslllan Borland goes to \Vashington (with the papers).
Xlarch l-Able and vivid lecture by Prof. Todd on necessity of answering roll
call.
March 3-Pained expressions; having our "picture took."
March s-Freshmen
give street parade following Snyder's lecture.
March 8-President
and Secretary try to hold class meeting; balance of class
sing Freshmen to sleep.
vlarch Io--IV[r. Ingraham couldn't lecture-is settling the "Union depot question."
..\larch 12-Park advertises for a "pany."
March J S--No depot yet. 1\1r. Ingraham still working on the question as he
does not lecture,
i\Iarch T7-All smiles worn off; pictures al1 "took."
March 19-Vavra absent. Majestic.
March 22-Brown returns from Arkansas with his usual basket of eggs.
March 24-"No, Mr. Pomeroy; 1V1r.Pew is not a Freshman."
March 26- The clays go March-ing on; 4 T days until the bar exam.
),11
arch 29-8111a11 flunks; left his "specs" at home,
March 3I-Vlatts
insists 011 being quizzed.
April ~-Gas bills going up-s-bar examinations drawing nigh.

The May Scrap
you
I

rnust close yon?' lecture em'ly. Gttpicl,
0108e it em'ly, Cttpicl aecr,
For to-night 'll be the hottest time

Of all the glad school yeaT;
Of all the glad school year, Cupid,
Mad(lest.

the

blood:iest affmy.

Fer we't-e to be licking the Freetues
C1tp'i,(I. all, on uie li'rst of May.
'l'hey nrc cmning f?'om near amI far,
Now. just 7,eO,1·tbem: langh ana yeU,
'l'hey are galhe1"i,ng in the class-room.
With a noise that sounds like hell.
l'hey have a sir'ing of hose. Gltpid"
And a pennant fluttering gay.
But look at that (Urly 01(1Tag. Cupid,
Atier the close Of the f?'ay.

'l'hC1"e'll. be l1WUy a black. black eye, 01/,p'id.
Au(l rnany a swollen face,
'l'here'll be shout. 0.1/,(1
din, and war cry.
Tin the cops clean out the 1)lo.c6.
But what care we 101' that, Cupicl,
E'en thongh the clevil's to pay,
Fa?' we're to Ve l'icking the Freshies,
Cupid, all on the lit'st of May

Some of the Seniors rnay fall, Cnpicl,
An(l if we ore lowly lai(l,
'l'hey'll shove 1t8 usuier a bench,
But we'll ne'er let 01L?' laurels fade,
Bnt there's many a boWer class than we
WiH fall in snch an o,!fray,
But we're going to lick the Fresnies,
Cnpid, ere this night has ooeeea away.
-CURTIS
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ROS8NllAUM
~![ORTON:

(making a \\T)' face and holding
"\Vhy don't you eat?
Broke?"

GENTU";"1·j!.·;N, we have with

us tonight

NIL L.

side):

Gosling

"Indigestion."

.McFall.

EXTRACTS from the Freshman
Dictionary as Evidenced by the Crimes
Exam.:
"Treason is the leavening of war against the government.
Felony
is a crime punishable by a penatincl.ery
aHence.
Specific intent is where the
state of mine is commited.
False pretenscn
would be where a man would
\\Tight a check on a bank where he had no money there.
Crimina] courtdignitty-collllllite-burglerly-assault
of battery,"

TAYLOR came home one night with the white man's burden, and a paper
stuck in his hat.
"Why, J ames Edward,"
exclaimed his wife, "What is that
in your hat?
It looks like a menue card."
"Hie-shh 1-1\1[' dear, hie, tha-ash my, hie, table of contents, hie,"
-165-

'I

Moses Johnson
TUB CHICKF,N THIEr-' GETS

Guilty
TI:~~YEAHS.

PODliNK,
ARK., Sept. 28, 1922.-The
Jury, after being out three
minutes, found Moses Johnson of Brush Creek Township, gnilty of chicken
stealing and gave him ten years, (the limit), in the Penitentiary.
This has
been a noted case in this section on account of the prominence of the lawyers
engaged in the trial. The State was well represented by the States-Attorney
Hon. Oliver P. Hollingsworth,
while Johnson was defended by the wellknown firm of Hutchings & Betts of this city.
There has been a large attendance throughout the entire trial; especially
on last Saturday when it was learned that the Hou. John Edward Betts,
Poclunk's Silver Tongued Orator, was to address the jury.
Mr. Betts spoke for three hours in behalf of his client. Everyone
present does not hesitate to say that 'his speech was a masterpiece. Mr. Betts
spoke in his usual flowery way and at times became very eloquent-at
one
moment the orator convulsed the jury with laughter while at another he drew
tears into their eyes. At times their sobbing became so violent that the Sheriff,
ML Tucker, had to supply them with dry handkerchiefs.
The Gazette is indebted to our worthy Court Stenographer, Mr. Peter
Jacob Neff. for the following extract fromM·r. Bett's speech: "Gentlemen
of the jury. This young man's life is like a storm tossed ship upon the boisterous waves of the mighty deep and driven into this port for safety. Would
You! Gentlemen I vVould Youl \Vould You! Gentlemen!
Would Youl
Gentlemen I reject him? I say Gentlemen of the Jury Would You! Would
You! reject him? Gentlemen rather would 111yright arm wither away and
my tongue cleave to the roof of 111ymouth than in this case to see justice impeded. Oh! Gentlemen of the Jury as I look into your intelligent faces it
brings to my mind that old Latin phrase 'Cani et boxi sardini' which translated means 'Oh l justice when expelled from other habitations make this thy
dwelling place' (applause).
Gentlemen of the Jury when you will have retired to your jury 1'00111, I beseech you to hear in mind that old familiar adage.
'Give him liberty or give him death.' Gentlemen, from the bottom of my
heart. I thank you." (Applause mingled with sobs).
BU'l'LER has been voted the honorary title of General by the Junior
class for his brave defense of the door the night of the famous scrap. Miller
says the name suits him. for General Ben Butler was short, fat. red-headed
and witty. \Ve think so, too.
MISS RODGERS(to Senator Cooper, as he is reading roll call) : "Please
change my name. Senator,"
-166-

Pure Fiction
One eventful Friday night when Mr. John B. Pew was holding forth in
Torts, the class being unusually
restless for Freshmen,
John Shook them a
little early.
\\Thereupon. feeling a little Dreier than usual, which fact was no doubt
the cause of said restlessness. a goodly bunch of Freshmen aforesaid, repaired
unto a soda fountain nearby to while away a few pleasant hours.
They were all feeling pretty Gay and when one of the members who
had been on the sick list for some time, dropped in, they were so glad to see
Cad Well that they ordered Moore,
Presently
one of the number announced
that he had a Payne in his
stomach" and, upon investigation,
it developed that said Payne was caused by
Burns within from the light drinks of which he had surreptitiously
partaken Durrin the evening.
Of course they all started to Guy Cooley about
this, but their attention
was S0011 distracted
by the fact that another of the
bunch, during the hilarity. had lost his hat and was hunting high En-low for it.
At this juncture Hary McQuay let out a terrible h01Y1, and stated positively that he saw a \\101£ ancI Drake in the room, and, fighting with both
hands to Ward them off. he dashed precipitately
out into the night.
Things quieted down from that time on, and there probably would
have been no further trouble had it not been for the fact that while they were
trying to listen to James Mount Read, John Francis 'I'hice declared that he
was annoyed by George Patton his foot on the floor. This made John FrancisCus and broke up the meeting.
It developed later that some of them did not get home until the next
day at Noon-an, even then they were not feeling just Wr-ight.

GAMES:
'iVITNESS:

GAM.ES:

"You say, sir, the prisoner is a thief?"
"Yes. sir. Cause why, she has confessed she was. 'J
"And you swear she worked for you after confessing

her

gui It ?"
\Vn'NEss:
"Yes,sir."
GAMES: "Then are we to understand
that you intentionally
employ
dishonest people to work for you."
'VITNESS:
"Of course.
How else could I get assistance from a lawyer ?"
-167-

\Vatts has willed all his property
to a lunatic asylum, stating as his
reason for so doing that he wished his property to return to the liberal class
of people, who had patronized
him,
"It's a hundred dollars in your favor.'
whispered Seaton to the juror,
"if you can bring about a verdict of manslaughter
in the second degree."
Such
proved to be the verdict and Seaton thanked the juror warmly as he paid him
the money.
"Yes," said the juror. "it was tough work, but I got them after
awhile; all the rest went in for acquittal."
Ford on being called to account for having acted unprofessionally
taking less than the usual fees from his client, pleaded that he had taken
all the man had; he was thereupon fully acquitted.
11l

ONE night when lVIr. Morrill and the Juniors were holding Moot Court
in the sacred precincts of the Junior Assembly room, Alywarrl and McFall
engaged in a personal encounter.
:VIr. Morrill looked over the top of his
glasses and said: "Gentlemen,
as judge of this court I must ask you to keep
order in the court room."
Just then the combatants
fell through the door into
the Senior room.
Mr. Morrill then shouted:
"Give him h-,
Mc., I've lost
m), jurisdiction."
If

Your First Case
-if

won-is

a big forward step in your professional

In the case of

career.

"System vs. Disorder" in the care of your Law

Books a

"Macey" . Sec-Tion-Al Bookcase
is the winning

argument

for Plaintiff

shown

here in all woods-

all designs.

VV rite for catalog

or call at

one Business System Store
918 Grand

Kansas City, Mo.

Ave.
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What is the Case - Law
Problem?
For the Lawyer
1t is to find among the great mass of decisions those in
which the genera] principles
of the law have been applied to
facts similar or analogous
to the matter which you have under
consi de ra tic».
11

The Solution
The Reporter System
Reporting currently all the State and Federal decisions, in
a series of ten Reporters,
published
both as weekly advance
sheets and as bound volumes.

The American Digest
System
Four connected series of digests, going back to the beginning
nf OUf case law and coming clown to the last 30 days.
And every current case is annotated to every similar case in the
Digests.
These

Annotated

Systems

They

of Reports
condition.

and

Digests

meet

every

save Time, 'I'roubl e and Money.

WEST PUBLISHING

COMPANY

ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA
!>!=-======================!1!
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Bell 2226X Grand

D. FREUDENTKAL
(Formerly

Expenses low,
Students
enter any time
Positions secured for all graduates.
Students

living

provided

expenses

Thousands

No better

of

with

employment

whlle
students

taking
in

school anywhere.

to

the

good

course.

positions.

Co.)

FU1\TER.U~ DESIGNS ON SHORT NOTICE.
PltOill>-r ATTENTION TO COUNTRY
ORDERS.

For catalogue

address

CHAULES TAfi.LETON SMITH,
N. E. Cor. 10th &. "ralnut. J(amms City, xro.
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Union Depot Cut Flower

JIlullts ullil (!Jllt 1l!loturrs

make

Southwest
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Corner lith and Grand Ave.
Knnsns Cit:\t. Mo.
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Esta!b>lislhed 15((2J§

1Brau g,. il(rllry
Abstrad aUlI
~uarauty (!In.
0,"0

A!b>strad.s oj( Title

YQU

E:Vi!:/i

/'fE:E: T
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r

Titles Examined and Guaranteed
227 N. Y.

Life

KANSAS

,"':

Bldg.

Phones

CITY,

1166 M.

MO.
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Driscoll was met by a friendthe
lot of Jaw books, his friend said, "\Vhy
head," "1 do," quickly replied Driscoll,
the judges."

other

day in the street laden with a
yOLl carried all that in your
with a knowing wink. "those are for

1 thought

IIal1 was boasting to Marquis, the silent member of the class, the other
clay that he has received fifty dollars for speaking in a certain law suit a short
time ago. Marquis replied that he had received twice that amount for keeping
silent in that very case.
Curtis in addressing
a jury, having exhausted
every other epithet of
abuse. stopped for a word. and then added, "this r.nnfrageous
ruffian."
\ Vhen afterwards
asked the meaning of the word, he confessed he did not
know. but said. "he thought it sounded well ?"
"\Vhat,"
said an interviewer
to ~Jr. James V. Burns. "do you intend
to do if you pass the bar examination?"
"Gee whiz." said Burns. "What
shall T do i r T do not pass'

1Vfell are divided into two distinct classes-bosses
and bossed"
call tell the latter from the former bv ascertaining
i f thev are married.
married are Betts. Bradv. Ford. Tlnllinsworth,
H"utchillgs. Chamberlain.
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"Chestarfeld"
Possibly you do not know what "Chcstarfeld"
It stands

for the highest

attainments

Men who are considered
the many points of superiority
We arc now making
patterns, suitable for Spring

to be authorities
in "Chcstarfekl"

see

best displays of the new styles
and SU111mer wearing.

and

OUf

Priced from $25.00 to $45.00.
to show them to you at any time.

"('2.

~

(\

Clothes

q-...

And we wil l be mor-e than pleased

,uJ~.U

//!fiSts.

building.

on style readily
Clothing.

"Chest arteta " Men's
H'olnuf

stands for.

in good clothes

vronclAve

H'olnuf

~O.

//!fiSfy.

CironclAve

Kansas City, Mo.

m.

~
Dew is accused

of s\vearing

occasionally.

He is a notary.

1\11".Dean says that had he known there was a fire raging across the
street, he would not have lectured
schild's corner burned.

On

corporations

until

10: r 5,

BROADDUS:
"The Supreme Court says a trust cannot
CHAMBERLAIN:
"Then I must be a trust."

least.

Jimmie
Jimmie
DAVIS:

the night Roth-

collect a bill.'

Garfield prefers the practice of law to politics.
Burns doesn't agree with him.
"I think it is all rot about

thirteen

being

all

Sensible

unlucky

at

nt1111Uer,

don't you?"
FI.,EMING:
men and one judge

"Well, I duilno.
I've never yet run up agin twelve
without 'avin rotten bad luck."

A Nashville judge is trying to ascertain when
Missouri a man is "soused" when he lies on his back
ground.
In Kansas, when he puts the wrong end of
Perhaps some of our banqueters could shed some light
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jury-

a man is "soused."
In
and reaches up for the
the cigar in his mouth.
all the subject.
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R. D. GIUDICI

Both Phones South 1524.
All

work

w.~:
==========~

Guaranteed.
PHONES

Particular

work for particular

people

~y lIalrt
"We Take

Cleaners

Care

A. G. DITSCH

t
I

Bell 2678E Res.
Home 1162E

Woodlawn
Granite Works
Mausoleums,

of You"

Monuments,

and lO;yers

Vaults
Markers

4509-4511 E. 15th Street.
Ladies fine work a Specialty.
Goods

called

for

and

delivered.

Where

have

for the

past

manufactured

of the most artistic
CHAS. A. McNEESE
3908 Main St.

twelve

a large

years

we

portion

Monuments

and

Mausoleums erected in Kansas City,
Mo.

*w.============~w.

mjj;=============~!i'.

He long had been a student of the law,
But classes were a thing he hardly ever saw,
One day a "Freshie"
asked him if he cared to tell
Just how he happened to know everything
so well.
"Sure," said Vavra. and unto him replied,
"NIy secret is well known but seldom tried.
It's a cinch to try to work without a Ilaw.
) take but homeopathic
doses of the law."

Mr. Dean Cjuizz111gon Corporations:
"Mr. lVIarquiss, if you represented
a corporation
incorporated
for the
purpose of manufacturing
barrels, tubs, etc., which said corporation
sold large
quantities of its barrels and tubs to certain packing houses in the West Bottoms,
and an officer of one of those packing houses should induce your client, the tub
company, to act as surety on his promissory
note, and he failed to pal! Said
note when it became due, could your client be held as surety?
Marnuis : "No, sir, since the passage of the pure food law T don't
think he could."
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ACCARD'S
KANSAS CITY

Stationer

to Schools and Colleges.

The makers
tlouery

of Fine Engraved

for

mencement

Stu-

correspondence,

O]p)ttiiciian

com-

recital and fraternity

inSpectacles,

vitations.

Eyes,

Samples sent upon request.

Eyeglasses,

Barometers,

Artificial

Thermometers,

Etc.

Jaccard
Jewelry
Company
1017-1019 Walnut

927 Walnut

St.

Kansas City, Mo.

St.
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A Good Speaking Voice is a Business
and Social Asset.

SPECIAL CLASSES FOR LAWYERS
If You Are In Doubt

TOPICS PRESENTED.
Exercises in Articulation.
P!acing of Tones.
Control of Voice.
Platform Deportment.
Extemporaneous Speaking.
The Oration and Debate.
Special Private

page catalog
tion.

sent

Instruction.

Where

to buy your

F'ur-nfshlnqe, try

next

Hat

BARFIELD'S

New Men's Shop in the Victor
Sixty-

and

Build-

ing, 8 West 10th Street, or 9 West

free on applica-

9th Street.

Dillenbeck School
ofOrator;y.

Two Stores

10th & McGee Sts. Kansas City. Mo.

Established 1893.
Incorporated.

)<!=============:<:

,~=============::':
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Co ROSS
TIhe Ta.iin<O>lf

Jackson lithia Spring Water

....

217 East 10th St.
Recommended

My Motto:

"§a.tiisffa.cttiion.

.....

Rheumatism,

"

Leading

Phy-

Gout and

all

11 E. Missouri Ave.
Telephone

First-class, up-to-date tailor-

Ing.
ill

all

Disease Caused by Uric Acid

A full line of foreign and domestic
fabrics.

by

aiclans for

ill

....

2190 Main.

.Po

'-

"Say, Nally, you are so far back from the lecturer, do you have any
understanding
the question when you are quizzed?"
NALLY:
"I never pay any attention to the question.
I just watch
Futvoye's head and answer accordingly as it dictates,"
trouble

IVIR. DEAN: "IVI1'. Neef, can a corporation
re-issue
in payment of a debt clue it by a stockholder?"
Mn, NE}:F:
"No, sir; it would be like a corporation
Mr.
alleged that
whereupon
client could

Driscoll relates that
defendant had rented
IV[r. Driscoll asserts
not rent a house that

one
him
that
was

of his
a house
he will
already

stock it has taken
eating

itself."

clients was sued.
The plaintiff
that was infested with bed-bugs,
file a demurrer alleging that his
occupied.

BORLAND
(to the class in Wills ) : "In two weeks I leave Kansas
the good of the Commonwealth."
(Long and continued applause).

DEAN

City-for

:MR. BORLAND:
"::\111'.Watts what do you mean when you say that a
w;1I speaks from the time of the testator's death?
"\Tn. Wx'rvs : HOb. that means from time that he dies."
-175-

NIn. LEg said: "You can always tell a Senior."

Our experience has been that you can't tell a senior an:rthing.
i'!ib~.============11l1$iF========~===";

Robert Keith
Furniture

Green

and

Jewelry

Carpet Co.

Company

""

Makers and Repairers of Everything

FURNITURE

CARPETS

JEWElLR.Y

RUGS

WATCHMAKERS

Original

DRAPERIES

Look for

OLDEST AND

LARGEST

STORE

IN THE WEST

AND ENCRAVERS

Designs Submitted
Phone 1253 Main

the Sign

1118 W..ln.ut SL

of the Ring

Second Flom'

J

One of the most singular accidents in the annals of history is that
commonly known as the "Fall of Block"
Block. while sailing in his airship
lO,OOO feet above the earth, was turning around to look backward
(a habit
he had contracted) when, losing his balance, he fell over-board to be clashed
to certain death against the earth below, Wliat is remarkable, he alighted
alive upon his head on top of Ringling Bros. Circus Tent (The greatest
Show on Earth.)
His neck was not broken. which is attributed to its
elasticity, The blood did not rush to his head and clog his brain, attributed
to its being crammed with law even down to its junction with the neck. The
heart stopped beating for ten minutes, but without affecting his physical
equanimity, which is attributed to the fact that it has often stopped for much
longer periods, and he says that he has known it to stop for thirty minutes just
preceding a quiz by John W. Snyder. The chauffuer of the air craft, Beunte
by name, became crazed from fright and lost control of the vessel. The ship
spun around for awhile like a top. but. owing to its mechanism, later safely
parachuted to Mother Earth. Buente. formerly master artist of aerial naviga.tion. is now a raving maniac in the St. Joseph Asylum for the Insane. Some
l.opes are entertained for his ultimate recovery of reason.
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Phones:

J. E. Threlkeld & Son
Homes

on

Real
Junction

Easy

Both

Phones.
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407 l~l1st atst

South

999

Co.

KanSllS Cttv, Mo.

St.
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Phones:

It is not possible to buy a better

Home

915

Main:

Bell

915

Gl'and

S. A. EYI..AIt. Assistant

Lunch.

Eylar Bros.

The Kar-A-Van
Aunt

Bell

HOUSE and SIG~ L'AIXTIN(;
Interior Decorating lJ, Sl)(lt:illlt~·

Loans.

Estate

350:

Clute Wall Paper

Payments.

Bldg.

South

S. U. CI.UTE. J\hlllagt'r

Estate and Fire Insuranci

Rnl

t-rorne

Underta~ers
Ruusa!! cuv. sro.

1401 lIlaill St.

Rubher Tired Cllrriages on cull day or night

217 WEST 8TH.
Mollie Makes the

SALLIE

Pies.

A. E'YLAR.

Assistant.
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Horne

45G Matn

19 Enst

lUll

st .

Bell 456X
"Main
H..lll''''''1< City.
1'10.

Miss White
PHOTOGRAPHER.
8 East

Eleventh

St.

Heudquarfer'e for 1{l'n1tol. Invisible Bifocals
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& Douglas

Bryant

922 GRAND
Everything

for

Phones:

AVENUE.

Home

Out

Equipping

of

15S:\

Town

Main;

Wor-k

Bell

t60

MaIn

Sollcited

the

Office.

Lawyer's

D. W, Marquis Roofing Co.
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Phones:

Elmer

Home

9:10 Sou th :

E. Fr-eerunn

Freeman
Lady

270

Sou th

Embalmer

405 Sharp Bldg.

E:\lnAr.:\IEI~~
Conslanlly

In

Attendance

3015 Main St.

ROOJ~rNG CONTI{ACTORS.

A. :\lan,hal1

& Marshall

UNDEn.TJ\l{1~R.s ANn
Expert

13ell

"I.

liall~lIS

tu.n

&': wainur

I\.ansar;

Cit.y, Mo.

Cit~'. :\10.
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Something of a Lawyer
"Well, yes," replied the landlord of the tavern at Polkville, Ark .. "when
an attorney. appearing for a bloated railroad corporation in the face of a jury
composed

exclusively

a widow lady-and

of middle-aged

farmers,

can prove,

in a case wherein

a pretty blamed miclcllin' looking widow lady. at that-

sues for the value of a calf that was run over and killed by the train, right
dab in the middle of the town at high noon. with hall the population beholding the slaughter;
that the calf clic1not stop" look and listen, as warned by the

sign at the crossing;
r.orninally

that the engine did not hit the animal at all, except

: that the call really

died. if at all, of some obscure

Latin

call-dis-

ease or other; that the company, by its faithful servant, the engineer. did

all

act of pure philanthropy
in killing the calf, as, instead of being a valuable
possession in the hands of the widow. as alleged, it was really an incubus. in
that it was engaged in eating its fair mistress out of house and home; and.
lastly, that the fair plaintiff, herself. despite her tears. had once been a lady
book agent-when
he can achieve all that and win the case, as the colonel
shorely did. no longer than a week before last, I sh'u'd presume to say that
he is pretty considerable
of a lawyer."
Illl=====================================w.
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ih1ntrl ~rxtnu
Twelfth and Baltimore Avenue
KANSAS CITY, MO.

'1'0 reach the hotel from Union Depot take JacksoD Avenue Car, unseat-s in Depot,
"Hotel Sexton" is Kansas City's newest and most elegantly furnished hotel.
Located
in the very heart of the Shopping and Theatrical district and within a few minutes walk
of the principal Wholesale section of the city.
Eu ropea n Plan. Rates $1.00 pel' day and up. 'Vire for Reservations at Our Expense,
150 Elegantly furnished rooms, both single and en suites.
Everything strictly first-class
and up-to-date.
CAFE AND GRILL (separate dining rooms),
Lighted by Electricity and
Heated by Steam throughout.
Favorite stopping ptnce for Tourists and Commercial Men.
A Charming Hotel with all the latest Modern Improvements.
Service and Accommodations
The Best.

BILLINGS HOTEL

COMPANY, Proprietors
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OLD RlELnAlBlLlE
Equality is Equity.
He who seeks Equity must do Equity.
Equity looks upon that as done which ought to be done.
Equity imputes an intention to fulfil an obligation.
Equity acts specifically.
Upon these Equitable

maxims the

Old! Reniiatlbne IBatdlg<er Lurrrbee
C<O>lml

p81.1rny

has builded its constantly increasing business, until to-day the name
Badger Lumber Company is a synonym for Equity in all the word
implies.

·:.~icl==============================~
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THE S,\NTf\ FE'S NEW CLAIM
The live stock claim department of the Santa Fe received this letter
from aNew Mexico farmer:
"Dear Sir:
Did your injineear tell you he has killed too couse belonging to me, he said he would tel you and the Konduckter too they killed
them tonite as they cam across the road at my plais where I have got a crosin
and when I put m), crosin in you sed you was puttin up a fense on eche side
of the rode that wud keep criterz from getting killed you put up a hel of a fense
too cafs hroak it to kinclelin wood a our after your fense gang went down the
roacl-youre
injineear ott to be fired he knos there is a graicl thare and he
comes clown thare he] bent every nite-the couse he killed was ycrelin heffers
-brand bar J bar swallow fork on rite ear and left ear unclerhacked-I
want
the money for the couse my critterz is all I have on urth to live on and if your
injineear can kil one every time he gets drunk all 1 say is the United States has
gOlle to the devvil the couse will be 50 dolers hoping you are wel."

BeRLAND: "In case of a will, of what should a court inquire first?"
I-IoLLlNGSWOH.'l'H: "The court should inquire into the sanitary condition of the testators."
III=====================Ill

VERNON LAW
BOOK 00.
LAW BOOK SELLERS AND PUBLISHERS
ANY LAW BOOK PUBLISHED
NEW OR SEOOND HAND
KANSAS CITY,MO,

m=========================1ll
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lutnrr!1tty flr~tral
(llnllrgr
909-911-913 East Tenth Street

Kansas City, Mo.
Clinical

I.

Facilities,

Unsurpassed

Laboratories,

thoroughly

equipped.

For further information address J. M. Frankenburger, Secretary,
Rialto Bldg., or James E. Logan, L. LD. Dean, 1208 Wyandotte St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

"l==========================!il
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U. S. and

Foreign

~

Patents.

George Y. Thorpe

Phone

ll>ndSolicitor.
Bank Bldg

Fine Tailoring
405 East

Patent,
Causes

Trade-Mark
Exclusively.

fringement

and

1272 Main.

s. HERMAN

lP'atent Law;yer

512-13-14-15 American

Home

Eleventh

Street.

Copyright

Validity

Opinions-Expert

and

In-

Testi-

Kansas City, Mo.

1fEXffiENOR}"BAR1'BER6ERJ
'm6m\'{INfi COMPANY

DESIGNERS
HALFTONE

AND

ILLUSTRATORS
PHOTO-ZINC ETCHERS

'=========:1:
"Go Down to Glicks"

I

For

Law Text Books
Bought,

SoW

and

most satisfactory
many

Exchanged

prices.

good second-hand

on our shelves

specialty

of text

school here.

We have
law

books

at prices that

save you many dollars.

at

will

'Ne make a

books used in law

Inspection

is cordially

invited.

The B. Glick Book Slore
612 Main St.

Both Phones

========coi~

Home Phone.

Chas. T.

5344 Main.

lP'01lllllero;y

'Photography

We carry

the

I

Books in Stock.
1023 Main

#;,=============l,,,,

I

St.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

,~=============:~'!!
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New and Rare

H.

T. CORSON

The Petticoat

Books

Public Law a Specialty

Central Book Store

Lane Optician

108 West 12th Street

115 ~ast lileventh Street
Kansas City. Mo.

w.

B. GRAHAM,

Home Phone 3933 M.

Prop.
Kansas City.

,~ill

1e

~is.

"In my youth," said Joe Brady, "1 took to the law:
And argued each case with 111Ywife;
And the muscular strength which it gave to my jaw
Has lasted the rest of Illy life."
Forest Tucker, while out on the farm,
\Vas smoking his pipe near the barn;
When a bird called a snipe.
Flew away with his pipe,
\\'l1icll made Mr Tucker say "darn."
.\ diller. a dollar. a red-headed
scholar.
The rest of them come on time;
They're clue to come at eight o'clock.
But Wilson comes at nine.
Every

class night

Om clear Mr. White
\Voulc1 sink into slumber serene
Until with a shake.
I-Ie would suddenly awake
Rudely dispersing his heautiful dreams.
S~.-\'l"01\:

"\Vill you please read that again."

They tell a good story on ~ ulton : his eloquence had cleared a man
who -was up before one of the Justices charged
with passing counterfeit
money. and the grateful man ga\"e him $50.00.
I-Ie tried to use some of the
money a fter the fellow left town and found that every dollar of it \\·3S counterfeit.
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Lv i\'('11 BUill: E., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Liberty,
Mo.
ATK1:\'SOi\'.
JAMES
N., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice,
Member of firm of Shinn & Atkinson;
209 Main St., Ottawa,
Kas.
ALLAlm,
HAHRY, '00.
Asst. Claim Agt., St. L. 1. M. & S. Ry. Co.;
Little Rock, Ark.
AlfMSTRO)\"G.
JA)II~S
S., '90.
Newspaper
Artist,
Kansas
City Star;
Kansas
City, Mo.
ASKI';W.
RALl'Jr Knnc, '00.
Askew Saddlery
Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
AU.EX.
JOJlj'\
T., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Ardmore,
Okla.
AUOlll:\'I1AU(;}-I, Ceo. 1'., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
304 Fidelity
Trust Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
AYLWAHI)
JAl\ms.
P., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
931 Scarr-lt Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
ADA~IS,

ADAMS. CAll]", HEIlBERT. '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
715 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
J.·\UES
R., '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
517 R. A. Long Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

AIl.''\Ou).

'06.
With Lathrop,
Morrow, Fox
First
Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

HUGH E., '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
905 Bcart-ltt Bldg., Kansas

& Moore,

City,

Mo.
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City,

Mo.

BHA.'."I.

BHoAuBE"T.

HAIlIlY

Becv. Orient
Kansas

City,

.\10.

City,

'V., '00.
Lumber
Kas.

Co.,

State

Representative,
9th Dist., 1903-5.
C., '03.
Attorney;
Patent
Law;
601-2 Shuker-t
Bldg., Kansas
City, lila.

BHOWi\'.

AIlTllUIl

Enwt x J., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Parker & Brown,
713 Frost Ave., Seattle,
Wash.
BHOWN, MISS
HI·:1.E:-<. '99.
620 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
SIlOWN. OLAI" C., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Brown & Brown,
Granby,
Mo.
BHowK, Vv'IIL F., '02.
Clerk Chicago,
Mil. & St. Paul Ry. Co.,
907 Main St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Buowx,
w». J., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member
of firm of Brown & Brown.
City Attorney,
Granby.
Mo.

BHOW:\,.

Buux re. CHAS. W., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
510 Heist Bldg., Kansas City,

AI.1.!:::\". E. A.,

BLocJ.::. LEOi\' E., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
912 Commerce
Bldg, Kansas

Boxt.ev. F'HlmEHlCl, A., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
With G. B. Silverman.
1112 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas

Bryant, Claude, J., '00.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1-4 Wade Bldg., Independence,
BHYAKT, GEOIlGl'; S., Jn .. 'OJ.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
With W. L. Stocking.
567-9 Sheldley
Bldg., Kansas

Mo.

Kas.

City,

Mo.

HUClll':S. '00,
Attorney,
General
Practice;
512 R. A, Long Bldg" Kansas City, Mo.
BCHKE,
RICHAIW
D., '00.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Burke & Kimpton.
310 Mass. Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
BHICC~. A. n, '06.
With Burwell, Crockett & Johnson,
415 Lee Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.
BIlYAN'l:,

BEI':CHINC,

JOlIN

R.,

'OS.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
With Metcalf, Brady & Sherman,
727-29 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
B,\ 1.J.. EJ;OENE E., '07.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
With Frank
Hagerman,
1211 Commerce Bldg" Kansas City, Mo.
BOYLE:. "ML'BAT H"

'05.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of finn of Hogsett & Boyle.
717 American
Bank
Bldg ..
Kansas City, Mo.
AKDHEW G., In .. '05,
Building
Material;
316 Scarrttt
Kansas City, Mo.

BODWELL,

BEHOE,

Bldg ..

HK:"HY C., '03,

Attorney,
415 Little

General
Practice;
Bldg., Lincoln,
Neb.

Eow. Y., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
303-5 U. S. Mexican Trust Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo ..

BLUM,

Brees. JOlIN S" '01.
Special Agent Bureau
Washtngtou, D. C.

of Corporations,

Booram, W. H., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
and Cuban Consul,
431 Scarritt Bldg" Kansas City,
Bowers, Eugene E., '07.
Clerk Sth District
Justice
Kansas City. Mo.
BELL.

lido.

Court,

GEO. '1'., 'OS.
Asst. Commissioner

Trans. Bureau,
Commercial
Club, Board of Trade Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
BHA Y. W 1\L S.,

'08,
U. S. Dept. Animal Industry,
Stock Yards, Kansas
City, Mo.

BARHO,FRANK H., '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Meeteetsee,
Wyoming.
BAxTEll, CLAB~~i\"CE G" '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Baxter & Baxter,
Owensville,
Mo.

Bex'rox. FRANK H" .r«., '97.
Asst c.upt. Kansas City Stock Yards Co ..
Kansas
City, Kas.
Bmo. DA:\'IEL
E., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
510 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, 1\'10,
BUCHAi'lAK.
'VALTER
R.,
'07.
Mgr. American
Gas Supply Co.,
106 E, 13th sr, Kansas City, Mo.
BIlISO=", \V. M., '06.
Kansas City, Mo.
BURNS. G, C., '06.
1251 Scott Ave., Kansas
City, Kas.
C,U-,LAT-IAN.
MilS. EFFIE W" '99.
\Vife of 'I'hos. 1.". Callahan.
C.UT-,AHAN.
THOs. F., '99.
Attorney.
General Practice;
Member of firm of Jameson & Callahan,
261 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CALnx.
WALTEH
V'l" '02.
Attorney,
Genera.l.Practlce:
818 Scarrttt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CA:\lI'RELL,
w». '1'., '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With Grant I. Rosenzweig,
1311 Commerce Bildg., Kansas City. Mo.
CAX:\,O=". JACK. '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
302 Baird Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CASEY,
MICHAEL
E" '99,
Attorney,
General Practice;
910 Scarr-Itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Member 42, 43 & 44 Gen. Assembly, Mo.
CELL. JOHN
F" '03.
Attorney, Commercial
Law;
Member of firm of Cell & McCoy,
505 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CllAi\'I~Y,
JAMES M" .r», '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm Chaney & Harrison,
20 Waterworks
Bldg .. Kansas City, Mo.
Res., Independence,
Mo.
CLAHI~.
CFlGSTF:1l Crrxut.es.
'03.
Dentist;
207 New Ridge Bldg"
Kansas City, Mo.
CLAHK, FllAN'K F., '03.
Attorney;
608 Gumbel Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
CLARK.
FREDEIUCK JOliN.
'08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Georgetown,
Washington.
CLEi\IENTS,
MISS IVTAfWAIlE'I', '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
First
NatL Bank Bldg.,
Independence,
Mo.
Coffin, Lemuel F., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
537 Bheidlev Bldg .. Kansas
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City,

Mo.

Conley, Miss
Attorney,
Spalding
COOI'EB.

Lydia Burton, '02.
General Practice;
Btdg., Kansas
City,

COt;HI(A.'".

1\10.

PAUL

S., 'OiL

Attorney;
201 Dwight Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
COTTtNGlIAi\I, JAi\ll~S M., '00.
Principal
Benton
School,
Kansas City, Mo.
ClUTES, Fneu H., '02.
Asst. Manager
Lexington
Hotel,
Chicago, Jll.
CHt'ITS,
FllEl) H., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
506 Temple Blocl.;, Kansas City, Mo.
CROSBY. wsr.
E1\Il\IET,
'02.
Supt. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co ..
703 Belmont
Ave., Chicago, lll.
CltOWLf;Y,

JAMES

W.,

DAH:\"ALL

DA

TOWNLEY,

CunER. JOHN F., 'OS.
Care Bell Telephone
Kansas City, Mo.
COOle

FREDEIOCK

Care Glasner
Kansas
City,

of Commerce,

FllASK

C., '07.

Harrison,

E., '00.
Attorney,
General Practice;
470 New Ridge Bldg.. Kansas
DI':Nll'Aill.
Cr.,\IlE;\"l'I·; E., '9S.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Offices with R. E. Ball,
631 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

City,

Mo.

DODI) D., '00.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With H. M. Merriwether,
617 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Stenographer
Dlv. No.7,
Circuit
Court,
Jackson
County,
Mo.
Dll';TllEIl.
w». C., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With Karnes,
New & Krauthoff,
606 Waterworks
mos.. Kansas City, l\'fo.
DO:X.'\I·:I_LY. El)wAIW P.} '02.
Attorney,
General Practice,
412 Kemper Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Dl-:Sll,\.\l,

DO:\"OIlO. HAHHY C., '03.
Attorney.
Kan sas Ci tv. Kas.
DIlAKE,

ALIWllT

F.,

'01.

Attorney.
General Practice;
435-6 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Assistant
to City Counselor,
1901.
DO;\"LOP, ClfAIlLES M., '02.
Real Estate,
Kansas
City, 1V10.
LEWIS C., '02.
Attorney.
General Practice:
Offices with Kimbrell
& Kimbrell,
1011 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

DUNK,

Co.,

MALC01\IB,

'u l.

DI::AS. Hisxuv

'OS.

Atty. for Natl. Bank
Kansas GiLy, Mo.

OIlA.

Attorney;
Res. :H14
Kansas
City, Mo.

Attorney,
General Practice;
Kansas
City, Mo.
CRUZE;';, NATHANlf~L
G., '97.
Attorney. ;
Member of firm of Cruzen & Brittan,
Gallatin,
Mo.
COU~TEB, W. C., '05.
Attorney,
Lake View, Oregon.
CULln::HTSON, wsr.
C., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
510 Amer. Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Member
Upper House City Council 1908.
CU.:\'NINGllAiIf,
Jortx R., '00.
Real Estate;
4052 Warwick Blvd., Kansas
cuv, Mo.
CALDWELL, E. C., '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Asst. Prosecuting
Attorney,
Liberal,
Kas.
CnUTCl1EH,
LOVTC'iG
T., '06.
Real Estate and Tnsurauce:
Member of firm of Crutcher
& Bon.,
207-8 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, xro.
COLBEWI'SOX.

Cochran
& Harrison,
Bldg., Kansas City. 1\10.

Gen. Mgt-. Bolen-Darnall
Coal Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
vi s. VI,,('I';;';'I'
A" '0::;.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm or Davis (V. A. '03)
and Waldon
(Jno. L. '03).
Lee's Summlt. Mo.

DABs~~Y.

'99.

JR ..

'0;;.

COLIlUns. OEO. C., '05.
Attorney;
Member of firm of Davidson
& Colburn,
331,32-33-34 Sanna Block, Boise, Idaho.

CLl "'TOl\" E .. '98.

Supt. Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co.,
1721N.
Ashland
Ave.. Chicago. JlL
CONWF~LL.

AL.\10Sll,

With Campbell,
1301New Nelson

CIlABLE W., '02.
Attorney.
General Practice;
502 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City Mo.

DUVALL,

'OS.

& Barzen,
Mo.

CANNON, E. C., '06.
Bureau of Animal Industry,
Kansas
City, Mo.

Stock

Yards,

Donaldson,
Glenn R., '05.
Attoruev.
General Practice;
921-22 Scarri tt Bldg., Kansas
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City,

Mo.

DATIDSON, .JULIAN
K., '05.
Attorney;
509 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

City,

Mo.

MISS, 'OS.
Attorney,
General Practice;
1207 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
DEVAUL'!', R. M., 'OS.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Kansas
City, Mo.
Care Judge McD. Trimble.
DU)liX,
ViTILL!Al\l
T., '05.
Sec. to President
Union Depot Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
E.\rEIlSON, HAI{\'EY
.J., '07.
Attorney;
834 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Eurxcen.
CLEl\lENCE
P., '05.
Clerk in Court of Festus C. Miller,
Kansas City, Mo.
EI)WAHDS, VI~BNE D., '01.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member
of firm of Thomas
H. and
Verne D. Edwards,
772 Gibraltar
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
E:-"IlEHu:I[';,
T. H., '03.
Real Estate and Insu ranee,
Altus, Okla.
EI'J'8S, Bovn STAll1\:. '08.
Care K. C. Electric
Light Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
I~STIr.L,
BI':X;JA"l\IIN
R., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Estill & Estill,
838 N. Y. Life Bldg, Kansas
City, IHo.
ESTILC. J.o\l\IES
'VILLIAM.
'03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Estill & Estill,
838 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, 1\'10.
ESTILL,
JE:';SI,
1\'1.,'98.
Steel Ship Building,
400 Fourth
Ave., Seattle,
wash.
£"A"'S,
Ancnmxr.u
M., '01.
Attorney,
General Practice;
526 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, l\lo.
E\·ANs. Fmsn .I., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
washlugton, Kas.
F'P.KXEIl,
G. M., '07,
FAIH, Jxcon E., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
1012 Scarrttt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
F ..\IffMAiX, CII,\Ui'i"CI,Y,
'99.
Attorney;
F'ATIlWEA'l'I-rJm,
JAMES,
'98.
Attorney;
620 Scarrf tt Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Justice
of Peace, K. C., 1902-6.
Alderman
10th Ward, 1900-2,
Member 44lh General Assembly
01' Mo.
DONAHUE.

1\1ISS M. 'fJERA,
City Treasurer,
Kansas
City, Kas.

FARROW.

Ai'\i\"A L.,
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'03.

Ferrte, Scott, '01U. S. Congressman
from Oklahoma,
Washington,
D. C.
FIELD,
ROBIWT S" '00.
Attorney;
member
firm 01' Field & Orr,
814 Grand Ave" Kansas
City, Mo.
F'I KE:. THOMAS
H., '98.
Meter Inspector City Water
Works,
Res. 1110 Forest
Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
F'ISI';'I"I'Jo:, RUSH L., '97.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Rosedale,
Kas.
FISElEH, HAHIlY

G"

'01.

Attorney,
General Practice;
Keyser,
VV. Va.
FLYN[';.
Dx vru W" '99.
Attorney,
Genera] Practice;
Lea ven worth, Kas.
Judge
City Court, 1908.
FOHSb:, GEoHm;
H., '02.
Mgr. Fairbanks,
Morse & Co.,
1217-19 Union Ave" Kansas
City, Mo.
FAllAIlIo;Jo:, HAHI{Y
C., '05.
Clerk Adams Express
Co., Union Depot,
Kansas
City, Mo.
F'HII,:llllUBG,
H,\llllY
B., '99.
Asst. Pros, Atty. Jackson
Co., 1908.
S06 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
:F'UI:I'O'\~,R l\f., '02.
P. O. Inspector,
St. Louis, Mo.
FULTO"',
L. K., '06.
F[1~K, CIl'AIlLES M., '03,
City Salesman
Star Coal Co.,
202 New England
Bldg" Kansas City, Mo.
FI-:HGUSON,
C. E., '06.
Geo. B. Peck Dry Goods Co.,
Kansas
Lt ty, Mo.
FIELD. P. C., '07,
Student
at Yale.
Fox, J. P., '06.
Attorney;
with Getty & Hutchins,
Kansas
City, Kas.
GA?\''I'. JOSU'I!" R., '98,
Cashier Provident
Sav. Life As. Bocletv,
443 Sheidley
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
JOIlN H., '07.
Attorney;
834 N. Y. Life Bldg.,

GA'I'I·;I,Jo:Y.

Kansas

R., '03.
Abstracter;
Land
Title
Trust
Company,

GABNET'I'.

Los
GAHVER,

City,

1\1"0.

GOIIDO'"

Angeles,
RAYl\lO.'W,

(Deceased.)

California.
'98,

Guarantee

&

GAn~s, MAIn"!.X H., '00.
Real Estate;
B. T. Whipple
Kansas City, Mo.
GEIST,

Guyer, Ulysses S" '02.
Mayor of Kansas City, Kansas,
Formerly
Judge of 6th District,
Kansas City, Ras.
GAHR"'I'']'.
RUBY D., '08.
Asst. Pros. Atty. of Jackson
Co., Mo.,
909 Scarritt
Bldg.

R. E. Co.,

Fueo W., '98.
(Address
unknown.)

M., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Havre, Mont.

GE1\"TRY. AIl'l'IE

GEXTRY,

E~mHIIl(;E

Armour
Kansas

R.,

Packing
City, Mo.

FRA 1'> I~L1j\; DA HIA i\", '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
519 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

CLOllE.

'05.
Oo.,

C,} '03.
Mining Law;
Ariz.
Gu.nen,
JAMES C., '03.
Attorney;
member of firm of Gilmer &
Gilmer, Real Estate
and Insurance,
Kansas City, Mo.
GLlIHlEN.
STEIU.li·a:
F.,
'02.
Railway
Mail Service,
Res. 712 Stewart
Ave., Kansas City, Kas.
GOIlI·;L. CLAUDE '1'., '02.
Real Estate;
323 Keit.h & Perry Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
COOIlWIN,
WALLAn: WYAN, '01.
Attorney,
General Practice;
430 Scarrftt
Bldg., Kansas
City, 1\-10.
G0I1110,\,
FnA1\"K, '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
616 N. York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
City Attorney,
Kansas City, 1900-2.
CIlAI1Y,
\V~\l . .1., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Kansas
City, .Mo.
GIlAY,
MIss MAllY E., '01.
810 Campbell
St., 605 Kemper
Bldg.,
Kansas Ctty, Mo.
GIWEN, SI1\I01\" R,\I.l'lr,
'97.
GIf.LUA1.r.

Attorney,
Liberty,

NI';WTON

Attorney,
Phoenix,

Attorney:
Guthrie,

Okla.
J II .. '05.
T. Green Grocery Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

GB 1':1-:
rc. JA.\H;'-'i.

WALLACE,
'99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With Cook & Gossett,
U. S ..... Mexican Trust Co ..
OllIFF/TIl.
Gl':O. 1., 'Ol.
Attorney;
Kansas
City, Kas.
Judge of City Court, Second District.
Gl·:\11\I".
EUOl~i'i"E
P .. '98.
Chattel Loans;
Sayre, Okla.
Gm·;I':Il. H ..\IHlY J., '07.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Leavitt
& Greer,
S19 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

OHl·;I·::\·~=.WJLLIAJ\[

General
Mo.

City, Mo.

JR., '08.

GORDO'. BAYLIS THOR''!"O',

Practice;

HAHHY
L., '06.
Attorney;
Member or firm of Leach, Day & Green.
705-6 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GnEE"',

Oossro-r.

CLAUI)E S., '06.
307 U. S. Mexican Trust
Kansas City, Mo.
Member
of Legislature
Jackson
Co., Mo.

Office
5th

Bldg.,

District,

H. C., '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
84~ N. York Life Bldg., Kansas

G,\LlmAJTII.

City, Mo.

Booxs Fr-rzm-rur, '08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Seattle, Wash.

GOIlDO"".

HOllAC'I~.
'08.
Attorney,
General Practice;
914 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

CUFFli\".

GHIFI,'Ii\".

Superintendent
Kansas
City,
HM.L.

01';0. T., '05.
Real Estate;
510 Mass. Bldg.,

HALL.

City, Mo.

'05.
of Streets,
Mo.

\Vl·;i\"TWOHTH.

PIWflJ.f~,

Kansas

City, Mo.

'05.

Attorney;
809 N. Y. Life

Bldg.,

HALLA fl. JA;\IJ':S A., '00.
Asst. Cashier
Bank
La Tour, Mo.

Kansas

City, Mo.

of La Tour,

CJ,AIH:NCl':
B., '03.
Clerk Law Dept., K. C. So. Ry.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
HALSTEAD. Eom:I1T
F., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice:
Member of firm of Halstead
& Halstead.
300 New Ridge Bldg., kansas
City, "1\1"0.
H.U.Ll~'l'T, WJ\I. R., '00.
Attorney;
106Y:.' N. Cedar St., Nevada, Mo.
H A'! rr.rox.
HOJ\I.I';H, '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
21 Waterworks
Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.
HAI.L.
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ABEL J\:]ILLU1, 'Ol.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Rooms 2, 3 and 4 Bloomfield
Oklahoma City, Okla.

HAHHY G., '02.
800 Victor Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Circuit
Clerk Jackson
County, 1902-6,
Ht.:H'. P. E., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
819 Cornell St.,
Kansas City, 1'1'10.
HENllY, CABL J., '03.
City Attorney,
Butler,
Mo.
HUGl-lEs,
CI-IAS .. '06.
Attorney,
General Practice;
322 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HEl\\LEY,

HAH~IET·I·,

Block,

H.-uIl\lm. BURKIj L., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Hamner & Hamner,
502 Hall Bldg., Kansas City, :Mo.
H,'RDIX, JOHN H., '03.
Attorney,
Commercial
Law;
Chrisman-Sawyer
Bank Bldg.,
Independence,
Mo.
HAlIlUSON, DI(. EI)),Wj,·n LI~I':' '01..
Physician;
307 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, Kas.
Examining
Surgeon
Board of Pensions.
HAHSHllEUGEB,
CLARKSOK
E., '97.
Clerk U. S. A. War Dept.,
655 Mission St., San Francisco,
Cal.
HA:\llLTON. E. C., '07.
Attorney;
Independence,
Mo.
HARTJ.EY, ALFllED F., '98.
Cape Nome, Alaska.
HARVEY, GI~ORGE R., '00.
Assistant
Attorney
General,
Headquarters
Philippines
Constabulary,
Manila, P . .T.
HARVEY, J. G. L., '00.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Reed, Yates, Mastin
& Haney,
800 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
County Counsellor, Jackson County,
) 908.
HAllWOOD.
LA"KlllIY.
'9!J.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Harwood & Meredl th,
1309 Commerce Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HA\'I·;lIFIELD.
GILBERT, '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
527-28 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
HAYDON,
L. W., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
National
Exchange
Bank Bldg.,
Springfield,
Mo.
HAYS, HERBERT F., '02.
Clerk Armour
Pkg. Co.,
Res. 2717 E. 12th St., Kansas
City, Mo.
HAZAHD,
HENRY E., 'Ol.
Mgr. Central
College of Business
and
Shorthand,
Kansas
City, 11,110.
REIDELBERGER
WILHEL-:\L
'98.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member firm of Bremer-mann
& Heidelberger,
609 Kansas City Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

w». H., '02.
Attorney,
Enid, Ok a.
Deputy County Attorney,
1904.,
HOCHLAXll. 08C,' H, '03.
Kansas City, Mo.
Clerk of Circuit Court, Jackson
Countv.

HILLS,

"V., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
318 Scan-itt
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Former
Asst Prosecuting
Attorney,
HOGE, Howxun
C., '03.
Claim Agent C. M. & St. P. Ry. Co.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
HOLDEN. AItTHlm 'V., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Mining and Irrigation
Law a Specialty;
Member of firm of Holden & Holden,
B. W. & M. Bldg., Idaho Falls, Idaho.
HOL1I1IH:X. RICllARD
J., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
703 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HOGAX, JOHN

Hootc. J08. »e, '02.
(Address un knowu.)

Huwl',

w».

F., '05.

Meinrath Brokerage
Kansas City, Mo.

Co.,

Howxu».

BEXJ'Ar.lIN
C., '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Security
Abstract
Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOWELL.
NEWELL
S., 'Ol.
Attorney,
General Pructlce:
7J 8 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, M,o.
HtT-:\[PlIRI,;Y, HEIWEBT L., '97.
Attorney;
Abilene, Kas.
City Attorney
of Abilene, 1900,
HF:IlIWD, ALBEH'!'

Kansas
HAIlIUSOX,

JAlIIES.

City,
SA1\IUEL

Attorney;
Member of firm
Harrison,
601 New Nelson
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'og.

Kas.
A., '05.
of Campbell,
Bldg .. Kansas

Cochran
City,

&
Mo.

HOOYER, ABSOLOM

'V., 'OS.

Care Bell Telephone
co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HO'WELL, D. V., '07.
City ~Iall,
Kansas City, Mo.
HOGIN, .TAi\IES L., '05.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Meade & Hogfn,
203-4-5 Commercial
Nat!. Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
HOUCllEXS.
F. B., '97.
Union Natl. Bank,
Kansas Cay, Mo.
HARETS. Mus. JUCIA F. VEST, '05.
Attorney,
General Practice;
450 Minnesota
Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
HOOVER. H. C. '06.
Attorney;
2905 E. 22d St., Kansas
City, Mo.
HEss,
JI':8SI-:. '07.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Oran, Mo.
Hooll'" B\,;NJA,JTr-,R., JR., '05
Attorney,
General Practice;
412 Fidelity
Trust
Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
HIBNlm. OLE, '06.
Mgr. Kansas
City Rubber
Co.,
Olathe,
Kas.
HIGGINS, RrCIIARD .1., '06.
Judge Court of Common Pleas of Wyandotte County,
Kansas
City Kas.

Clerk, Post Office,
Station A, Kansas City, Mo.
JOST, HENRY L., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
416 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JAUDOi\', VTHGlf-, H., '07.
Principal,
Emerson
School,
523 Wabash Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
JE~'.FHTE8.

GAllBY

JACKSON',

'OS.

L. B. Price

Mere. Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
JAMES.
JESSE E., '07.
Attorney;
1010 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
KABURTCK,
EI)W,\IlD C., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
817 Forest Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
CLAUDE M.

KACKLEY,

Attorney,
General Practice;
507 Forest
Ave., Kansas
City,
Real Estate,
315 N. Y. Life

Bldg., Kansas
'03.
Carrier,
Post Office;
Res. 2722 Park Ave., Kansas

KEXKCOY,

Mo.

'05.

KI':LT"OGC. SCO'l'T P.,

City, Mo.

EDWARD P.,

A. B., '07.
Attorney.
General
F:rst Nutl. Bank
Pittsburg,
Kas.

City, Mo.

KELLER.

KENKEDY, P.TlILIP H.,

Practice;
Bldg.,
'9S.

Deceased.
KERAJ\,

C. C., '06.
Clerk Post Office,
Kansas
City, Mo.

HILL.

EDWXRD
E., '03.
Credit Mgr. for the
Mfg. Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

JOHKSON, LESTE!t L., '01.

CHAHLES

C., 'OI.

Attorney.
General Practice;
Division
F, Land Office,
Washington,
D. C.

1\"(;[.;C8,

hERS,

B.-R.

& Tel.

Elec.

KF:RN'~CKEL JUL1AX

Attorney,
408 N. Y. Life

City, Mo.

JAlIIES L., '03.
Attorney;
with Gilmore
& Brown,
Commercial
Law,
941 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

E., '97.
Attorney,
S20 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
Member Upper House, City
to '02.

.JJ::WELL. JAMES

W.i\L R., '99.
Railroad
Supplies,
R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas

City, ]\'10.
Council, '98

JACQUES.

City,

Mo.

J.\?,ms, WM. R., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Offices with Clarence
S. Palmer,
410 Heist Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Construction,
Farmington,

Kansas

KILROY,

JESSE, '03.

Deceased.

JOHNSOK. J',SSE

J., '03.
Bldg.,

T.,

Krxtnar,r., GI':ORCE E., '00.
Sales Manager,
Alfred Wright Perfumer,
47 Darien
St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Krxrunsr.r .. BEItT S., '02.
Attorney;
Member of firm of Wofford & Kimbrell,
Asst.
Prosecuting
Attorney,
Jackson
County, Mo., 1904-S.
KIRKER,

MIL'rON

B.,

'97.

7422 Bennett
St., East
Pittsburg,
Pa.

'01.

Kr,L'\GLER.

Wyoming.

GEORGE J., '99.

Deceased.
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End,

Rt;UH:N A., '02.
Clerk, City Court, District
No.1,
Res. 919 Ann Ave., Kansas
City,

KOl'E.

Kas.

KI':2\"NAllil. Fcmcsr

M., '05.
Attorney.
General Practice;
721 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
LANDny. J. L., '06.
City Attorney
and General
Practice,
612 Storey Ave., Argentine,
Kas.
LAi\·E. F., '06.

Vehicle
Co.,
City, Mo.
LA1rBU~'I', 'VAI/I'lm
C., '01.
Supt. Post Office Stock
Kansas
City, Kas.

A:'\JJHEW B., 97.
Attorney;
Butler,
:\10.
Prosecuting
Attorney,
Bates County,
Circuit
Clerk,
Bates
County,
1\10.
1901-2.
Lathrop, Wm. B., '07.
Member
tlrm of Petrson-Lathrop
Grain
Co.,
501-2 Board of Trade Bldg.,
Kansas
Ci ty, Mo.
Lengel, William Charles, '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
216 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, 1\10.

LUll\\'WE,

JO~El'I[.
'02.
Attorney,
General
Pract.lce:
Offices with Hatch
& Middlebrook,
408 Hall Bldg., Kansas CiLy, Mo.

K1\OCIIE.

Langsdale,
Cliff,_ '06.
CiLy Attorney,
1207 Commerce
Bldg.,

Bayless
Kansas

Yards

Station,

DA\'IIl,
'01.
Attorney;
825 Wash. si., St. Louis, Mo.
German, Polish,
Italian and Yiddish Advocate, Chairman
of Education,
P. O.
LASEY,
C., '05.

LA:'\(1AlI.

'07.
U. S. Water & Steam
Kansas City, Mo.

MAI1UE:'i, LOUIS

P.,

Francisco,

CenCal.

Supply

Co.,

'07.

206 New England
Kansas
City, Mo.

Tex.

of Union

A. R., '05.

C., '00.

GEOIWI':
F'., '~8.
Mining and Private
Banking;
San Luis, Potosi,
Mexico.

1\10.

WJ\1..

LOi'iG.

Mtutng:
El Paso,

City,

L.,

NOtli\IA:\',
'08.
Financial
Correspondent
tral Life I ns. Co.
Monadnock
Bldg., San

LaVeine, Edward N., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho.
TJlO1\IAS

HABWf

LO~ll.lAIW.

LADE,

LI':A.

Kansas

'07.
Attorney,
General
Practtce:
Miles Garnier
Block,
Livingston,
Mont.

LAUHE;,,\S.

Bldg.,

LEGI{ :'I Ell.

L~:E.

Cl-IAHLES H., '01.
Attorney;
Louisburg,
Kas.
General
Practice
and

C., '99.
Assistant
Attorney
for Missouri, Chicago
& Alton Ry. Co., 513-17 Kemper Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.,
Res. independence,
]\'10.

MADISON. CUAHLI-:S

lVLHilLL.

Titles.

ROlmW[ D.,

Mgr. Collection
Son,
424 New Nelson

U~E. JAY M., '98.
Asst. e'r-osecutlng Attorney,
Criminal
Court Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

'98.
Dept.
Bldg.,

ANIJHEW ;,VIl,80:\l,
Deceased.

MA;~:'<,

PAl"!, JOliN, '02.
Lumber
Business,
1216 Long Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
LL\'DQUIST,
H.
A., '06.
Lrveo, Fl~A:\'K J., '00.
Stenographer,
City Electrician's
Office,
Cincinnati,
O.
LEi\IING,
OAKLl':Y D., '05.
LOGAX.
CnABLEs
B., '03.
Attorney.
LOOA~, W:l'.I. J., '03.
Prin. Lowell School,
Res. 1600 Minnesota
Ave.,
Kansas
City, Kas.
LI.:lIlIGII.

P.

F.

Kansas

&

Collier
City,

Mo.

'00.

CIlARLES H., '03.
Clerk, Simonds-Shields
Grain
Res. 3340 Charlotte
St.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

MA1\i'iIi'iG.

Company,

R. W., '06.
Attorney,
Polo, Mo.

MARQUIS,

ARTHun M., '00.
Real Estate,
Marty & Marty,
117 E. 9th St., Kansas
City, Mo.

MAH'l'Y,

MATSON,
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MA'I'TI-lEW

Attorney,
Dwight Bldg.,

L., '03.
Kansas

City, Mo.

'06.
Attorney,
General
519 Garfielc: Ave.,

Practice:
Kansas
City,

Mo.

MAY. LuCT. ....~ E., '03.
Attorney
General,
Mercer, Mo.
MEA])!':.
HKKHY,
'Ol.
Attorney;
Member of firm of Meade & Hogan,
203-4-5 Commercial
Natl. Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
M~lJk;R.
LLOYD.
'02.
Fire Iusuranc
. Wm. J. Medea & Son,
"B" Massachusetts
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, rvlo.
1\:1 E~:K. J A1\rES M., 02.
Assistant
County
Attorney,
Wyandotte
County, General
Practice;
Kansas
City, Kas.
M I'SS'·:C" n. Enw »uu M .. '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1005 N. Y. Life Btdg., 1'I..ansae
MESS~IOHE.

JASI'I~H.

Attorney,
Bank,
Granite,

and

City,

Mo.

JH .. '00.

Cashier

Granite

State

O. T.

G., '02.
Clerk, Ridenour
Bakel'
Kansas
City, 1\'10.

M I-:TZIG, Fmco

Grocery

Co.,

CLAIlE]';CI;; A .. '99.
U. S. Consular
Service,
American
Consul, F'Iacamoros,

MII.I.I·:H.

MI

t.r.nn.

,T., '99.
General
Practice;
of firm
of Miller.

MII.1.I';1l,

Mexico.

CHAllU:S

Attorney,
Member
Miller,
201·5 Husted

Bldg.,

Kansas

&

Buchan
City,

Kas.

0., '03.

FE8T!.:8

Attorney,
Ulman & Miller.
311 Kansas
City Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
Justice
of Peace, 1335 Grand

Ave.

Mnx-u er.r., DllUH¥ K., '98.
D, S. Government
Office,
Manila,

P. T.

S., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
With Gage, Ladd & Small,
605-8 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

Mox 1\0E,

MOSL8Y.

CALEH

MO:"TGOJ\II';IlY.

JOII

720 W. 39tll

F'rlAXCIS R., '98 .
Dispatcher,
Chicago,
Milwaukee
& St.
Paul
Ry.,
Ottumwa,
Ia.
IV100rlL HUi\"T C., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
With T . .1--'. Dana,
620 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
MOOHE,
J A1\1ES vV., '00.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Dunlap
Bldg., Okemah,
Okla.
1VJOOrlE, wsr. B., '03.
Attorney,
New Jersey Bldg., Muskogee,
Okla.
MOOBE.
WILLJA11 H.H_L, '97.
Attorney;
Member of tf rm of Boyd & Moore,
South
McAlister,
Okla.
General Practice
and Indian Citizenship
Cases.
.MOOlU:, "VJ\I. R., '99.
Attorney. General Practice;
1125 Scar-i-ltt Bldg., Kansas
City, 1",,10.
Monx rc. HA]\lI'TOX.
'01.
'I'ra vel tug Salesman,
Fischer
Bros.,
Seattle,
Wash.
MOHOAi'\", JACQUE
Lr.OYl).
'Ol.
Attorney;
411 Bryant
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.;
,
General .l-racttce and Attorney
for Title
Guaranty
and Trust Company.
City Attorney
of Kansas
City, 1902-4.
MOHI1I8. G~OBG"
M., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice:
701 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Morris, Edmund E., '05.
Attorney.
Corporation
Law;
301 Fidelity
Trust
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.;
Serving
second term of City Council.
MOHHISOX,
GEOIWL~ C., '01.
Address
unknown.
MUCI'LE.
JOII:"
B .. '00.
Assistant
Ticket
Agent,
Wabash
R. R.
Co.,
Pittsburg,
Pa.
Moone.

.\'lAUl"SBY. M. L.,

:"80i'\" S"

si., Kansas

City,

Mo.

99.
City,

GI-:O. rd.,

Merchant,
Excelsior

Mo.

Moone. EiJW,\!W H., '00.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member
of firm of Moore
(E. H., '00)
and Noble (E. '1'., '98); Rooms 1 and 2
Peck Bldg.,
Okmulgee, 1. T.
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'02.

Springs,

1\10.

EDWAllII
S .. '00.
Credit Man, Geo. W. Perry
St. Louis, Mo.

MUHPHY.

Ml·SSE1I.

AllOJ.J'HlJS.

Mgr. "The Fair"
El Paso, Texas.

Co.,

'02.
Department

HAltHY
J., '96.
Attorney,
315 Dearborn
St., Chicago,

Store,

MYEH8,

m.

Miller, Clyde C., 'DB.
Time-keeper
for Swift & Co.,
107¥:! Houston
St., Ft. Worth,
n:lAIlDE:'I,
Til OJ\f .....S, '08.
Attorney,
Real Estate
Law;
307 Orient Bldg., Kansas
City,
CH,\BLES

l\fAlJI80,,",

C.,

Mo.

'99.

Attorney,
General
Practice;
806 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas
MOTLEY.

Texas.

Mo.

City,

'08.
Senator
LaF'ollett

BENJAi\II.\"

FHA,\"I'LI:'I,

Private
Secretary,
Wisconsin,
] 327 Monroe.
N. E..
Brookland
Wash., D. C.
MULFORD.

C.

of

'07.

H.,

1VIA.\"Arm. Henrnx B .. '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1325 Commerce
Bldg .. Kansas

City,

Mo.

McAHTI-IUlC CLAIlE: L.. '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
Lindsay,
Okla.
Secretary,
School Board.
CIiAllU:R E.. '02.
General
Practice;
505 N. Y. Life Bldg .. Kansas

McCoy.

Attornev.
MCC'.4.RTY.
Kansas

w».

City,

Mo.

,T., '07.

City,

Mo.

MCCllUM.
CHAHr,I~S A .. '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1035 Scan itt Bldg .. Kansas
City, Mo.
McDA:'i[I':f•. LEX L., '00.
Abstractor,
Land Title Guarantee
Co..
Res. 4308 Main St., Kansas
I.."ity, Mo.
McELROY. FHA :'Il( S., '01.
Attorney,
Cripple
Creek, Colo.
McEr.noY. JA"i\IES P., '02.
Foreman
Armour
Packing
Co.,
Res. Stratford
Hotel,
Kansas
City, Mo.
McKA1Il'EY.
JA::\lIo:S W.,
'97.
Real Estate,
307 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
McKI;;NZW.
KI'::'\' :'\'ETI-I K .. '99.
Attor-nev. General Practice;
With Wilmer & Canfield.
49 Wall St., New York City.
Mct.x unnr.rx, DA'\"IEL.
'99.
Prosecuting
Attorney,
Elmore
County,
Idaho,
Mountain
Home, Idaho.
McNE,\T,. "VII.LI,HI Hourox.
'08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member
of firm of McNeal
& Allen,
15 'V. Main St., Ardmore,
Okla.
McDaniel,
Oscar D., '07.
Assistant
Prosecuting
Attorney,
Buchanan
Coun tv, St. Joseph,
Mo.

MCPHEllSO,,", JOliN E., '05.
Investments,
310 First
National
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
lV!L:LAUGlILli\", HAHBY R., '97.
Attorney
and
Manager,
National
Ad·
justment
Co..
308 Hall Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
MoMxuox,
JOSEPH E., '07.
MCQUEEJ\'Y, JAMES L., '00.
Creditman,
Loose-Wiles
Cracker
Co.,
Res. 221 Linwood Ave., Kansas City, 1'\'10.
MCSPADJ)J;;:'I,
'VASHINGTON
L., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
351 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
l\'!l.;VEY,
EU\VI:'\' P., '02.
Address
Unknown.
l\fCCUAY. HAlla\" B., '08.
Care Badger
Lumber
Co.,
3401 E. 15th St., Kansas
City, :Mo.
Mcrjonus, nox C., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Kansas
City, Kas.
MACKENZIE,
KI'.\" .\'I'TII K., '99.
Corporation
Attorney,
15 Williams
SL.,
New York City, New York.
1\L\uL.o\IWX,
WILLIAM
H., '08.
Care Faxon-Gallagher
Drug Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NAIH:ll,
EIJW,\IW E., '02.
Attorney.
oener-al Practice;
704 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
NI·:EI., ELLlSO" A., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1215 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Lecturer
in Kansas
City School of Law.
.'\TAt:LE. OHAIl
R., '05.
Claim Agt.. Metropolitan
St. Ry. Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
NELHO.\". Ei\uIET'1'
B., '97.
Real Estate;
Member of firm of Crow & Nelson,
317-18-19-20 Finance
Bldg.,
Kansas
City, 1\10.
NICHOLS. ADELllEHT. '99.
Real Estate,
300 Gumbel Bldg .. Kansas City, Mo.
NH:I-IOLSO:\'". WIH:U.OCK S., '97.
Clerk, Swift & Co.,
So. St. Joseph,
Mo.
Nn-r-. ,TOITK C., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
353 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
Ctty, Mo.
Nour.e. EnGA II '1' .. '98.
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Moore (E. n., 'OO) &
Noble (E. T .. '98).
Rms. 1 and 2 Peck Btdg.,
Okmulgee,
Okla.
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NOLA,,"\).

NiCHOLAS

H'., '03.
Elevators,
Mo.

Cashier. Terminal
Kansas
NOIl?,[AX.

City,

FllA,,"K,

Abstractor,
721 Scarritt

'02.
Norman
Bldg.,

& Itouer-eson,
Kansas
City, Mo.

Lh:WlS
B., '03.
Cashier
and Bookkeeper,
Goffe, Lucas
& Oarkener,
Grain Commission;
Res. 1209 Cherry St., Kansas
City, Mo.

NORTOx,

MAIlTIX
J., '05.
Attorney,
General Practice;
707 New York Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

O'DOi'\KELL,

A. E .• '05.
Chief. Engineer
Long
Kansas City, Mo.

O'FJ.AHERTY,

Bell

Lumber

Co.,

JOSEPH S., '01.
Chief Engineer
Central Coal & Colee Cc.,
Res. 1016 Olive St., Kansas
City, 1V1o.
O'CO:'\':"OIt,
Jou v, '08.
Kansas City, Mo.
Omcen. M. L., '07.
Dodge City, Kas.
OHl{, CA-'lEilO."
L., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With Meservey
& German,
708-10 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
Oaucex. ,JOSEPH
B., '03.
Contractor,
2450 Elmwood Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
OWE:".
MISS
Ai'\NJE: L., '02.
608 Dwight Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
O\'EHALL,
WILSO"
L., '05.
Private
Secretary
to Mayor of. Kansas
City, Mo.
OmL\·Y. ROBERT S., '06.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Wing & OgfIvv,
415 Hoover Bldg., Dodge City, Kas.
PAG];:. Hr:::i'\11Y
C., '97.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of. firm of Holmes & Page,
413 Keith and Perry Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
PAG!':, WALTEI~ 1<"'., '08.
Real Estate,
300 Gumbel Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
PAliK.
FRAKK
E., '05.
Walkenhorst
Printing
Co.,
605 Wyandotte
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
O'Fr,AI'lE(tTY,

A., '97.
Attorney,
General Evactice:
Loogootee,
Lndtana.

PA(;I~1'.

PA(;E'I'.

EYERY

M.,

'97.

Mgr. Hygienic
Chem. Co.,
712 N. 2nd st., St. Louis, Mo.

Pxr.ncu,
Huxuv C., '03.
Passenger
Conductor
U. P. R. R.,
328 N. 16th St., Kansas City, Kas.
PARKUt.
TOM C .• '02.
Address
Unknown.
Pr;:AKI~. G I'OIWE R., 'OJ.
Deceased.
PI';CK, JA?<IE:S B., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
320 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, 1Ho.
PElUH,,'. w», S., '99.
(Address
unknown.)
PEllHY. JA::\[ES C., '03.
Attorney,
Genera] Practice;
Member of firm of Perry & Perry,
648 Minnesota
Ave., Kansas City, Kas.
PEItH\,. Jon" W., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
648 Minnesota
Ave., Kansas City, Kas.
PETEHS, P. B. S., '00.
Instructor
Bookkeeping
and Commercial
Law,
Manual Training
High School.
Kansas
City, Mo.
PET'I'WO:"]"
Onr x H., '02.
626 Hyde Block, Spokane,
Wash.
PEW. ,TOIIi\" B., '01.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member
of firm of Borland,
Pew
&
Proctor
430 Scan:itt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.;
Treasurer
Jackson
County
Bar
Assn.
1903-4,
Lecturer
in Kansas City School of Law.
PlIILl.II'S.
CHAnCEs H., '03.
Attor-ney, General Practice;
624 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City. Mo.
PHILLIPS, GI~01lGE '.VE:\'DELL,
'01.
Real Estate,
527 Minnesota
Ave., Kansas City, Kas.
Pr.u :'If]\n:R. B. A .• '07.
Teller, Central
Natl. Bank,
Kansas
City, Mo.
PO:'lIERr~:\·I,~.
MI~LVJ:'\'. '01.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With .Tames W. Boyd,
302-3 German-American
Bank Bldg.,
St. Joseph, Mo.
PORTEll,
P]F:IlRI,~ R., '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
1008 Scarritt
Bldg.. Kansas
City, Mo.
POTTS,
CLAUlm H., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Spokane,
Washington.
POWELL,
EDGAH P., 'OJ.
Deceased.
POWH .•L,

T1Ios. E., '97.
Address
Unknown.
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ROlll':RTSO:", ROln:HT S., 07.
Member of firm of Showen & Robertson,
Stanberry,
Mo.
ROUlX:';O:\".
HAlWIS, 'Ol.
Attorney,
General Prnctlce:
Mtuklev & Causa,
,
Panama.
RIIOAllES, Heunen-r, '07.
Attorney,
Ul yses, Kas.
Roceus. Leeov N., '03.
Pressman,
Kansas City Journal,
Kansas City, 1\10.
Rose, Charles A., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Havre, Mont.
RUI)I), H. Cux xxtxn
'97
Attorney,
,.
1106 Fourteenth
St.,
Northwest.
'Washington,
D. C.
General
Practice,
Counselor
in Corporate Law, Advocacy confined La United
States Supreme
Court (Member since
1900).
Since ]900 Professor
of Forensic
Oratory,
and
also
Sources
Classification
and Elements
of. Law
and La;w of Commercial
Pap~r
i~
Columbian
University,
Washington,

CUAS.
Y. 0., '03.
Attorney;
With Wollman & Solomon,
Kansas City, Mo.

PUGH,

IVl.o\..H
. SHALI. A., '97.
Auditor,
Post Office, Kansas
City,
Justice of Peace, Kansas City, '98 to '02.

PURSU;Y,

M. DEFOE, '05.
Attorney,
General Preecce:
419 N. Y. Life sus.. Kansas

PYrES,

City, Mo.

RALLS, L. F., '05.

1424 Baltimore

Ave., Kansas

'05.
Attorney,
General Practice;
With McAnany & Alden,
3-4-5 Husted Bldg., Kansas

City, .1\10.

R ..\ILSBACH, THUltUAN,

City, Mo.

R.Hin, C. A., '07.
RI~lm, JA?18S C., '98.
Teacher
Commercial
Law,
High School, Chicago, 11l.
A., '07.
General Practice;
Kas.
REED,
CHARJ,ES D., '03.
Collector,
Res. 151.2 Harrison
St.,
Kansas
City. Mo.
REE]),
Enweuu 'V., '05.
1104 Garfield
Ave., Kansas

Mclt.tulev

R~;lD, JAMES
Attorney,
Chanute,

D. C.
City,

Mo.

LA MOl'iTE V., '00.
With Dierks & Sons Lumber Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.

REICHENflACK,

RI,l1'i'"F~CKE,F. C., '05.

Mgr. CoL Dept., K. C. Hay
Kansas City, Mo.
REITZ,

MARVIN

.r.,

Press

oo.,

'99.

Attorney,
General Practice;
203 Commercial
Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Kas.
City
Attorney
Kansas
City,
Kas.,
1903~5.
RrCE, RICHARD
L., '07.
923 Bcarr-ltt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Rn.oun, EAlILE C., M. D., '00.
1105 W. 24th si., Kansas City, Mo.
P. E., '06.
646 Minnesota
Ave.,
Kansas
City, Kas.
RlEllIJ' CHARLES A., '97.
Attorney,
General Practice;
832 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Asst. Pros. Atty. Jackson
County, Mo.
'02 to 0:.1.
RI'Il\"HARDT,
GEORGE,
'02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Member of firm of Reinhardt
(Geo., '02)
and Schibsby (Frank, '01),
406-7 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
R1CHAHDSO:\',

RUSH, ELMER E., '03.
Instructor
Central
High School,
Kansas City, Mo.
ROWELL, "A::\ll~S G., '05.
Clerk, Swift & Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
RA:"DALL.
w». S., '05.
Real Estate;
Finance
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RI';ED, W. HAU;Y, '06.
Attorney,
General Practice'
806 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas' City, 1\10.
RA uronu, Roanrrr "\V., '08.
Stenographer,
Kansas
State
Grain
Inspector,
Kansas
City, Kas.
SAl\[UE:L, OWEN S., '03.
Attorney,
Emporia,
Kas.,
County Attorney
of Lyon County.
S ..vxronu, ELMER E., '05.
Attorney,
General Practice'
439 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kans~s City, Mo.
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SClllnSRY, FIl.'\:\K,

'01.

Attorney. General Practtce:
Member
of firm
of Rei~lharclt
'02) and Schibsby {Frank '01),
406~7 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
SCllEECJIVIELD, U. A., '06.
Attorney,
General Practice:
Kansas
City, Mo.
'

(Geo.

j

Wxr. J., '02.
Salesman;
With Geo. Innis & Co ..
1029 S. Main St., Wichita,

Clerk,
Kansas

!Cas.

N.

A., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
113 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

City,

1\'10.

WILLTAi\r,
'02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
408 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

City,

Mo.

SETZLEIl.EDW,\lln

i

Slf~:LLI~Y.

B., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Wills,
Pensions,
Real Property,
porations,
41.8 Bbetdley
Brdg., Kansas
City,

SIlH,;LD.

'VALLACE

GI';O. S., '05.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
727 Scarrttt
Bldg., Kansas

IncorMo.

SItELTOX.

City,

Mo.

BUHTO.'\" L., '98.
Assistant
Postmaster,
Kansas Oi ty. Kas.
SlfUJJTZ,
ALBA E., '02.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Offices with Fairbanks,
Morse & Co.,
Kansas City. 1\'To.
SI~I::-i:-;EH, ALTO.'\" H., '07.
Teacher,
11.33 Cleveland
Ave., Kansas
City, Kas.
S.'IMJL, C](AIU.I~8 H., '03.
Attorney,
With Gage, Ladd & Small,
60G N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
S~IITlI.
DA\'w .T., '01.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
310 Pcrtmouth Btdg., Kansas
City, Kas.
SMITH.
JAlIIES H" '99.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Sterling,
Kas.
S1\IITIl.
RICHARD S., 'Ol.
Attorney,
General
Practice'
Member of firm of Wright' & Smith,
811. N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas Clt.y, Mo.
S1\IITll. l-]1·:.'\"HY CAL\"]::-i, '08.
Assistant
City Claim Agent,
City Hall. Kansas
City, Mo.
SL\IYl(AIJ. JOSEPIL 'Ol.
Justice of the Peace,
Jackson,
Minn.
SNOW. CLIFFOllll M .. 'OJ.
Salesman,
Ferguson,
McKinney
Dry
Goods Co.,
Union Depot Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.
SOLA.". G. W., 'OG.
Attorney;
Clerk of Probate
Court, Jackson
County,
Kansas City, Mo.
SOUTlIAJJL.
B. C., '02.
Address
Unknown.
SOUTTlEl{X.
AU.E:>1 C., '00.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of firm of Southern
& Southern.
Wilson Block, Independence.
Mo.
SllOH'I"

M.: '05.
Palace Clothing
Co.,
City, Mo.
Sl'EERS,
JAMES
R., 'oi.
Attorney,
General
Practice'
38 Park Row, New Yorl"
Y.
St'AHKS, M. 'V. S., '06.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Res. 915 E. 29th, Kansas
City, Mo.
S1'EIlLli\"G,
LEO,", '00.
Attorney,
and Real Estate
and j nsurance,
Dodson, Mo.
STAGGERS, JOliN
W., '07.
Columbian
University,
Washington,
D. C.
S"I'AL!''Y E H
'03
Attor~ey," Geu'eral Practice;
405 Heist Bldg., Kansas
Clty, Mo.
STEELE,
E\'EHET'l'
E.,
'97.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
606 American
Bank Bldg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
S'I'],;1'l1E1\"SO:-;,Dxvui J., '00.
Salesman,
Great Atlantic
& Pacific
Co.,
Kansas
Ci ty, Kas.
STI~1'llEN:-;,
STUBEH'l' B., '05.
Gas and Electric
Appliances,
1.21.5 Walnut
st., Kansas City, 1\:10.
S'I'I':WAIn', FRAl\"K 'V., '99.
Real Estate;
With E. S. Truitt,
1.01 K. and P. Bjdgs.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
ST.
JOHN,
Gl'O.
P.,
'05.
Armour
Packing
Co.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
STILLl,\,US,
GEOHGI;; E., '00.
Supply Club,
600 N. Ridge Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
STRADER, ROllE rrr E., '03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
1009 Scarritt
Bldg, Kansas
City, Mo.
Suxtxun, CHAI1LES A., '99.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Member of Ilrm ot Heidelberger
& Sumner
709 ?\T. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SliTEll:i\IC1STU1,
Cl[AHLI'::-;
0., '99.
Stone Dealer,
Kansas
Uty, Mo.
SUTIU:RLAl\"J). JOHN S., '03.
Real Estate,
1010 Commerce
Bl dg., Kansas
City, Mo.
SI'ALl)I.'\"G. HE?<RY

SCOT'I'.

WlIL B., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
310 Portsmouth
Bldg., Kansas

SUTTON,

SI ,'I RALL. JA?1 ES S., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
Liberty,
Mo.
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City, Kas.

ALBEIlT \V., '05.
Attorney,
General Prncttce:
250-51 N. Y. Life Bldg., .o.ansas City, Mo.
S1'AXTOi'l~. JACK~O:\
C., '08.
Real Estate.
1018 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas
cnv. Mo.
SO:\OEIl, HERHEH'l' LEWIS, '08
Attorney.
General Practice;
STOUGH,

Jamesport,

11'10.

Attorney. General

GEOIWE Y., '97.
Patent
Attorney,
Patent
Law Exclusively,
512-15 American
Bank
Kansas
City, Mo.

TIIORI'I':.

THRASHER.

G~:OJHH;

Attorney,
819 Market
TIlE;~[llI.E\",

General
Kansas

Bldg"

Francisco,

W:\lm, J. 0., '06.
Contractor,
3936 Mercier

Cal.

Ave., Kansas
of Kansas

City, Kas.
City.
Kas.,

Attorney,
Assistant

DELos
Valparaiso,

vVt\YLAXD.

1,V., '01.

Indiana.

Fueuearorc
E., '9"1-.
Pres. K. C. Elevator
l\Hg. ce.,
l05~115 W. 19th St., Kansas
City,

Mo.

City,

Mo.

Tacoma, 'Washington,
County Attorney,
1899-0],

CHARLES D., '99.

Attorney;
Member
Attorney

of fir-m 0( Ayres & Welch,
for Kansas
State
Board

Coffeyvi lie, Kas.
Ex-County
Auditor,
Kas.

Practice;

TnOMl'So:\',

",VELSIL

Practice;

Attorney,
General
Purcell,
Okla.
WESTPHAL,

'05.
J. H. 'I'schudv Lumber
Kansas City, M'o.

Co.,

Tscu cov. ROBl':WI" H .. '05.
.T. H. Eschudv
Lumber
Kansas
City, Mo.

Co.,

JAY,

County,

'03.
Practice;

HEH.\I'A"" L., '03.

Attorney;
Member
Chlckasha,

0(

firm
Okla.

of. Mordt

& Westphal.

Nx-n rx xncr, C., '03 .
Attorney,
General Practice;
Osceola, Mo.

,VIIALE)".

'ron», BEN E., '08.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
936 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas

WIIl!"FE1\".

HA),ILE1'

H., '98.

Deaceased.
City,

Mo.

Eli H., '03.
Claim
Agent,
Mo. Division
St. Louis
& S. F. R R,
318 Bryant
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Wln:RRY.

TOLl.. Pun R.. '08.
Vice-President
Badger
Midland
Bldg., Kansas

Shawnee

GEOUOE WL\,STO.\'.

THORi\"E, BEll"!' Eo, '07.
TSCII(;I)Y.

of

Health,

J. L., '06.

G.E., '06.
Attorney.
General
Kansas
City, Mo.

I

Mo.

O. F., '02.
Attorney,
General Practice;
850-1 N. Y. Life Bldg.,
Kansas
City. Mo.

WELCH,

U., '05.
Contractor
and Builder,
512-13 Shuker-t Bldg.. Kansas
Anl)ISO:'i

Attorney.
General
Kansas City, Mo.

City,

CLI~H L., '03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
1325 Bank of Commerce Bldg"

'1'UR:"Ell.

'TAl.BOT,

St., Kansas

Co.,

\VAlllJEi\". HI~Il:i\[A"X. '99.

WATSOX,

TUl"lDIO:'iI).

Depot,

'03.
Attorney,
General Practice;
Lee's Summit,
Mo.

E., '98.
Attorney,
General Practice;
411 Kansas
City Life Btdg.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
J,DIES

1'I'R:"EIl.

Union

\V.H.JlO.,\, JOJL:\ L.,

1905-6.
'1'110(;])0:",

Baggage
Agent,
City. Mo.

'05.
Assistant
Purchasing
Agent,
Fred Harvey
I{otel and Restaurant.
Kansas
City. Mo.

C., '99.

St., San

Attorney;
650 Minnesota
Police
Judge

'(lj .

FHA:\'!\: A., '05.

VlI':RJOG. CllABLES F.,

B., '02.

W:i\L

Ftcam x.cxn E.,

W.u.:mn H., '03.
Asst. Mgr. Rock Island Plow Co.,
Omaha, Keb.
VETTEII, GEO. \V., '05.
2840 Cissna Place, Kansas
City, Kas.

Mo.

City,

Ur.urcir.

Ul'llI':{;II.HT.

vesr-sn.

'08.
Practice;

SWA"XSOi\". GUSTAYE ADOU'H,

Kansas

LEONAfllJ,
'03.
Attorney,
General
Practice;
311 Kansas City Life Bldg.,

UL~It\N.

Lumber
Co.,
City, Mo.
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•

WIIITE,

Ar.:\IA

R., 'Ol.

WISG. GEORGE L., '01.

Attorney;
Member of firm of Sheley & White,
Lawyers and Abstractors, Rms. 3 and
4 Wyatt Bldg.,
Independence, Mo.
Asst. Circuit Clerk, Jackson County, Mo.,
1906-8_
Wnrre,

ISAAC N., Jll.,

Attorney, General Practice;
1415 Hoover Bldg., Dodge City, Kas.
WILCOX CLYDE. 05.

Attorney, General Practice;
With Ellis, Cook & Ellis,
34 Waterworks
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WJLSOl\" A. P. TONE, ,J1l.. '98.

'01.

Kansas City, Mo.

Minister;
Independence, 1\-10.

wmrs .

.10111'0

D.,

NAPOLEON B., '03.
Physician, 509 Junction
Kansas City, Mo.

\Vli\FIU:Y,

'02.

Attorney, General Practice;
J ndependence, Mo.
WI-IITE,

WI-:"AN'l'S, F.

WJ.L F'., '99.

LOBEll' F.,

Witherspoon,

wrs,

Mgr. Bunting

804 Walnut

Stone

F.,

'05.

Undertaking

Attorney, General Practice;
934 N. Y. Life Bldg.
WOOD. ritA H.,

'07.

(Deceased) .
WOOD. CUAS. K., '07.

With Home Ice Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
WRlGH'l',w», A., '03.
Attorney, General Practice;
312 Iowa Bldg.,
Muskogee, Okla.

Hardware

si.,

Kansas City, Mo.
MAnSHAI.r. J., '03.
Account and Auditor, for Frey Harvey,
Kansas City, Mo.

WOOD, Sruxev

B., '00.

(Deceased) .

,JA.\II~S C., '98.

Attorney, General Practice
and Commercial Law;
Member firm ofWilIiams
& Hunter,
914 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Wt.WJEIC M. H., '02.

\VI

CrrAS.

"'OODSON. AYTCH P., '06.

vVn.LIA:\IS,

WILLlA".\IS,

Jr., 06.

With Carroll-Davidson
Kansas City, Mo.

\VILLIA"iHS. WEU,H B., '03.

Credit

Frank,

Live Stock Commission,
104-5 Live Stock Exchange,
Kansas City, Kas.

'08.

Attorney, General Practice;
With Judd & Olson,
Seattle, Washington.
WI-Il'!'E;L,.ILW. WU.
N., '00.
Seattle, Washington.
wros n.cvr, HARllY W., '98.
Attorney;
With Thayer-Moore Brokerage Co.,
105 W. 8th St., Kansas City, Mo.
wtr.uu«, FIlANK "V., '03.
Insurance Business,
401-2 Victor Bldg., Kansas' City, Mo.

co.,

1., '06.

Gov't. Inspector Fed. Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.;
Res. 2402 Olive St.

Attorney;
10-12 Columbia Bldg., Kansas City, Kas.,
With Thos. J. White,
Attorney
and
Referee in Bankruptcy.
'VHTl'E,

Bldg.,

Real Estate, 600 Waterwor-ks
Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
i\"SH 11', W. L., '00.
Attorney, General Practice;
404-5 Portsmouth Bldg.,
Kansas City, Kas.
Former-ly Probate Judge Wyandotte Co.,
Kansas.

"'YBE,

JOHi\"

(Address
YEOlllAX.

M., '02.

unknown).

FHANK.

'00.

Attorney. General Practice;
57 Waterworks Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
'wn. B., Ju .. 'OJ..
Attorney, General Practice;
Member of Robinson & Yoder.
206-7 Mass. Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

YO])!::l!.

Youse. MlSS HATTIE Z., '97.
(Deceased) .
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